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ABSTRACT 

A gas-diffusion tracer experiment was conducted at the Chem

Nuclear, Inc., nuclear waste burial site near Barnwell, South Carolina, 

on June 1-10; 1981, testing a new methodology to measure the i!! situ 

gaseous diffusion characteristics of unsaturated porous media for the 

purpose of estimating the diffusive flux of volatile conta~inants from 

the burial ground. 

The tracers used were CC1BrF2 and SF6. They were released in 

the subsurface from permeation devices that closely approximate an ideal 

point-diffusion source. The permeation devices contain the tracer in 

1 i qui d form and allow the tracer to escape at a constant rate by 

diffusion through a Teflon membrane. The release rates for CC1BrF2 and 

SF6 during the test were 105 and 3.3 nanograms/second, respectively. 

These compounds were selected on the basis of their compatabi1ity with 

the permeation-release device, their absence in the subsurface, and 

detectability in the part-per-tri11ion range in soil gas. AnalySes were 

made in the field on a Varian 3700 series gas chromatograph equipped 

with an electron-capture detector. The instrument was modified to 

introduce soil gas through sampling valves and a Nafion tube desiccant. 

The diffusion sources were pl aced in the unsaturated s.oil at 

depths of 2 meters and 13 ~eters below land surface. Diffusive 

movements of tracer were monitored for a period of 7 days and tracer 

breakthrough was observed at points up to 3.5 meters away. 

xiii 
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Diffusion was modeled using a three-dimensional, continuous 

point source, transient-state, analytical model which allowed estimation 

of th~ effective diffusion coefficient of the porous media, and an 

independent assessment of the media's sorptive effects on the tracer 

gas. The model was calibrated using least squares and curve matching 

techniques, the latter of which enables a field technician to quickly 

interpret observed field data. 

Field values obtained for effective diffusion coefficient ranged 

from 0.026 to 0.037 cm2/sec. The average tortuosity factor observed for 

test site was 0.705. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of increased hazardous waste burial, the need 

for accurately predicting the migration of pollutants has increased. 

Greater public awareness of the toxicity, carcinogenicity and 

teratogenicity of hazardous compounds has mandated careful licensing, 

better monitoring and stricter enforcement of standards for waste sites. 

A great deal of rese·arch r.as been undertaksn to understand and model the 

transport of water-borne pollutants at these sites; yet relatively 

little has been accomplished with the spread of gaseous pollutants. To 

understand the movement of gaseous pollutants fully, it is necessary to 

investigate the· diffusion characteristics of the subsurface environment 

for individual burial sites. 

This study introduces a new methodology for ~ situ measurement 

of gaseous diffusion characteristics in unsaturated porous media. In 

the past, only the upper meters of soil were ever tested for diffusion 

characteristics; the impetus was from the agricultural and agronomical 

interest in soil reaeration rates (and the effect on plant physiology), 

denitrification of soil through volatilization of fertilizers, and 

fumigation. Volatile compounds from hazardous waste burial or injection 

will often be transported from much greater depths. Analytical 

improvements have now helped to make the measurement of effective or 

?pparent diffusion coefficients possible at sizeable depths below ground 

1 
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surface. ~ situ measurement of diffusion characteristics gives site 

specific information regarding the migration of gaseous pollutants, 

which in turn is important to planners, environmental scientists, public 

health officials and decision-makers. Future movement of gaseous 

pollutants can be better predicted with a better knowledge of diffusive 

properties of any given unsaturated zone • 

To measure of the diffusive characteristics of the deeper 

unsaturated zone, chemically conservative tracer sources were emplaced 

and tracer gas was allowed to diffuse through the media to observation 

points. Soil gas was measured repeatedly, giving spatial and temporal 

variation of tracer concentration due to diffusion at these observation 

points. 

A model of field experimentation was constructed according to 

the transient-state diffusion equation and observed tracer 

concentrations were compared to calculated values by a least squares 

method. Using the least squares approach, effective diffusion 

coefficients were optimized for different regions of the vadose zone 

through iterative and curve matching techniques. 

Sorptive properties of different field site soils were measured 

in laboratory batch tests at varying moisture contents and tracer 

concentrations. These measurements confirmed values obtained from 

calibrations of the model. 

This dissertation describes the analytical improvements made, 

field experimentation, modeling, and laboratory findings for sorptive 

mechanisms. Recommendations are also made for future refinements of 

this technique. 
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Basic Principles 

Diffusion is a process whereby elements in a single phase 

equilibrate. This process arises due to random molecular motions; each 

molecule is constantly undergoing collision with other molecules, and 

the result is constant motion with many changes in direction and no 

preferred direction of motion. Although this motion is random, there is 

a net transfer of molecules of one compound from regions of high 

concentration to low concentration. The net transfer of molecules is 

predictable, whereas the direction of any individual molecule at any 

moment is not. 

Random molecular motions are also responsible for the movement 

of heat, and this was recognized by Fick (1855), who made a quantitative 

analogy for diffusion from earlier heat flow work by Fourier (1822). 

For investigations of diffusion where concentration gradients are 

transient, i.e. steady state has not been established, the change in 

concentration at any point with respect to time can be described by 

Fick1s second law for gas flow into another gas: 

where C is concentration 

t is time 

o is emperica11y observed coefficient of diffusion 

and V' 2 is the Lap 1 aci an operator. 

(1 .1 ) 

This equation assumes no variation in 0 with time. space, direction or 

concentration. It is written for isothermal conditions.
13 
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Although concentration gradient is usually the variable on which 

diffusion rates depend, in the special case of gas diffusion into a gas 

filled porous medium, the nature of the medium and interactions between 

the solute and the stationary phases must be taken into account. This 

is done by replacing the coefficient of diffusion with an effective 

diffusion coefficient D', which considers the factors such as 

tortuosity, sorption and reactions in the medium. D' is a parameter 

which has many subcomponents and for each different medium, 0' is 

different.
63 

It is important, therefore, to know the values of as many 

of these subcomponents as possible, to understand what actually occurs 

during the diffusion process. 

Applications 

A proper understanding of gas diffusion characteristics of 

unsaturated porous media has a number of benefits to environmental 

scientists concerned with pollution migration from hazardous waste 

sites. Historically it has also represented an area of deep concern to 

agricultural scientists, agronomists, agrologists, botanists and soil 

scientists. 

Gaseous exchange between the soil and the atmosphere, called 

soil aeration, has important ramifications to plant physiology. Of 

particular importance are the times when an oxygen deficit is 
22 

established in the root zone. According to Evans (1965): 

Diffusion is considered to be the principal mechanism in the 
interchange of gases between the soil and the atmosphere. The 
interchange results from concentration gradients established 
within the soil by the respiration of microorganisms and plant 
roots. Oxygen normally diffuses into the soil while carbon 
dioxide diffuses out. 
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Poor soil aeration can also alter the chemical nature of soil. Absence 

of adequate oxygen, created by aerobic respiration, can cause chemical 

reduction of many compounds to more noxious counterparts. Organic 

matter can be reduced to alcohols, aldehydes, methane, nitrates, 

ammonia, etc. 

Gas production and consumption in soils, as a function of its 

concentration gradients and diffusivity, is one way to quantitatively 

measure the soil IS rate of biological activity. In situ gas experiments 

have utilized this principle, and there are many applications, including 

techniques developed to detect life on space missions to Mars.
34 

Precise measurement of gas diffusivity in soils also has applications to 

the study of denitrification from fertilizers and other sources, and gas 

flux due to fumigation.47 

When hazardous waste is buried, or even dumped on landis 

surface, gaseous diffusion is often a prime method of contaminant 

transport. Diffusive properties are site specific, and therefore, each 

location must be tested individua1ly~ 

To fully understand contaminant movement away from hazardous 

waste, it is often important to consider regions of the lithosphere 

which are deeper than those areas usually examined by scientists whose 

central concern is plant physiology. In addition, when dealing with 

hazardous waste, there are many more compounds (~special1y the 

volatiles) whose migration properties must be considered. In this 

particular ~ situ diffusion study, the field site was a nuclear waste 

burial facility and potential contaminants of interest included tritium 

in water vapor, carbon-14 in carbon dioxide, radon, and krypton gas. 
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Better definition of the diffusive characteristics of unsaturated 

material at hazardous waste sites will allow environmental scientists to 

better predict gaseous pollutant transport. 

Previous Work 

Experimentation to measure the diffusion characteristics of gas 

in soils began with laboratory methods. In 1904, Buckingham8 ran 

streams of carbonic acid and air past one end of a soil plug. Gases 

were analyzed before and after passing by the soil, to show how fast the 

gases had mixed by pure diffusion through the layer of soil. 

Hutchins,30 in 1926, buried an oxygen deficient absorber in the soil and 

measured the rate at which oxygen was supplied to the subsurface. His 

idea of oxygen measurement was used repeatedly through the years, but in 

1926 his method required the use of bulky and elaborate equipment to 

measure and control oxygen. Itl Penman, 1940, observed the steady-state 

diffusion of carbon disulfide through packed soil cores in the 

laboratory, and calculated the effective diffusion coefficient from the 

data, assuming zero carbon disulfide vapor pressure above the soil and 

knowing the vapor pressure below. 
55 . .22 In 1949, Taylor devised a method, also descrlbed by Evans 

(1965), for finding effective diffusion coefficients in disturbed soil. 

He would all ow ai r to diffuse through a soil sampl e to a di ffusi on 

chamber which had been purged with nitrogen. He would then assay the 

return of oxygen to the diffl1sion vessel. 
1t2 That same year Raney 

developed an.i!!. situ technique for diffusion measurement. His work 

utilized a spike-shaped diffusion chamber which was placed in a hole in 
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the ground of slightly smaller diameter than the spike. The diffusion 

chamber would be purged with nitrogen, and in a manner analogous to 

Taylor's lab process, ports would be opened at the bottom of the chamber 

and oxygen's diffusion in would be measured. 59 Van Savel also measured 

oxygen diffusion in 1954, using an open tube inserted into the soil as a 

way of measuring radial diffusion and in turn, the effective diffusion 

coefficient. 

Different methods for measuring subsurface oxygen were 

established using electrodes which were buried in the soil. Willey and 

Tanner65 (1963) determined the 02 concentration by means of a 

polargraphic electrode. A platinum electrode was introduced by Lemon 

and Erickson36 (1952) and used by several researchers to measure oxygen 

diffusion rate in soils. 

Gases other than oxygen have been used for diffusion 

experiments. Rust et a1.49 (1957) used C-14 tagged carbon dioxide in a 

two-cell diffusion apparatus to determine diffusivity. Utilizing a 

transient state approach, gas from one cell was allowed to diffuse 

through porous media in the other cell. In another experiment, hydrogen 

gas was used by Currie14
,15 (1960) to measure interdiffusion with other 

gases in soil. Carbon dioxide and hydrogen were introduced in these 

experiments so that changing gas concentrations could be measured 

quickly in a way that would not create pressure potentials, a problem 

oxygen analysis sometimes created. 

Papendick and Runk1es4o (1965) did evaluations for effective 

diffusion coefficients on large soil columns using oxygen gas as their 

fluid. Microbial action actually produced oxygen consumption in the 



columns during the experiment. This problem necessitated data 

collection at times of low oxygen consumption. 
~5 

In 1969, J. B. Robertson of the U.S. Geological Survey 

8 

analyzed the behavior of xenQn-133 gas after injection underground in 

Birch Creek Playa at the National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho. The 

rapid injection of one million cubic feet of air mixed with 987 curies 

of Xe-133 gas was monitored by Geiger-Muller detectors and by air 

samples taken from observations wells surrounding the injection well. 

Robertson used a simplified numerical model based on Fick's first law 

(steady-state diffusion) to describe the excursion of this short-lived 

isotope. 

Lai et al.3~ (1976) performed ~ situ and laboratory experiments 

where they measured oxygen diffusion radially outward from syringe 

injection points. They analyzed soil gas samples from injections and 

withdrawals made at several centimeters depth by gas chromatography. 
46 . 

And last, in 1976, Rolston and Brown calculated effectlve diffusion 

coefficients by laboratory and field tests which maintained an 

argon-purged chamber at soil surface and measured changes in nitrogen 

that originally filled the chamber and columns as the argon diffused 

downward. Rolston has done numerous studies on gas movement in soil, 

particularly work concerned with denitrification of soils.~6,47 



CHAPTER 2 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

In preparation for field testing the tracer methodology for 

determining gas diffusion parameters in unsaturated porous media, a gas 

chromatograph was modified for jn situ measurement of tracer movement. 

The adapted analytical system is described in this chapter. 

The Analytical System 

Analyses were made using a Varian 3700 series gas chromatograph 

equipped with two electron capture detectors which was modified to allow 

sample injection via gas sampling valves. Modifications included the 

addition of a desiccant system to remove water vapor from the sample 

gas, and the construction of the gas sampling (inlet) system and 

analytical system (injection values and analytical columns). 

Gas Chromatograph Pneumatics 

The modifications of the gas chromatograph enabled the injection 

of a dry sample gas at known volume, temperature and pressure into the 

chromatographic system. Figure 1 is a diagram of the system. Sample 

gas enters the inlet port, passes through the dessicant system and 

enters the gas chromatograph. The sample gas divides into two flows to 

fill the calibrated sample loops of two six-port valves located inside 

the heat controlled oven of the gas chromatograph. The two six-port 

9 
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valves allow the sample to be injected into two different analytical 

systems, simultaneously if desired. 

11 

The inlet system is very versatile. While the capability of 

syringe injection is retained, an inlet system is added which allows a 

direct inlet stream of sample gas. 

directly pumped into the system. 

In our field test, soil gas was 

If it is necessary to sample dissolved 

gases in water, (an example would be sampling from just below the water 

table to determine flux of gaseous tracer compounds out of the, 

unsaturated zone,) water cannot be directly pumped into the inlet. A 

system for stripping trace gases from water samples, trapping them, and 

then inleting these extracted gases into this analytical system was 

devised, providing a way to measure this flux if necessary. The ability 

to analyse trace gases from many sources illustrates the versatility of 

the inlet. 

The gas handling system is comprised of temperature controlled, 

electrically actuated six-port sampling valves which allow the sample 

gas to be injected into the instrument from a sample loop of fixed 

volume, and known internal pressure. Electronic actuation of these 

values is superior to manual accuation in that the former allows 

consistant, repeatable valve turning without unnecessary stress on the 

valve rotor. The valve injection system allows a much greater precision 

of measurement than the syringe injection inlet system that is standard 

on the instrument. 
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Gas Chromatograph Desiccant 

The desiccant system installed is a new design which employs 

Nafion tubing (Du Pont de Nemors s Wilmington s Delaware) surrounded by 

molecular sieve or other dessiccant material. Nafion is a 

perfluoronated aliphatic ether polymer with pendant sulfonic acid 

groups. Nafion apparently allows water vapor (a polar compound) to move 

through the tubing into surrounding desiccant material s while keeping 

other (non-polar) compounds in the gas stream inside the tubing. 

Nafion was supplied by Biospherics Research Lab, 1121 N.W. 

Donelson s Hillsboro, Oregon. 

Column Development 

Different column material, column lengths and temperature of 

columns were tested for optimum analysis of sample gas·. Criteria for 

optimum analysis are: that the important peaks to be observed are 

sharps distinct, and separate; and that the analysis time is reasonable 

for the entire sample to be analysed. 

After some testing, the following analytical columns were 

chosen: 1) a 1m long, 2 mm 10 column filled with Carbopack B (Supelco 

Inc. s Bellefonte, PA), and 2) a 2.6 m long, 4 mm 10 column filled with 

10% SP2100 on Supelcoport 100-120 mesh (Supelco Inc.). Optimal column 

temperature was SO°C. Widely dissmilar compounds were separable by 

using two different column lengths and materials for analysis. The 

tracer compounds used in this study were CBrC1 F2 (referred to from here 

on as BCF) and SF6. Isothermal measurement of compounds with greatly 

varying boiling points (SF6'" -SO°C, BCF'" -4°C) is usually difficult if 
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only one column is used. The Carbopack column was needed primarily for 

the measurement of SF6' whereas the remainder of the soil gases could be 

adequately measured on the SP 2100 column. Representative chromatograms 

showing the various gases that were observ~d are given in Figures 2 and 

3. Only SF6 and BCF were absent from chromatograms at the start of the 

field test. A flow rate of 35 m1/min was used for N2 carrier gas 

through the system to both columns. 

Electron Capture Detector (ECD) 

The ECD is an extremely sensitive, highly specific gas 

chromatographic detector. Its specificity is for gas molecules (often 

the halogenated gases) which are electron adsorbers and readily form 

negative ions when exposed to a concentration of free electrons. The 

detector cell emits energetic beta particles from an 8 Mci 63Ni 

radioactive foil which ionize N2 carrier gas molecules. This produces 

free electron concentration which is monitored by the electronic 

curcuitry of the detector. Sample and carrier gas, which are effluent 

from the chromatographic column, enter from the bottom of the detector 

tower~ pass through the collector and foil cylinders (which are coaxial 

and displaced), and exit through the top of the detector tower. When 

electron absorbing sample gas molecules enter the detector they absorb 

electrons and this results in a decrease in free electrons in the 

ionization volume. The electronic curcuitry of the ECD senses this 

reduction and produces an output signal proportional ~o the 

concentration of electron absorbing molecules. 
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Sensitivity of the detectors for the tracers used in this 

experiment allowed distinguishable, separate peaks at concentrations 

lower than a part per trillion. At this sensitivity, minute 

contaminants begin to interfere with accurate measurement, and a further 

increase in detectability is generally not desirable. 

Calibration 

Certified standards for calibration of the sample gas were 

provided by Matheson, Will Ross. Inc., Matheson Gas Products, Cucamonga, 

California. They are: 1 ppm by volume BCF with the balance nitrogen, 

and 1 ppm by volume SF6 balance helium. Instrument calibration for the 

peak area response to varying amounts of SF6 and BCF were done both in 

the field and in the laboratory. Field samples were injected through 

the six-port valve system, whereas laboratory samples were syringe 

injected. Both tracers showed a linear relationship between 

concentration and peak area in the range of concentrations found in 

field testing. These calibrations are shown in figures 4 and 5. An 

additional standard was run throughout field testing to check for 

background contamination of gaseous samples by tracer and other gases. 

This was an Oregon air standard was provided by Biospherics Research 

Lab, 1121 N. W. Donelson, Hillsboro, Oregon, in which SF6 and BCF were 

absent. The standard contained: N20, F-12, F-11, F-113, chloroform, 

CH3CC13, CC14. and tetrachlor - all at atmospheric levels. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FIELD APPLICATION - NUCLEAR WASTE BURIAL SITE 
NEAR BARNWELL, SOUTH CAROLINA 

From June 1, 1981 to June 10, 1981 a gas diffusion field test 

was conducted at the Chern-Nuclear, Inc. nuclear waste repository near 

Barnwell, South Carolina. This test was performed by placing permeation 

devices, which acted as point diffusion sources for tracer gas, in the 

unsaturated zone beside waste trenches. Tracer gas was then monitored 

at air piezometers located at different depths and distances from the 

diffusion source. This chapter describes the Barnwell field test. 

Location and Site Description 

The Chern-Nuclear, Inc. low-level nuclear waste repository is 

located near Barnwell, South Carolina (see Figure 6). The study area, 

chosen by the U. S. Geoiogicai Survey for application of the new field 

technique for measuring gas diffusion characteristics, is in a rural 

setting in the western portion of the state at latitude 33° 15'OO"N, 

longitude 81° 28'OO"W and approximately 255 feet above sea level.9 

The repository, licensed in 1971, consists basically of a series 

of burial trenches and facilities for unloading nuclear waste that has 

been transported to the site. There are monitoring activities and 

numerous security precautions to prevent harmful excursion of 

radioactive material. 

The in situ test for gas diffusion in unsaturated porous media 

19 
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was carried out directly adjacent to buried waste trench Number 8. 

These trenches, diagrammed in Figure 7, are dug approximately 22 feet 

deep. The bottom of each trench is covered with about 2 feet of the 

sandy soil from the surface, making each trench about 20 feet deep. 

Nuclear waste, which has been transported to the repository from many 

locations, is placed into the trenches. Radioactive waste buried at the 

repository arrives in various shapes and sizes of containers, including 

55 gallon canisters (oil drum type). All waste arrives in solid form; 

that which begins in liquid form is either mixed with a hardening resin 

or extracted on an ion-exchange resin before shipment, rendering 1t 

solid.
9 

Once a trench is filled with waste canisters, fill material from 

the sandy surface layer is dumped into the trench around the containers 

until the waste is covered. The trenches are landscaped (mounded) to 

prevent water from ponding up over the trench and are covered with 2-3 

feet of clay material to reduce percolation of rainwater. The fill 

material over the burial trenches is compacted with vibrating rollers. 

Surface soil is then placed over the trenches and they are revegetated 

with grasses. 

Climate and Weather 

The climate of the Radwaste Repository near Barnwell, South 

Carolina is typical of humid coastal environments. Similar to many 

areas in the southeastern U.S., the summers are usually long and hot and 

winters are short and wet. A climatological summary for a 22-year 

period at Blackville, South Carolina, which is 10 miles northeast of the 
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Figure 7. Plan view of the nuclear waste disposal trenches and the 
diffusion test location at Chern-Nuclear, Inc. near Barnwell, 
South Carolina. 
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study site, is presented in Appendix 1.
39 

From this, the mean annual 

temperature at at Blackville is 63.7°F, and mean annual precipitation is 

47.68 inches. Averages for June, which is the month of the field 

experiment, are 77.3°F and 5.30 inches, respectively. 

Precipitation is normally abundant and evenly distributed 

throughout the year, though it can vary significantly on an annual or 

monthly basis. The region averages 56 thunderstorms per year and 10 in 

June. Average relative humidity both annually and for June ii 

approximately 86% at night and 60% during the day. Mean wind speed is 

6.6 m.p.h. during the year and 6.1 m.p.h. for June. 

The field test for in situ measurement of gas diffusion 

characteristic~ took place June 1-10, 1981. Weather data from Augusta, 

Georgia, which is 25 miles to the northwest of the study site, is 

presented in Appendix I for the months of April, May and June, 1981.
39 

(Augusta's weather often compares c10se1y to that of Blackville, and was 

available for inclusion in this report.) During the time period of the 

field test, the Barnwell region was unseasonably hot and wet. 4.2 

inches of rain fell during the field experiment. 

Appendix I also shows daily precipitation recorded at the 

Chem-Nuc1ear, Inc. nuclear waste disposal site from May to October 

1981.9 Preceeding the test, May was fairly dry with storms occurring 

just before and during the field experiment. 
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Geology 

Introduction 

The Chern-Nuclear, Inc. nuclear waste repository lies on a 

geologic feature known as the Aiken Plateau, which is located in the 

Atlantic Coastal Plain. The plateau is bounded by the Savannah and 

Congaree rivers and extends southeastward from the Fail Line (the Fall 

Line is a morvan between Piedmont and Atlantic Coastal Plain provinces 

and is regionally located near the northwest boundary of Aiken County) 

to the inland margin of the coastal terraces (this boundary located at 

the Citronelle escarpment which runs SE to NW from near Allendale past 

Orangeburg). The plateau overlies deposits of Eocene Age and was formed 

during the later stages of this period. Broad interfluvial areas and 

relative narrow steep-sided valleys with up to 300 feet relief 

characteristically dissect the surface of this plateau. Under the 

nuclear waste repository is a sequence of unconsolidated sediments, 

consolidated Triassic deposits, and an eroded basement of Paleozoic and 

Precambrian rocks, in order of increasing depth.
53 

Only the upper 45 

feet of unconsolidated material is important in this report, but the 

deeper formations will be briefly discussed to acquaint the reader with 

the deeper stratigraphy of the field site. 

Basement Rocks 

The study area is underlain by pre-Cretaceous rocks at about 795 

feet below sea level. The upper surface of Paleozoic and Precambrian 

granites, gneisses, shists, and slates regionally slopes southeast at an 

average rate of 36 feet/mile. A Triassic basin, inferred from 
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aeromagnetic anomalies, is said to exist locally under the study site, 

having been downfaulted into the Precambrian and Paleozoic igneous and 

metamorphic rock. The Triassic sedimentary deposits occur in a graben 

and are tightly-cemented red claystone, siltstone, fine-grained 

sandstone, breccia, and fanglomerate. The basin has been weathered to 

less consolidated sands, silts and clays near its upper surface. 53 

Unconsolidated Sediments 

The unconsolidated Coastal Plain sediments are 1050 feet thick 

in the study area. These sediments below the nuclear waste repository 

strike an average direction of N 60° E and dip southeast about from 6 to 

20 f ·1 53 eet per ml e. 

The Cretaceous system is made up of the non-marine Tuscaloosa 

formation which overlies the Triassic sediments, and the marine 

Ellenton formation on top of the Tuscaloosa. The Tuscaloosa is about 

500 feet thick and consists of diversely colored clay lenses interbedded 

with coarse sands and gravels. This formation is of estuarine and 

fluvial origin. The Ellenton formation is about 125 to 150 feet thick 

and is made up of sands similar to those in the Tuscaloosa, but with an 

abundance of selenite, lignite, glauconite, and pyrite. A dark gray to 

black lignitic, micaceous silt and clay about 50 feet thick is in the 

upper part of the Ellenton formation and hydraulically separates 

sediments above and below.53 

Above the Cretaceous system are the Tertiary sediments. From 

the deepest upward, there are the Congaree, McBean, and Barnwell 

formations of the Eocene series, and the Hawthorn formation of the 
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Miocene series. The Congaree and McBean formations are sandy, with the 

Congaree being coarser and having a buff co~or in contrast to the orange 

to yellow-white for the McBean. The Barnwell and Hawthorn formations 

contain more silts and clays than the Congaree and McBean. The Barnwell 

formation consists of mostly brown, red and maroon clayey sand with more 

yellow sand near its contact with the McBean. The Hawthorn is a red to 

tan clayey sand which is crisscrossed by clay filled fissures or clastic 

d Ok ° 1 1° d 53 1 es 1n oca lze areas. 

Eolian sands, which range in thickness from a few inches to 

several feet~ comprise the surface deposit in the vicinity of the burial 

site. These Quaternary sands are underlain by the Hawthorn formation. 

Table 1 from Siple
53

, 1967, lists the stratigraphic units. 

Soil and Vadose Zone 

The vadose zone is made up of eolian sand and a portion of the 

Hawthorn formation. Porosity is 30 to 40 percent for the Hawthorn 

sediments, but hydraulic conductivities are geneially low due to the 

poorly sorted silts and clays that occur there. Further, the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity decreases with decreasing moisture 

content. Saturated hydraul ic conducti vity of a soil core from the 

bottom of trench 23 was measured in the iaboratory to be 1.76xlO-6 

cm/sec which is an intrinsic permeability of 1.80x10-11 cm2. 9 

The unsaturated zone at the field test location extends slightly 

deeper than 40 feet below land surface. Table 2 shows the clay 

determinations, cation exchange capacities, ~oisture contents, tritium 

contents, and percent of clays in this region, to a depth of 70 feet 
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Table 1. 
burial 

Stratigraphic units in the vicinity of the nuclear ~!ste 
ground near Barnwell, South Carolina (after Siple). 

Approximate depth S,atem Series Formation Description and water-bearing 

below surface-feet characteristics 

Recmt alluvium Alluvial fill and terrace deposits 1n 
10 Wicomico Formation; 0 - ~uaternary to Recent to PUocene Sunderland Forma- stream valleys, consisting of tan to 

ertiary tlon; Coharie Forma- ~Y sand, clay, silt, and gravel; 
tion: Huleburst Ianket deposits of coarse gravel on 
Formation higher terraces; of minor importance 

as aquifers. 

10 - 30 Tan, ~ and purple sandy clayd 
Miocene Hawthorn Formation inter ded lenses of gravel an 

numerous clastic dikes. Small to 
moderate amounts of ground water. 

Red, brown, yellow, and buff fine to 

30 - 160 lackson coarse massive to crossbedded sand 
Barnwell Formation and sandy claibn Ground water 

' age aV!Iilable 1n ited quantities, 
sufllcient for domestic use. 

Tertiary 
Yellow-brown~ fine to coarse 

Eocene 
glauconitic q z sand, interbedded 
With green, red, yellow and tan 

160 - 290 McBean Formation :ci·l=Yofm~~~ H::=:: Claiborne and Congaree(T) Ground-water supply moderate to age Formation lar~e: su11lctent for varied municipal 
an industrial use. QuaUty Ukely 
to be harder than other ground 
water With possibility of a high 
iron content. 

Dark-gray to black sandy Ugnitic 
micaceous clah containing dissem· 

470 
mated ~a of gypsum. Me-

290 - dium- to art-gray coarse sand and 
Cretaceous(!) Upper Ellenton Formation f!"vel. Yields moderately large 

large amounts of water to wells. 

' Water fenerally moderately high 
1n suita e and quite high in iron 
content. 

Tan, buff, red, and white crossbedded 
micaceous quartzltic and arkosic 
sand and grave!! interbedded With 
red brown, an purple claJe and 

955 Cretaceous Upper Tuscaloosa Formation white taoUn. Large supp es of 
470 - ground water avallable With a yield 

of as much as 2,000 gpm from s. to 
12-inch gravel"l:'ik wells. Water 
1s sott and low total sollds; Ukely 
to be corrosive to metals. 

Gray, dark-brown, and brick-red 
sandstone, sUtstone, gra~ke, and 
claystone with inclu ed sections 
of fan~omerate or conglomerate 

Triassic Upper Newark(?) Group contain 1 ,ray calcareous pebbles. 
Rocks identified in only one well 

1300 - 1315 and areal extent unknown. Water 
ctrculates very slowly through 
well and low yields are typical of 
thls type rock in other areas. r 

Granite, gneJss, chlortte-homblende, 
and chlortte-tremollte schist, slate, 
and volcanic rocks. Yields small 

Paleozoic and Basement rock ofthe supplles of ground water. The 

995 Precambrian(?) CaroUna Slate Belt water In the granitic rocks 1s gen. 
+ and Charlotte Belt erally sott and low in dissolved 

sollds; in mafic rocks 1t 1s = 
to be harder and more mlnera . 
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below the land surface. The predominant constituents of the vadose zone 

are quartz and kao1inite~ with the former ranging from 30 to 40 percent 

by weight. There is an absence of potassium fe1dspars~ plagioclase 

feldspars, ch10rite~ i11ite~ montmorillonite, and mixed layered clay 

minerals in the soil at the sitea
9 

Cation exchange capacity varies between 1.3 to 3.1 

mi11iequivalents per 100 grams of soil.
9 

Cation exchange capacity 

should have a neg1ectab1e effect on the tracer experiment~ because the 

trace gases employed are not·cations. Therefore, the tracers should be 

mobile and independent of cation exchange capacity. 

The percent by weight sand varies from 50 to 75 in the vadose 

zone, with an inversely corresponding 25 to 50 percent by weight 

abundance of silt. Clay is 25 percent down to 5 feet deep and 49 percent 

at 10 feet. In the region of the waste trenches there is an upper layer 

of clay fill approximately 3 feet deep that has been placed over the 

burial trench before revegetation to reduce percolation of storm 
9 

water. 

Figure 8 is a fence diagram of the clay-sand distribution in the 

subsurface of the nuclear waste repository near Barnwell, South 

Caro1ina.
9 

Table 3 is a description of the vadose zone material at 

different depths at the field test site, taken from auger drilling 

.1 9 
materla • 

Figure 9 shows the moisture content of the test site during the 
9 

time of the test. From these data it appears that the capillary fringe 

and water table begin at approximateiy 41 feet below ground surface. 

Laboratory measurements conducted by the U. S. Geological Survey 
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Table 3. Characterization of vadose zone material at different depths 
at the the field test site. 

Depth below Sample # 
surface (feet) 

1.5 8 

6 13 

7 4 

10 16 

15 12 

18.5 10 

20.0-20.5 9 

22.5-23.0 11 

25 6 

26+ 1 

29.5-30.2 19 

30 3 

31.5-32.0 18 

35 7 

41 2 

41.5-42.0 17 

Description 

Permeation tube hole (Perm.) fill material 

Piezometric hole, sample from bit auger 
flite after drilling 

Fine grain sand, buff color, surface sand, 
perm. hole 

Drive core hole, trench 8, approximate 
base of sand 

Top of sandy clay, perm. hole, reddish 
brown 

Reddish sandy claY,perm. hole, drilling 
diffi cul t 

Clayey sand, core hole, screen level 

Clayey sand (slightly plastic), core hole, 
ti ght zone 

Sandy clay, reddish color. perm. hole, 
drilling difficult 

Sandy clay, perm. hole, color change, 
seems wetter 

Clayey sand, core hole 

Sandy clay, perm. hole, hole cleaned 
before sampling 

Clayey sand, core hole 

Sandy clay (sticky), perm. hole, more 
brownish than above 

Clayey sand, light brown, perm. hole, bit 
and auger flite sample 

Relatively clean sand, core hole 
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indicate that after drainage by gravity, the sediments in the 

unsaturated zone remain 50% saturated. Hydraulic conductivity at this 

saturation is computed to be less than 3.5xlO-11 em/sec and it is 

therefore believed that all water movement through the unsaturated zone 

occurs only when there is nearly complete saturation. 9 Temperatures 

recorded June 1-10, 1982, were 23.5°C at 6 feet depth and 1S.9°C at 40 

feet depth. 

Hydrology 

Approximately 60% of the mean annual precipitation of 47.7 

inches in the region of the nuclear waste burial ground returns quickly 

to the atmosphere in the form of evapotranspiration. 9 There is almost 

no surface runoff for the remaining 40% (about 19 inches annually); it 

percolates through forest litter into the sandy surface soil, recharging 

the underlying unconfined aquifer. Although there is some overland. 

flow, it is rare and confined to streams, or during intense rainfall 

areas where forest litter has been removed.
53 

The Barnwell site lies between the Sa1kenhatchie river 3 miles 

to the east and Lower Three Runs 3 miles to the southwest. Creeks that 

flow east discharge into the Sa1kenhatchie which in turn flows southeast';· 

to the Combahee river near the Atlantic Ocean. Creeks flowing south or 

west discharge in Lower Three Runs which flows south to the Savannah 

river. Streams in the area are gaining streams; that is, fed by ground 

water discharge, and often originate where a confining layer of clayey 

material has been eroded. On a long-term basis, streamflow quantity 
53 

equals recharge. 
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Most of the rainfall. which enters the unconfined aquifer under 

the Chern-Nuclear, Inc. burial site, flows towards Mary's Branch Creek 

(figure 10), which originates at a spring 3000 feet to the south of the 

disposal site boundary. Figure 10 shows the water level contours in the 

region. Mary's Branch Creek flows to Lower Three Runs, which is 2.5 

miles downstream to the southwest. Flow at the spring is 0.4 cfs and 

increases to 4 cfs one mile downstream.9 

Depth to the water table varies from approximately 28 feet at 

the eastern and western boundaries of the burial site to about 45 feet 

at the southern end. Buried wastes at the bottom of trenches are 8 to 

26 feet above the water table.9 

Tracer Emplacements and Observation Points 

The field test for in situ measurement of gas diffusion 

characteristics was set up next to waste trench Number 8. A 

cross-section of the tracer emplacements and the piezometers is given in 

Figure 11. Although 21 piezometers were installed, only 15 were 

operable (i.e., not clogged). Cement, which was used to seal between 

the individual piezometers in a given hole, is believed to have coated 

the walls of some of the piezometer holes as they were poured thus 

making the walls impermeable. This is thought to be the case because 

only the piezometer nest that was constructed using a tremi-tube to 

conduct the cement down the hole had all of its piezometers working. 

The air piezometers and tracer emplacements were all in a 

vertical plane perpendicular to the long axis of trench 8. The tracer 

emplacements were auger-drilled just before the start of the field test. 
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Permeation Devices 

The purpose of a permeation device is to allow tracer gas to 

escape at a controlled rate. Thus, a permeation device is a tracer 

"source' in gas diffusion experiments - a means of introducing a tracer 

gas into unsaturated porous media at a controlled rate. The tracer gas 

can then be measured at different observation points during the course 

of a field experiment. 

Permeation devices in general are small Teflon containers that 

are initially 70 to 90% filled with volatile fluorinated organic liquid. 

The liquid is slowly released by diffusion through the Teflon walls of 

the container. The release rate is constant at any given temperature 

and can be controlled by changing the temperature. 

Several experimental permeation tubes containing BCF were 

constructed at the start of this project. Because of the relatively 

large diameter and smaii wall thickness of the Teflon tubing available 

for our experiments, all of the tubes constructed had too fast of a 

release rate for the requirements of the field test. Consequently, the 

home-made tubes were abandoned in favor of two commerci any buil t 

permeation devices. 

The two types of permeation devices chosen are shown in Figure 

12. 12A shows a standard permeation tube which is simply a length of 

Teflon tubing sealed at both ends with the chemical inside. The 

fluorocarbon tracer used in the field test was released from a 

permeation tube having a length of 10 cm with an 00 of 5 mm and a wall 

thickness- of 1 mm. The release rate of BCF from the tube at 23.5°C (the 
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soil temperature at the six foot depth during the field test) was 8.5 

mg/day. 

The other permeation device used is called a "wafer device" 

(figure 12B) and is similar to the permeation tube except that the 

compound is contained in a stainless steel ampule with a small permeable 

"window" through which the contents diffuse. The window consists of a 

disc of Teflon. A wafer device is used for compounds such as SF6 that 

create greater internal pressure than would easily be contained in a 

Teflon tube. Due to the low permeable area of the wafer device, the 

diffusion rate is reduced accordingly. Permeation devices were 

constructed by Metronics, 2991 Corvin Drive, Santa Clara, California. 

The two compounds used for tracers in this experiment, CC1BrF2 

(also known as Halon 1211, F-12-B1 and BCF) and SFS, were selected on 

the basis of their workability in permeation-type dispensers, and their 

absence from the soil atmosphere. All of the fluorocarbons present in 

the atmosphere were expected to be present in the soil gas at the 

Barnwell Field site. Consequently, such compounds as F-11 and F-12 

could not be used. Table 4 lists some of the physical properties of the 

tracers BCF and SFS. 

Calibration of the permeation devices was done in the laboratory 

following the field test. The rate of gas diffusion out of a permeation 

device is highly temperature dependent, and therefore the loss of tracer 

from these devices was measured at the field test area1s subsurface 

temperature. A subambient water bath was used to provide constant 

temperatures for these calibrations. These calibrations are graphically 

shown in figure 13. The rates of tracer release were 105 nanograms/sec 
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Table 4. Physical Properties of Tracers 

SF6 BCF Units 

Molecular Weight 146.05 165.36 

State at 25°C, latm colorless gas colorless gas 

Melting Point -50.5 -159.0 °C 

Boiling Point, latm -63.8 (sublimation) -3.97 °C 

Density - gas 6.602 (at 25°C) g/9-

1 iquid 1.88 (at 50.5°C) 9/9-

Soluability in water 0.001 (at 25°C, latm) ml-ml 

Spec; fi cHeat - gas 23.26 cal 

1 i qui d 26.50 cal 

Critical Pressure 545.5 594.5 psi 

Critical Temperature 45.5 153.9 °C 

Vapor Pressure, 25°C 320 psi 

Distribution Coefficient 123.3 4.5 
(C gas / C liquid at 
equil i bri urn) 

Kd, 1 i qui d / solid 0.0487 cm3/g 
distribution coefficient, 
25°C 
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for the BCF, 10 cm permeation tube at 23.0°C; and 3.33 nanograms/sec for 

the SF6 wafer device at 18.8°C. 

Description of the Field Test 

Site preparations included such tasks as providing power and 

cover for the analytical system, emplacement of the air peizometers 

described in the previous section, performing various types of logging, 

and characterization of soil samples. The gas chromatrograph was set up 

at the site, and the methods for introducing tracers into the subsurface 

and sampling the soil gas from the piezometers were finalized. During 

the first three and one-half days at the site, air and ambient soil gas 

concentrations were measured; holes for emplacement of permeation tubes 

were auger drilled, cased, and screened; and packers were constructed. 

On June 4 at 14:30 the test was started when the SFs-fi11ed wafer-type 

permeation device was placed at a depth of 40 feet and a permeation tube 

filled with BCF was placed at a depth of six feet. Both permeation 

devices were suspended in the center of six inch long and 1-1/2" 

diameter PVC screen. Gas migration up the well bore was prevented by a 

packer placed immediately above the screen. The packers were made on 

the site, each consisting of an 18" long section of a bicycle innertube 

stretched and c1 amped on an 18" long by 1" di ameter PVC mandrel. Each 

packer was inflated down-hole to a pressure of about three psi. 

The soi l-gas samp1 es were co11 ected through a 1/8" polyethylene 

tube that extended from the center of the piezometer screen to the 

peristaltic pump that pumped the sample to the analytical system (Figure 

14). The 1/8" tube was sealed at the top of the air piezometer. The 
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sample size collected for measurement was determined by the internal 

volume of the 1/8" tubing between the piezometer screen and the gas 

chromatograph. A sample, two times the internal volume of the 

connecting tubing, was collected each time. Two internal volumes were 

chosen as a balance between the need to flush the nitrogen-filled sample 

loop, with the gas being sampled (and thus obtain a representative 

sample for injection), and the need to withdraw as little gas as 

possible (to keep from creating pressure potentials). The deep 

piezometers at the greatest distance from the gas chromatograph required 

samples of about 160 m1, and the shallow close-in piezometers required 

60 ml samples •. A peristaltic pump was used to withdraw gas samples, and 

the sample gas flow was kept low. The individual air piezometers 

cons i sted of 1/8" pi pe, actual ID of 0.25", termi nat i ng below the 

surface in a 11 long and 1-1/4" diameter PVC well screen. 

After the start of the test (emplacement of the diffusion 

sources), samples were collected and analyzed on a 24-hour basis from 

each piezometer for seven days. Approximately 800 measurements were 

made altogether. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE FIELD TEST 

The results of the field experiment take the form of a series of 

gas measurements withdrawn from air piezometer sample points in the 

unsaturated zone. Each sample was analyzed on two different 

chromatographic columns and has peak areas on chromatograms for each 

separatable, halogenated trace gas contained in that sample. Because 

the sample volume is controlled, precise concentrations of the measured, 

halogenated trace gases can be calculated. 

In this chapter there is a presentation of raw data from the 

Barnwell field experiment, discussion of the correlation of the data, 

and a review of possible field mechanisms for diffusion and flow which 

are suggested by the data. 

Results 

The diffusion of tracer gas from source permeation devices was 

measured for seven days at varying distances from each source. 

Measurement of the tracers' temporal and spatial variation began 

immediately after permeation devices were emplaced in the subsurface. 

Appendix II chronologically lists tracer concentrations for the 

measurements made at Barnwell. 

Near tracer sources, the tracer concentrations increased 

steadily. Figure 15 shows chromatograms that illustrate an increase in 

tracer amount with time at one sample location, B5. 

45 
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STATION 8-5 
-I -
~ BCF- PEAK 
ITI 

June 4, 1981 16: 18 Attn 256 

BCF TRACER PEAK 

June 5, 1981 5:15 Attn 512 

~~~=========------ 8CF TRACER 
PEAK 

June 10, 1981 14:08 Attn 512 

Figure 15. Chromatograms taken from station B5 at three different 
times during the field test. There is an attenuation 
change between the first and second readings. 
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BCF tracer was released at 6.0 feet depth and was detectable at 

all stations at some time during the experiment. However, BCF recovered 

at A1, A2 and C1 are in concentrations so low that they are likely a 

resu1t of minor background contamination which is discussed later. 

Stations closest to the permeation tube emplacement - BS, E1, OS, 04, 

03 •. 01 and B1 - all showed a consistant increasa in BCF throughout the 

test. More distant stations showed BCF, but in smaller, and on the 

average, less consistent amounts. It is interesting to note, that BCF 

seems to arrive in trace amounts in a more consistent fashion at 01 and 

B1 (which are displaced 3S feet vertically, S. and 2.S feet respectively 

horizontally from the tracer's source,) than at stations AS and CS 

(which are 9 to 12 feet horizontally displaced from the source.) This 

could be due to: (1) boundary effects, (2) greater permeability of the 

media vertically than horizontally due to heterogeneities, or (3) 

greater vertical permeabilities due to drilling disruption of the 

media. 

SF6 was released at a slower rate, and only the closest two . 
stations (01 and B1) to the tracer source showed good, consistent 

increase. less consistent, smaller amounts of SF6 appeared at stations 

B2, E1, 03, 04, OS and BS. Similar to BCF, the vertical permeability 

seemed better than horizontal. While no tracer reached Al, A2 or C1 (8 

to 1S feet in generally a horizontal direction), very small amounts of 

tracer reached E1, 03, 04, OS and BS (30 to 40 feet away in a general 

vertical direction). The cause of this vertical migration will be 

discussed later. 
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The data was graphed on time versus concentration plots for each 

station. Selected breakthrough curves are shown in figures 16 and 17 

for BCF and SF6' respectively, with the individual data points for all 

stations appearing in appendix III. 

Through graphical matching and cross-correlation of data, 

relative arrival times of BCF and SF6 at sampling locations were 

calculated. This is shown in tables 5 and 6. 

Two types of correlation were checked. The first compared 

concentrations of one analyzed compound (usually one of the tracers) at 

several sample locations, while the other looked at concentrations of 

several compounds at one station. Appendix IV shows an example of the 

spectral analysis, programmed by the author, which included 

cross-correlations mentioned above. Time lags were 4.5 hours. 

Interpretation of Data 

The breakthrough curves in figures 16 and 17 shew results that 

are consistent with continuous source tracer tests. The results 

illustrate that breakthrough of tracer occurs, as would be expected, 

earlier at the sampling points closest to the tracer sources and later 

at those further away. Also as expected, closer stations have higher 

tracer peaks and steeper gradients of tracer concentration versus time. 

The results are also consistent with theory in that the tracer source 

with the higher production rate (BCF - 105 nanograms/sec) is observable 

in greater concecentrations than are observable in the tracer with a 

lower production rate (SF6 - 3.33 nanograms/sec). 
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Depth Radial Distance from Estimated time to 1/2 Cmax Rate 
Station (ft. ) tracer source (ft.) of breakthrough curve (hrs) hrs/ft. 

1. Approximately same depth as tracer source 

B-5 6.0 1.5 18 12.0 
E-1 6.7 2.84 35 12.33 
0-4 6.05 5.0 50-120 10-24 
A-5 6.6 9.52 105+ 
C-C 6.0 12.0 105+ 

2. Slightly different depth than tracer source 

D-5 3.03 5.83 50-120 8.6-20.6 
0-3 9.35 6.02 90+ 
A-4 11.5 10.98 125+ 

3. Deep sampling stations 

B-1 40.0 36.03 95+ 
0-1 39.8 36.15 120+ 
B-2 32.3 26.34 120+ 

Table 5 - Approximate arrival times of BCF at sample stations. 
BCF excursion rate from source permeation device, 10E. nanograms/sec. 

0'1 ...... 



Depth Radial distance from Estimated time to 1/2 Cmax ·Rate 
Station (ft. ) tracer source (ft.) of breakthrough (hrs.) hrs./ft. 

B-1 40.0 2.5 80 32 
D-l 39.8 4.0 95 23.75 
B-2 32.3 8.1 120 14.8 

Table 6 - Approximate arrival times of SF6 at various sample stations. 
SF6 excursion rate from source permeation device - 3.33 nanograms/sec. 

U"I 
N 
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The distribution of tracer at different time intervals during 

the field test is illustrated in cross-section for BCF in figures 18A to 

18E and for SF6 in figures 19A to 19E. A mass balance was made, 

comparing tracer production to the product of the actual tracer 

concentration at various distances from the tracer source with assumed 

volumes of uniform concentration. This method for mass balance is very 

approximate. The method shows good balance when reasonable 

approximations are made as to tracer distribution at any time. 

The data shows some vertical migration due to boundaries, 

especially in an upward direction, but do not provide enough information 

to adequately assess the effect of heterogeneities in the medium. 

Correlation of tracer concentrations at various sample locations with 

different time lags shows the a~proximate difference in tracer arrival 

times between the ~tations, (the the time lag with the highest 

correlation should be approximately correct.) These data suggest 

generally greater vertical diffusion than horizontal. 

Investigations of Possible Error 

Several methodologies were used to examine for possible (1) 

contamination of samples and (2) variation in detector sensitivity. 

Contamination of the sample can occur a number of ways, 

including leaks in the tubing connecting the sample intake with the gas 

chromatograph, and sorption of compounds to the inside of the gas 

chromatograph pneumatic system. Leaks in the inflow line can bring many 

anomalous peaks into a chromatogram; as there is exchange of sample with 

gas outside the pneumatic system, new gases can appear in the 
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contaminated sample~ and original sample gases can be diluted. Sorption 

of compounds to the inside of the pneumatic system causes a slow 

build-up of tracer gas and other background gases, i.e. degree of system 

contamination could be assessed by analyzing our standard gas as a 

blank. Efforts were made to reduce these problems; for example, leak 

checks were made often and parts of the inflow line were replaced during 

the test. To reduce the effect of the sorption problems, samples 

normally were analysed, starting with stations where small 

concentrations of tracer were expected, and ending with stations where 

large concentrations of tracer were expected; in addition, the pneumatic 

line in the gas chromatograph was periodically purged with nitrogen. 

Without periodic purging, the naphion desiccant system, in particular, 

seems to build up halogenated contaminants. No initial loss of 

halogenated compounds due to this effect was observed. 

Measurement of our standard gas, the Oregon air standard, showed 

that BCF had a constant low background (even after purges), but that SF6 

contamination could be removed completely. 

The electron capture detectors (ECO) described in chapter 2 

occasionally will give erroneous readings. When this occurs, it is 

often for unspecified reasons, it is of short duration, and is 

self~correcting. However, some causes of detector problems can be 

specified; for example, a decrease in detector temperature accompanied 

by restricted carrier gas flow through the detector can cause accretion 

of condensate on the ECO, and in turn produce unreliable chromatograms. 

To avoid this particular problem, any temperature reduction of the ECO 

was done concurrently with carrier gas flushing of the detector. 
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The possibility of detector sensitivity variation was explored 

by several kinds of observations. These were geared toward the idea 

that many parameters would fluctuate simultaneously if the detector were 

a'ilry. Statistical correlations were run for many sample stations, 

comparing BCF, SF6, F-ll, and F-12 after the data had been smoothed in a 

way analogous to the Tukey-lag window (which is used in spectral 

analysis to reduce bia3). Trichlorofluoromethane (F-l1) and 

dichlorodifluoromethane (F-12) are two halogenated, man-made compounds 

that have been in use for many years and, therefore, are expected to be 

present in most shallow unsaturated zones. These two compounds were 

measured with every sample taken, and their background fluctuation 

serves as a guide to detector sensitivity. F-ll was measured 

predominately on the same column and detector (SP-2100) as BCF, while 

the F-12 was measured on the same column (Carbopack) as SF6' There was 

no significant correlation between the two fluorocarbons and either BCF 

or SF6' On this basis, it appears that changes in natural fluorocarbon 

levels are independent of changes in tracers and, therefore, Ni-63 ECD 

detectors were generally stable and reliable during the test. 

Autocorrelations show that the changes in natural fluorocarbon 

concentration are more erratic than the tracer concentration changes. 

With time lags, the autocorrelations of these fluorocarbons quickly drop 

to zero. Almost surprisingly, cross-correlations between F-ll and F-12 

are close to zero, indicating the two are independent in time and space. 

Another way of saying this, is that high concentrations of the two 

parameters do not regularly occur together, nor does one have 

consistently high concentrations of one with low concentrations of the 
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other. This, along with an absence of fluorocarbon gradients, suggests 

F-11 and F-12 are ubiquitous in the vadose zone at the field site and 

have had a residence time long enough to disturb any past gradients. 



CHAPTER 5 

GAS DIFFUSION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNSATURATED ZONE: 
EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND SORPTION 

Modeling the Field Ex~eriment: 
Analytical Solutlon and Leastguares Calibration 

Modeling the movement of tracer gas out of permeation devices 

and through the vadose zone involves applying Fickian gas transport 

theory to this field study. By doing this 5 transport properties of the 

medium can be identified and a methodology for determining transport 

properties in future study areas can be developed. 

Fick's second law gives the mass balance equation which 

describes one-dimensional diffusion of one gas into another gas. 31 

(5.1) 

where 
D = molecular diffusion coefficient for the gas under consideration 

(cm2/sec)5 

c = concentration of diffusing gas (moles/cm3)5 

x = dimension in direction of diffusion (cm)5 and 

t = time (sec). 

An assumption usually implied from equation (5.1) is that D is constant 

for a given medium 5 temperature 5 and pressure but this assumption is 

usually only approximately and not necessarily true. As written above, 

62 
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the equation does not account for convection of gas or the chemical 

reaction of the gas, and assumes 0 to be constant. 31 

Fick's second law can be generalized to describe gaseous diffusion into 

a partially saturated porous medium by replacing the diffusion 

coefficient 0 with an effective (apparent) diffusion coefficient 0,:63 

0' can be described in a non-reactive media by:63 

wh~re 

T = the tortuosity factor accounting for the added resistance to 

diffusion imposed by the structure of the porous medium 

(dimensionless), 

60 = drained or gas-filled porosity (dimensionless), 

6T = total porosity (dimensionless). 

p w = density of water (g/cm3), 

ps = particle density of granular material making up solid matrix 

(g/cm3), 

kw = liquid-gas partitioning coefficient that describes the 

ratio of the concentration of the gas under consideration in 

solution to its concentration in overlying gas phase under 

equilibrium conditions, (moles/gm water + moles/cm3 gas), 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

ks = kwkO = gas-liquid-solid distribution product describing the ratio 

of the moles of the gas under consideration sorbed on the solid 
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phase per unit mass or solid phase to the concentration of the gas 

in the soil atmosphere (cm3 gas/gm solid), and 

kO = solid-liquid distribution coefficient describing the ratio of the 

moles of solute under consideration sorbed on the solid phase per 

unit mass of solid phase to the concentration of the solute in the 

water (moles/gm solid f moles/gm water). 

In the more generalized form of Fick1s second law appearing in 

(5.2), it is assumed that the liquid phase is immobile and completely 

wets the solid phase, and that rapid (immediate) equilibration occurs 

between the gaseous phase and the dissolved and sorbed concentrations in 

the liquid and solid phases. This also means that it is assumed the 

gaseous diffusion through the liquid film prior to sorption on the solid 

phase is essentially instantaneous with respect to the overall diffusion 
63 

process. 

The denominator of the right-hand side of equation (5.3) can be 

considered a sorption term, whereas the numerator, when taken alone, 

describes the effective diffusion coefficient for a non-sorbing porous 

media. 

Equation (5.2) can be rewritten for 3-dimensional radial flow 

. h h . 1 31 Wlt sp erlca symmetry as: 

01 [a 2c/ar2 + (2/r) ac/ar] = ~~ 

where 

r = I(xmp - Xs }2 + (Ymp - Ys)2 + (Zmp - zs)2 

mp = measure point, and 

s = source. 

(5.4) 
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The medium is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic in this form of 

the equation. Fick's second law for gas diffusion is analogous to 

equations for heat conduction in solids (Fourier's Law) and for the flow 

of fluids 1n porous media (Darcy's Law). Solutions for these equations 

are abundant in the literature, and there are examples with many source 

configurations and boundary conditions. Carslaw and Jaeger11 describe a 

solution for temperature of any point at any time for an instantaneous 

point source of heat in infinite media. This 3-dimensional solution for 

equation (5.4) modified by substitution of equivalent gaseous diffusion 

parameters in place of heat flow parameters, is 

C = Q e-(r2)/4D't 
8(1TD't) 3/2 

(5.5) 

where 

Q = an instantaneously produced mass (gm) of the gas (the movement 

and concentration of which is under observation) at a point 

source in an infinite medium. 

If tracer gas is produced at a mass production rate of $(t) per unit 

time from t = 0 to t = t at the point xo' Yo' zo' the concentration at 

any point x, y, z at time t, by integrating (5.5) is: 

(5.6) 

where 

t' = the variable of integration. 



The distribution of concentration is said to be due to a continuous 

point source of strength ~(t) from t = a onwards. 

If ~(t) is constant and equal to (q), the solution for a 

constant point source with non-steady state diffusion is: 
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C = q erfc r 
.; 4D it 

(5.7) 
41TD'rA 

where 

A = aD + (aT -aD) Pkw + (1 -aT) Psks 

As t + m this reduces to C = q/4D'rA which is a steady 

distribution of concentration in which a constant supply of tracer gas 

is introduced at (xo' Yo' and zo) and spreads outward into the infinite 

medium. 

The Barnwell field problem (which is a special case) will be 

described utilizing a Cartesian coordinate systp.m. The y coordinate 

will be dropped because all of our observation points in the Barnwell 

field test are in the xz plane. Arbitrarily, we will choose the origin 

to be at ground surface. That is (x,z) = (0,0) at the intersection of 

ground surface and the BCF permeation tube hole. Depth below ground 

surface is arbitrarily positive in the z direction. The constant source 

BCF tracer is therefore located at (x,z) = (xo,zo) where Zo is depth 

below surface. At an observation point (x,z) at time t, equation (5.5) 

becomes: 
«x-xo)2 + (Z_Zo)2)1/2 

I4if't (5.8) 

To better describe the special case of the field test, boundary 

conditions can be chosen. The ground surface can be described as a 
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zero concentration. boundary for the tracer. This can be mathematically 

simulated by utilizing a method of images and assigning a tracer gas 

sink equidistant and opposite of the tracer source from the ground 

surface. In this case, the tracer sink would be located at (xo' -zo)' 

The application of 3-dimensional method of images is schematically shown 

in figure 20. Accounting for the ground surface boundary in this way 

(5.8) can be modified to: 

q [(x-xo)2 + (z-zo)2]1/2 
C = erfc 

41TD I [(x-xo)2 + (z-zo)2]1/2A .; 4D' t 

[x-xo)2 + (z+zo)2]1/2 q 

41TD'[x-xo)2 + (z+zo)2]1/2A 
erfc 

';4D't 

This equation can be modified further to include a second 

boundary at the water table which is approximately 41.5 feet below 

(5.9) 

ground surface. This is assigned as a zero flux boundary because low 

solubility of tracer gas in water, slow vertical flow of water at the 

water table and capillary fringe, compounded by the situation of a 

relatively short field test duration. The distribution coefficient of 

BCF (concentration of tracer gas in air/concentration of tracer in water 

at equilibrium) is 4.5,56 while SF6 is 123.3, indicating they are only 

slightly soluble in hot or cold water. This added condition is treated 

again by method of images with tracer source, opposite and equidistant 

from the water table. 
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Figure 20. Method of images applied to a cross-section of the 
unsaturated zone. Ground surface is a zero concentration 
boundary, water table is a no flow boundary. 
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q [(x-xo)2 + (z-zo)2]1/2 -C = erfc 
411'0 1 [x-xo)2 + (z-zo)2]1/2A 140 l t 

9 erfc 
[(x-xo)2 + (z-zo)2]1/2 

+ 
411'OI[(X_Xo)2 + (z+zo)2]IJ2A I4D't 

a [(x-xo)2 + {z-(b+(b-zo»).2]1/2 
J erfc __ "'""-______ "'--__ 

411'0 1 [(x-xo)2 + [z-(b+(b-zo) )]2]1/2A I4D't 

(5.10) 
where 

b = depth of water table. 

It is important to note in using a method of images where 

parallel images are employed, a series of images is reflected to 

infinity. Figure 21 illustrates this effect. This series is 

mathematically written with each additional sink or source subtracted or 

added respectively from or to the right side of equation (5.10) in the 

same fashion as the last two parenthetical statements. The only 

mathematical difference between these reflections of reflections is that 

each has a different location. 

The mathematical description in this dissertation will use only 

the first source and sink images. The justification for excluding other 

images is that for the short time period of the field experiment, only 

the closest images will have even a slight effect on the final solution. 

Also, by neglecting all but the first images the mathematical treatment 

is, while maintaining reasonable accuracy, briefer, and more 

manageable. 
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o Tracer Sink 
• Tracer Source 

• 48 

• 3A 

o 28 

o IA 
Ground Surface 

• 
Water Table 

• 18 

o 2A 

o 38 

• 4A 

Figure 21. Images reflected to infinity by parallel boundaries. 
Images which are designated by A are reflections of the 
original sink, those designated by B are reflections of 
the original source image. 
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In order to estimate the effective diffusion coefficient 0 1
, a 

least squares approach is employed. This method finds a 0 1
, which will 

minimize the squares of the difference between measured field 

concentrations of tracer (Ci*) at any xi' zi' ti and the computed 

concentration of tracer (Ci), where i is a counter that indicates the 

number of concentration measurements. The function to be minimized in 

this case if F(DI) where 

N 
F(DI) L [Ci*-C;J2 

i =1 

where 

N = the total number of measurements. 

Zeroing the derivative to minimize F(DI) one obtains: 

1 r2i 1 r3i - r
2 

0 e rf c (40 Ito )l J 2 + r
30 

e rf c (40 Ito) }] 
1 1 1 1 

+ [ q 

-(rIO )2 
{ exp[ 4D'~o ] 

1 

-(r
2i

)2 -(r
2

o )2 
- exp [ 4D'to ] + exp [ 4D'~o ] }])} 

i 1 

if rl i [(Xi-Xo)2 + (z;-zo)2]1/2 

r2i = [(Xi-Xo}2 + (Zi+zo}2]1/2 

r3i [(Xi-Xo)2 + (Zi-(b+(b-zo)}2]1/2 

Appendix V describes how this equation is derived. 

(5.11) 

erfc 

(5.12) 



Results of the Solution for Effective Diffusion Coefficient 
and Sorption Corrected Porosity 
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Equations (5.l2) and (5.ll) were solved by zeroing and 

minimizing programs from the IMSL, Inc. Library. ZREAL 1, which is a 

poor initial guess zeroing program, ZREAL 2, which is a good initial 

guess zeroing program, and ZXMIN, which is a minimizing program, were 

used. These programs worked by reducing the sum of the differences 

between observed and computed values. The variables are 0 1 (effective 

diffusion coefficient), and A (a sorption term). It was necessary to 

include an initial guess for both of these parameters. Through 

iterative means the programs would optimize 0 1 and A to achieve the 

least sum of the differences between observed and calculated 

concentrations. Care was taken not to mistakenly find local minimums to 

the function described by Equation (5.1i). An example of the minimizing 

program is given in Appendix VI. 

Effective diffusion coefficients and sorption corrected 

porosities were found for all stations individually where either BCF or 

SF6 showed consistent increase, and for all stations and groups of 

observation stations. These coefficients and sorption corrected 

porosities are presented for BCF in Table 7 and for SF6 in Table 8. 

Using the effective diffusion coefficients and sorption 

corrected porosities, concentrations of tracer gases were calculated for 

all observation times and places. The comparison between observed 

concentrations and' calculated concentrations are presented in Appendix 

III. 



Sorptionless 
Sorption Effective Diffusion Coefficient 

Effective niff~sion Coefficient Corrected Porosities (cm2/sec) 
(cm /sec) (dimensionless) Computed Curve Matched 

Sampling Points n'-Computed D'-Curve Matched A-Computed A-Curve Matched Product Product 

All Stations .06502 .50896 .258 

All Stations above .06502 .50897 .141 
12' depth 

*All Stations below 36.67 .000386 .142 
12' depth 

8-5 .04745 .0290 .7245 .7532 .0982 .0624 
E-1 .02616 .0349 .5387 .4350 .0403 .0434 

0-4 .03338 .0325 .3750 .2856 .0358 .0265 
0-5 .03715 .0400 .2529 .1899 .0783 .0633 
0-3 .03470 .0475 .3401 .3518 .0983 .139 
A-5 .11716 .0550 .3000 .2337 .100 .0358 
*A-l .0400 .5222 .209 
*C-5 22.13 .01256 .794 
*B-l 6.211 1.72 .000424 .0008097 .0363 .0139 
*0-1 1.08 1.05 .00686 .0066311 .0741 .0696 
*B-2 19.32 .003924 .758 
*C-l .105 .0001447 .000152 

* Increased vertical migration is suspected due to site disturbance and/or low concentrations dominate results. 

Table 7. Effective diffusion coefficients, Sorption corrected porosities, and Sorptionless effective dh{usion 
coefficients based on calibration of a 3-dimensional transient state analytical model for the spread of 
BCF tracer. Computed values are based on a 'Ieast squares method and curve matched values are from a 
method of graphical superposition. 

....... 
w 



Sampling Points 

8-1 

8-2 

0-1 

All other 
stations 

Effective Oiff~sion Coefficient 
(cm /sec) 

D'-Computed D'-Curve Matched 

.010008608 

.001983 

.006219 

.0002 

.0075 

.0075 

.1875 

Sorption 
Corrected Porosities 

(dimensionless) 

Sorptionless 
Effective Diff~sion Coefficient 

(cm /sec) 
Computed Curve Matched 

A-Computed A-Curve Matched Product Product 

16.332 

.00000007804 

.0119 

417 .7 

- .37 

.3714 

.009903 

.0141 

1. 55xl0-9 

.000740 

.835 

.0278 

.0279 

.0186 

Table 8. Effective diffusion coefficients, Sorption currected porosities, and Sorptionless effective diffusion 
coefficients based on calibration of a 3-dimensional transient state analytical model for the spread of 
SF6 tracer. Computed values are based on a least squar~s method and curve matched values are from a 
method of graphical superposition. 

"-l 
.po 
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Tables 7 and 8 indicate several things. First, the most 

consistent results for effective diffusion coefficient and sorption are 

for the BCF tracer at stations relatively horizontal to the tracer 

source. Stations vertically displaced from the source show high 

effective diffusion coefficients, which is unlikely to be a natural 

phenomenon and is likely the result of changes in the porous media from 

drilling procedures for the sampling network of air piezometers at the 

test site. Permeabilities measured at the test site were greater in 

horizontal. directions than in vertical directions, which suggests that 

this higher vertical diffusion is not a natural phenomenon. 

Stations which had samples with small amounts of tracer 

throughout the field test showed generally less consistent results. 

These stations were characterically at greater distance from the tracer 

source. Because of the low concentrations of tracer in samples from 

these stations, any existing background contamination would have a 

greater effect. 

The stations nearest the tracer sources are not immune from 

sources of error. At short radial distances from the tracer source, 

equation (5.10) solutions are near infinity. In addition, the tracer 

source is mathematically treated as a continuous pOint source, when in 

fact it was actually a short line source. For stations near the source 

permeation devices, point source theory is not adequate. 

It is likely that the best overall stations for measurement of 

effective diffusion coefficient and sorption corrected porosity are E-l, 

D-4, 0-5, and 0-3 for the BCF tracer. At these stations 01 ranges from 
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0.026 to 0.037 cm2/sec and A ranges from 0.25 to 0.54~ Heterogeneities 

in the media may account for much of the remaining variance. The 

product of 01 and A/SO may be considered to be the effective diffusion 

coefficient for a non-sorbing medium. For these stations, this value 

averages 0.0632 cm2/sec. 

Curve Matching Technigues with Neglectable Boundary Effects 

Application of curve matching techniques to gaseous diffusion 

tracer tests in unsaturated porous media allows data to be easily 

interpreted. Similar to the advantages of the Theis method for analysis 

of well drawdown data in aquifer testing, a curve matching technique for 

interpreting the tracer data from field tests of this type allows one to 

quickly arrive at values for effective diffusion coefficient, without 

excessive computer work. Curve-matching also allows a check of 

laboratory determinations of tracer sorption. This technique gives each 

data point equal weight-unlike least squares approaches which give more 

emphasis to larger values of concentration. 

Boundary conditions will be neglected for this treatment. In 

the Barnwell field experiment they were of minor importance; according 

to theory. an absence of boundary conditions would have only changed the 

final two measured concentrations of BCF (at the end of seven days of 

field testing) less than-l% for the sampling station closest to, and 

most affected by, the boundary. 

Tracer concentration, C, in the gaseous phase for radial gaseous 

diffusion in three dimensions from a continuous point source in an 

infinite media is described by: 
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C = 4 rd 'A erfc J40\ {5.7} 

with units as previously defined and a homogeneous isotropic medium 

assumed. 

By multiplying both sides of {S.7} by the radial distance rand 

by substituting the square root of the argument of the complimentary 

error function, equation {S.7} can be written 

and 

rC = .-..9...- erfc {'U 
41T 0 I A 

r2 
u =--

40 ' t 

It foll ows that 
log {rC) = log (.-..9...-) + 1 og( erfci u) 

41T 0 I A 

(S.13j 

(S.14) 

{S.lS} 

2 
1 og f- = 1 og u + 1 og 40 I { 5. 'j 6 } 

This rearrange~ent separates the constants from the variables. The 

logarithm is taken for convenient plotting of the variables which can 

have a wide range of values. Using graphical superposition of observed 

values of rC vs. r2/t with a "type curve" of erfc ru vs. u, equations 

(S.13) and (5.14) can be solved. 

To prepare a type curve, arb~trary values of erfc {u vs u are 
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plotted on logarithmic (log-log) paper. Next, the observed values of rC 

vs. r2/t are plotted on iogarithmic paper which is the same size as that 

used for the type curve. Holding the coordinate axis of the two curves 

parallel, the curves are matched so that the observed data best fit the 

type curve. A common point (match pOint) is then arbitrarily chosen 

anywhere on the overlapping portion of the sheets, providing the user 

with mutual values of rC, erfc lu, r2/t and u which may be inserted into 

equations (5.13) and (5.14). These equations can then be solved for 0 1 

and A. Once values of 0 1 and A are calculated, they can be checked (as 

analogously suggested by Davis and DeWiest20 (1966) by computing 40 1 and 

q/4rrD 1 A. These values must correspond to r2/t and rC respectively for 

u = 1 and erfc lu = 1. This matching technique is illustrated in figure 

22, and values of 0 1 and A from curve matching is also given in Tables 7 

and 8. 

Actually the tracer sources used in the Barnwell field 

experiment were short (1 foot long) screens in which the permeation 

devices were housed. Therefore, one would expect that stations near the 

tracer source are better described by assuming that diffusion is not 

from a continuous point source, but from a continuous line source or a 

combination of the two. 

The Theis equation20
, which describes horizontal, radial flow 

into a well, is almost identical to the expression for diffusion from a 

continuous line source. Equation (5.17) describes concentration at 

different times and distances ftom a continuous line source: 

C = - q E ( _r2~ 
R. 47T 0 1 A i 40 1 t:J 

(5.17) 
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with units as described before and £ = unit length 

co e-u 
and -Ei{-x) = f -u- du = W{u) 

x 

and 

or 

and 

Equation (5.17) can be written as 

Cr = gr W(u) 
4'il"0 I AR. 

r2 
u =--

40 ' t 

10g(rC} = 10g( qr ) + log (W(u}) 
4,..0 I AR. 

2 
1 og (L) = 1 og ( 40 ) + 1 og ( u ) 

t 

This can be plotted and matched in an analogous fashion to 

Equations (5.15) and (5.16). 
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{5.18} 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21 ) 

(5.22) 

Curve matching has some advantages and disadvantages compared to 

a least squares approach. Curve matching normally does not consider 

boundary effects, although type curves can be altered to account for 
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such effects. (In the Barnwell field problem boundary effects were of 

no significant importance for all but the deepest stations.) Curve 

matching techniques also theorically give each data point equal weight 

(depending on the skill of the user) , where least squares puts more 

emphasis on larger values of concentration. Treating larger values with 

greater weight is probably advantageous in systems where small values 

are suspect. In this particular field application, a condition of 

slight background contamination would make small concentration readings 

less reliable. Conversely, if the data has occaSional, spurious values 

of large magnitude, the curve matching technique would be far superior. 

Tables 7 and 8 show that in most instances curve matching techniques 

produced values which are quite comparable to those derived from least 

squares minimizations. 

Other Considerations 

Diffusion of a gas from areas of high concentration to low, 

resulting only from the existing concentration gradient, is considered 

the mechanism of greatest importance in vadose zone gas transport 22 ,32. 

Yet gaseous diffusion is not the only mechanism that could produce gas 

transport in the unsaturated zone. Other possible mechanisms include: 

barometric effects, thermal convection, thermal diffusion, evaporative 

effects, rising and falling water table, the effect of rain water 

percolating downward through the unsaturated lone, and convective 

movement set up by withdrawal of gas from the vadose zone. All of these 

convective mechanisms have potential effect on gas movement in the 

Barnwell field experiment and therefore should be considered. 
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Barometric Effect 

The first of these is possible convection of gas due to 

fluctuations in barometric pressure. Certainly~ over a period of 7 

days~ which is the duration of the field experiment, significant changes 
8 

in barometric pressure usually occur. Buckingham (1904) has shown, 

however, that barometric effects on soil-gas transport are small under 

most conditions. Under conditions favorable to a large barometric 

effect, he has shown gas velocities from diffusion to be 17 times 

greater than those created by large barometric f'juctuat';uiis. 

Buckingham's work indicated that in a permeable soil column 10 

ft deep~ the calculated "rinsing" action of atmospheric air penetrating 

into the soil would only be in the uppermost 0.12 to 0.22 inch~ 

dependent on the rna gni tude of the b~ I'ometri c change. Romme 111+8 (1922) 

estimated that barometric pressure has a maximum effect 1/100 of the 

normal aeration of soils. 

Reistl+3 (1967) investigated barometric effects in a uniform 

horizontal porous layer with boundary conditions similar to the Barnwell 

test. Reist notes that the barometric effect is significant for media 

with low porosity and high permeability. The vadose zone at the nuclear 

waste si te has hoj gh poros i ty and low permeabi 1 i ty; hence the effect 

should not be significant. At best, only the upper inches of 

unsaturated zones are "flushed" of gases by barometric changes and the 

barometric effect will be assumed to be negligible for this report. 



Thermal Convection 

Thermal convection is another important consideration for an 

accurate mathematical model of gas transport in unsaturated porous 

media. Baver et a1
4 

(1972) cite Rommel1
48 

on the question of the 

surface effects of temperature differences on soil aeration: 

It is difficult to estimate the significance of temperature 
effects on gas exchange in soils. Rommel (1922) suggested that 
daily variations of temperature within the soil are responsible 
for less than 1/800 of the normal aeration. Temperature differ
ences between soil and atmosphere were considered to be respon
sible for not more than 1/240 to 1/480 of the normal aeration. 
Thus is appears that temperature is a minor factor in soil 
aeration. 
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In a homogeneous horizontal porous media, we can apply the idea 

of critical thermal gradient. 34 The critical thermal gradient is the 

amount by which the adiabatic gradient must be exceeded by the existing 

thermal gradient to spontaneously start convective flow. An equation 

for the calculation of critical thermal gradient, e, was derived by 

Birch
S 

(1958) for water convection and is modified for gas as follows. 

where 

K = thermal diffusivity of porous media (L2/t) 

y = kinematic viscosity of fluid (L2/t ) 

h = thickness of porous media (L) 

a = coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion (OC- l ) 

9 = acceleration of gravity (L/t2) 

a = air permeability for porous media (L2) 

(5.23) 
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This gives us a method for determining if convective thermal 

flow is an important consideration in the Barnwell field test. Of the 

above parameters, the acceleration due to gravity. 9, varies locally but 

can be assigned an average value of 976 cm-sec-2• The thickness of the 

porous media under consideration, h, is 1250 cm or h2 = 1561700 cm2• 

The coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion for a gas under constant 

pressure is nearly the same for all gases and temperatures, and is equal 

to 0.00367 °C-l.60 Kinematic viscosity, y, is equal to dynamic 

viscosity divided by density. It is notable that any thermal convection 

will be set up by all gases in the subsurface, hence the viscosity and 

density of all subsurface gases should be considered by this term. 

Dynamic viscosity of air is approximately 183 micropoises at 

temperatures in this field study, however subsurface gases can be quite 

different in composition from atmospheric and likely would be less 

viscous. A dynamic viscosity of 170 micropoises or 170 x 10-6 g/cm-sec 

will be used for these calculations. The density of moist air at 1 atm 

pressure and 20°C is approximately i.2 g/lOOO cm3• The kinematic 

viscosity is then 0.14167 cm2/sec. Thermal diffusivity, K, for 
1 unsaturated media was measured by Aberra (1974). K can range from 

0.001 to 0.01 cm2/sec for different soils. Air permeability field 

measurements for the Barnwell field site are not available at this 

writing. Air permeabilities can vary by more than 5 orders of magnitude 

for different media composition and water content. Weeks61 (1977) 

reports air permeabilities at about 10-8 cm for various media. However, 

values in the Barnwell subsurface are likely to be 2 or 3 orders of 
62 

magnitude smaller due to the abundance of clays. 
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If we substitute these values into Birch's equation (5.23), 

using values for thermal diffusivity and air permeability (0.001 cm2/sec 

and 10-8 cm2) which give us the minimum possible value for the critical 

thermal gradient, we get 0.10004 °C/cm or 10.0004 °C/m. 

The measured thermal gradient at the nuclear waste repository 

near Barnwell, South Carolina is 0.2413 °C/m. In this conservative 

case, the critical temperature gradient needed for convection to begin 

is much greater than the existing temperature gradients, therefore 

thermal convection should be unimportant. In less conservative 

estimates the critical thermal gradient can be as high as 1 x 10-5 °C/m 

which is just under 6 orders of magnitude above existing thermal 

gradients. On the basis of these calculations convection from thermal 

gradients can be neglected. 

Evaporative Effects 

Convection through evaporative cooling of soil and wind effects 

is usually considered neglectab1e in all but the uppermost inches of the 

lithosphere. Se11ers52 (1982) believes that on the basis of his 

experiments the evaporative effect concerns only the top centimeters of 

soil in most environments. Likewise, displacement of soil gas (water 

vapor) through transpiration is neg1ectable in the absence of deeply 

rooted plants. The revegetation of burial trench site is accomplished 

with relatively shallow rooted grasses. For purposes of this report, 

the evaporative and transpirative effects are neglected. 
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Rising and Falling Water Table 

Convective movement in vadose zone gas can be set up by 

fluctuations in the elevation of the water table. Because hydraulic 

conductivities at the field site are rather small, and the duration of 

the Barnwell field test was rather short, water table fluctuation in the 

field test for this report should be small. For longer tests in more 

conductive media, a convective term must be included for water table 

movement, along with a moving boundary condition and its associated 

mathematical complexity. 

Percolation of Rainwater through the Unsaturated Zone 

Theoretically, percolating rainwater could dissolve and 

transport tracer gas downward in the unsaturated zone. Surface rainfall 

could also increase pressure on the gas in the vadose zone by air 
24 

entrapment. The latter occurs when an advancing wetting front traps 

air between itself and the water table. 
48 

Romme11 estimated only 1/12 to 1/16 of normal soil aeration 

can be attributed to rainfall. Rainfall can exchange soil and 

atmospheric gas by displacing soil gas and carrying dissolved gas in 

water. 

Transport of tracer gas by downward percolation of water 

requires that: 1) water readily absorbs tracer and 2) water moves 

downward in the time period being considered. Neither of these 

conditions are likely in the Barnwei1 field experiment, therefore 

downward transport is considered very sm3l1. 
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A rise of pressure on the soil gas with rainfall events does not 

always occur, but when it does it usually dissipates within a few hours, 

or at most days, due to lateral escape of entrapped soil gas to the 

atmosphere outside of the area of surface saturation. No soil gas 

pressure was recorded during the field test and hence no data are 

available on whether this occurred. The,e was no continuous moisture 

recording that might help quantify this effect. Air entrapment will be 

assumed to be a small factor in vadose gas transport in the Barnwell 

field test due to the small area rainfall in short fast-moving storms 

creating non-continuous wetting fronts and also due to different surface 

hydraulic conductivities at the burial site (trench fills) contributing 

to non-continuous wetting fronts. 

Thermal Diffusion 

A type of diffusion can occur when there is non-uniformity of 

temperature within a mixture. When a temperature gradient is imposed on 

a gas mixture, the more massive molecules diffuse (usually) down the 

temperature gradient toward cooler temperatures, and the lighter 

molecules up the temperature gradient.27 In 1856 Ludwig6 discovered 

this effect in solutions of sodium sulfate that were unequally heated 

and Soret6 • in 1879-81, reported the same difference in salt solutions. 

Thermal diffusion in gases was predicted theoretically by Enskog and 

Chapman6 independently, before thermal kinetics were observed 

experimentally. Thermal diffusion was postulated to occur in their 

theory explaining the general kinetic theory of gases, to the surprise 

of most of the scientific community. Dufour, in 1873, demonstrated a 
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related phenomenon. He showed that the diffusion of one gas into 

another, with the system starting out at a single temperature, ci'eated a 

transient temperature gradient. This has been described as the 

"diffusion thermoeffect," and is of low magnitude for concentration 

gradients in our field work. 

Thermal diffusion readily occurs where great temperature 

gradients exist. However, in most field conditions, including the 

Barnwell field test, these large temperature gradients do not exist. It 

can be said that thermal diffusion creates very minute migration with 

our field conditions and that the velocities of this migration are 

small. Therefore, for most ~ situ field experiments, thermal diffusion 

can be neglected. 

Wind Action 

It is possible that wind action could create pressure and 

suction in the uppermost soil and aid in exchange of soil-atmosphere 

gases. This gaseous penetration would be optimal in porous, coarse 

grained materials with high air permeability, no ground cover, 

compounded with conditions of high winds. This was not the case at the 

Barnwell field site. 

Rommel1 48 concludes that wind action is not responsible for more 

than liiOOO of the normal aeration on vegetated soils. 
23 

Farrell et al. 

(1966) calculated that a wind speed of 15 mph couid panetiate bare, 

mulched, coarse soils up to only a few centimeters. 51 Scatter et ale 

(1967) suggest that even if no mass transport occurs at the soil-air 

interface, wind induced pressure changes could produce some gas movement 
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in the uppermost soil. 

During the field test at Barnwell the wind was generally of low 

velocity. The soil was vegetated, of low air permeability, and fine 

grained. Therefore wind effects are discounted for this study. 

Convection Caused by Sampling 

Probably the most important potential cause of convective 

transport in this experiment is flow induced by withdrawal of gas during 

sampling. In this chapter, I have considered convection which would 

arise naturally, however, perturbation of the gases by sampling could be 

important. To estimate the magnitude of convection created by sampling, 

a simpl ification of gas flow is mathematically described for a "worst 

case" situation. It is assumed that the tracer source produces gas in 

such low amounts that no pressure gradient is established from the 

permeation device. 

Appendix VII describes gas flow theory for unsaturated porous 

media, and presents "worst case" calculations for comparison of 

convection created by sampling relative to gaseous diffusion. From 

these calculations, convection will be considered reasonably minor in 

this particular field test. In other field tests where greater sampling 

depths would necessitate greater withdrawal of vadose zone gas, 

convection created by sampling could be important. Recommendations for 

avoiding this problem will be discussed in Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 6 

GAS DIFFUSION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNSATURATED ZONE: 
POROSITY, TORTUOSITY, PARTITIONING COEFFICIENTS, DISTRIBUTION 

PRODUCT, AND THE GENERAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 

In the previous chapter, field test data was used in an analytic 

solution for the effective dHfusion coefficient for transient-state 

diffusion from a continuous point source. Parameters that define the 

effective diffusion coefficient can now be quantified. 

The effective diffusion coefficient is described in equation 

(5.3) by: 

7 80 0 
0

1 =-----------------------------
80 + (8 T - 80) Pwkw + (1 - 8T)P sks 

where 

T = tortuosity factor (dimensionless) 

80 = drained or gas-filled porosity (dimensionless) 

8T = total porosity (dimensionless) 

Pw = density of water (g/cm3) 

Ps = particle density of solids (g/cm3) 

(5.3) 

kw = liquid-gas partitioning coefficient (moles/gm water 7- moles/cm3 
gas) 

ks = gas-liquid-solid distribution product (cm3 gas/gm solid) 

Equation 5.3 shows that the effective diffusion coefficient is a general 

term which describes gaseous diffusion into a partially saturated porous 

medium, and as such can be broken down into component parts. In this 

90 
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chapter, laboratory experiments to find partitioning coefficients and 

distribution coefficients will be discussed, along with estimations of 

the general diffusion coefficient, and tortuosity. 

General Diffusion Coefficient 

The generai diffusion coefficient, 0, is a measure of molecular 

diffusion of gas into free air. No experimental data are available, to 

this author1s knowledge which calibrates ° for the tracer gases BCF and 

SF6. Slaterly and Bird54 (1958) developed an equation, however, to 

compute the general diffusion constant, 0, for the diffusion of a gas A 

into gas B for non-polar gases. Although this equation has been derived 

from the equation of state and kinetic considerations, it also contains 

empirically derived coefficients. BCF and SF6 will be considered 

nonpolar for purposes of this report, and therefore, the general 

diffusion coefficient can be represented by: 

T 
a [ -----,;-, /~2] 

(TCATCB ) 

where 

Pc = critical pressure for designated gas (atm); 

TC = critical temperature for designated gas (OK); 

M = molecular weight of designated gas (gm/moles); 

P = prevailing pressure (atm); 

T = prevailing temperature (OK): 

a = 2.745 x 10-4 

and b = 1.823 

b 

(6.1) 
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with A designating gas A, and B designating gas B. 

If nitrogen gas is considered the gas into which diffusion 

occurs (gas B) then for diffusing gas (gas A) SF6, 0 = 0.102 cm2/sec, 

and for BCF, 0 = 0.0897 cm,2/sec • 

The assumption of non-polarity is fairly good for SF6- BCF does 

have slight polarity, but will be considered non-polar. BCFls lack of 

reactivity suggests that this approximation is valid. 

For diffusion of SF6 into oxygen gas, n = 0.0998, and for BCF 

into oxygen D = 0.0764. If we assume vadose atmosphere to be 80% 

nitrogen, and 20% oxygen we can adjust the general diffusion 

coefficients to be 0.102 cm2/sec for SF6 and 0.0870 cm2/sec for BCF into 

an "average" soil gas. 

The Relation of General Diffusion Coefficient 
to the Effective Diffusion Coefficient 

There are many differences between the diffusion of one gas into 

another gas and the diffusion of that same gas into a gas-filled porous 

medium. Several researchers have proposed relationships between the 

general diffusion coefficient, 0, which helps describe the first 

phenomena, and the effective diffusion coefficient, 01
, which helps 

describe the latter in Fickls second law. 

The reduction of cross-sectional area normal to diffusion (by 

grains and aggregates in porous media) was first demonstrated by 

Hannen28 (1892) to be the most important of the differences between gas 

diffusion in another gas and gas diffusion in porous media. Buckingham8 

(1904) suggested that this relationship was exponential; that is, that 

the rate of diffusivity was proportional to the square of free pore 
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space. This can be written: 

Ol/D = C a 2 
o 0 (6.2) 

where aD is the drained porosity (free pore space) and Co is a 

constant. 

Penman41 (1940) concluded that the decrease in diffustvity in 

porous media as opposed to air was not only due to decreased 

cross-sectional area but was also due to increased path length that a 

gas molecule must follow. This increase in path length is referred to 

as the tortuosity factor. Penman found that the ratio between effective 

diffusion coefficient and general diffusion coefficient could be 

approximated by: 

Ol/D = 0.66 aD (6.3) 

Penman also noted that there is gas production in some soils due to 

microbial activity and gas sorption in other soils, and hence steady 

state diffusion is rarely obtained. 

Blake and Page7 (1948) modified Penmanls 0.66 coefficient to a 

range of values between 0.62 and approximately 0.8, based on direct 

measurements of gaseous diffusion on several soils (including clays) 

using carbon disulfide as their diffusing gas. They found that in 

Brookston clay, 01 approached zero when aD neared 10%. 

Tay10r55 (1949), whose work is described in Chapter One of this 

report, introduced the idea of equivalent diffusion distance, A, which 

is the length of a hypothetical tube whose 1) cross-sectional area is 
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the same as the average cross-sectional area of the free pore space in a 

region uf porous media under consideration and 2} which has the same 

rate of diffusion as the porous media under consideration. According to 

Taylor the ratio between general and effective diffusion can then be 

written: 

0 1 1 
U-=:-z 

A 
{6.4} 

Taylorls experiments on Ontario loam showed a coefficient of 0.668 in 

Penmanls equation (6.2). Unlike Penmanls equation, both Taylor, and 

Blake and Page show a relationship of 01 /0 = a eO + b rather than 

0 1 /0 = a eO, where a and b are constants. Taylor also dealt with the 

impact of moisture on gaseous diffusion through soil. He observed that 

very little diffusion takes place in soils with tensions lower than 20 

cm of water {nearing saturation}. There was very little effect of 

moisture (besides reducing free pore space) at tensions greater than 30 

cm of water. 
57 58 59 Van Bavel ' , found that the coefficient in equation (6.2) 

was closer to 0.61 for his work. Van Bavel also noted that 

modifications of the surface of the unsaturated zone had little effect 

on the diffusive properties of that medium. For example, the surface 

crusting of a deep porous, permeable media would not appreciably reduce 

gaseous exchange, while tillage of the surface of material with little 

permeability would not improve its diffusive properties. 
37 Marshall (1959) proposed the relationship: 

Ole 3/2 
0- = 0 (6.5) 
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which agrees with Penman's coefficient at high drained or air-filled 

porosity values, but is smaller than Penman's ratio at low values. 

Marshall attempted to account for the size distribution of soil pores. 

Mi1lington38 (1959) arrived at the relationships: 

.!t. = 6 4/ 3 
o D (6.6) 

and 

(6.7) 

where 

aT is the total porosity. 

The latter equation accounts for the restricted free pore space due to 

partial saturation of the media 9 and assumes the diffusing gas has very 

little solubility in water. 

Wesseling64 (1962) proposed the relationship: 

(6.8 ) 

Following this proposal to its logical conclusion, D'/O would become 

zero at 60 = 11%. Below values of 11%, the 0'/0 ratio would become 

negative which makes no physical sense. Theoretical work done ten years 

earlier by OeVries21 (1952) suggests that the relationship between the 

ratio of general to effective diffusion coefficients and the air-filled 

porosity is actually curvilinear because of a dependence on free pore 

space geometry. Further investigation found for 10% 60, the 0 1 /0 ratio 

dropped to 0.02 in one case and 0'/0 was found to be as low as 0.005 "in 

another study. 
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DeVries21 (1950) presents an equation proposed by Burger which 

describes the impact of particle shape on diffusion. It is: 

(6.9) 

where k is a constant called the shape factor. If k was considered to be 

1/5 for spherical particles, the theoretical curves generated from this 

equation show good agreement with data from Penman41 (1940). 

Currie15 (1960) proposed a modification of earlier work by 

Bruggeman giving the following relationship: 

D' _ y aU 
1) - D (6.10) 

where y is an empirical constant, usually between 1.0 and 0.8 which 

usually increases with the mean drained porosity for each porous 

material examined and u is the shape factor. This equation emphasizes 

the effect of porosity and internal geometry. Currie goes on to state 

that this equation is not appiicable for wetted soils because moisture 

will alter the cell geometry. . 14 15 16 17 18 . Currle's work, , , , also examlnes 

the effect of soil microstructure, particularly soil aggregation. 

Equation 5.3 from Weeks et a1 63 (1982) takes into consideration 

porosity, tortuosity, moisture content, and sorption effects (both in 

water and on solid particles). It accounts for pore geometry in the 

tortuosity factor. 
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Factors That Affect Sorptive Properties 

Sorptive properties of the porous medium are described by the 

denominator of the right-hand side of equation (5.3). When this term is 

multiplied by the left-hand side of equation (5.3), the product can be 

described as the effective diffusion coefficient for a non-sorbing 

medium. The denominator of the right-hand side of equation (5.3) is 

also referred to in this paper as sorption-corrected porosity, A; and 

the product AO I is referred to as sorptionless effective diffusion 

coefficient in Tables 7 and 8. The sorption corrected porosity, A, can 

be further broken down to its component parts. 

Porosity 

Porosity determinations were done by the U.S. Geological Survey 

on the -burial site subsurface material. Samples \'1ere collected by a 

s~lit-spoon sampler on the end of an auger drill. Samples were weighed, 

oven dryed at 10Soe, and weighed again. Porosities were then calculated 

with known specific gravity of the solid material. Pore size 

distribution was measured using a mercury-infusion porosimeter.
9 

From a depth of 10 feet below ground surface to the water table 

at 41 feet, total porosities ranged from 31 to 43 percent. For this 

study, an average value of 38 percent will be used for total porosity, 

sT' remembering that this is only an approximation. 

Gas-filled or drained porosity, 00' fell into a range of 

approximately 5 to 18 percent during the field test, with two 

exceptions. The exceptions are: 0D increases to approximately 35 

percent at seven feet depth. and goes to zero at approximately 41 feet 
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depth (the water table.) An average for the vadose zone would likely 

be 12 percent, and for just the upper 12 feet, 22 percent. 

Density of Water and Solid Particles 

Density is defined as mass per unit volume. The density of 

fresh water, Pw' is normally approximately 1 g/cc. Because density 

measurements were not made on water from the Barnwell vadose zone, the 

density of the water will be assumed to be this value. 

The density of the solid material, Pw' was measured by water and 

kerosene pycnometers. Samples from 6 to 7 feet deep sho~ed grain 

densities of 2.59 glec with kerosene-filled pycnometers at 24.0°C, and 

2.81 glcc with water-filled pycnometers at 23.9°C using distilled water 

with a density of 0.997 g/cc. 

Liquid-Gas Partitioning Coefficient, Kw 

The liquid-gas partitioning coefficient was determined for each 

tracer with helium purged, distilled water. Water and tracer were 

allowed to equilibrate in a syringe and were then injected into a gas 

chromatograph and reported in Chapter Two of this report as the 

distribution coefficient, which is the reciprocal of Pw Kw' This gives 

a liquid-gas partitioning coefficient of 0.22 for BCF and 0.0081 for SF6 

in units of cm3/g. 

Gas-liquid-Solid Distribution Product. Ks 

Batch-type tests were run on various subsurface materials from 

the test site to determine the tracer sorptive behavior, Ks. at various 

moisture contents and tracer concentrations. To accomplish this. 
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several stainless steel containers with injection ports were constructed 

to house the soil and water samples. These containers, which are 

diagrammed in Figure 23, were built with a vacuum flanged end for 

introduction of soil. These containers also had valved intake and exit 

ports to allow introduction or evacuation of purge gases. 

The experimental procedure involved filling these containers 

with soil, purging them at 105°C with inert He gas to remove volatiles 

and filling them with varying amounts of water and tracer gas. The 

tracer gases were, as in the field experiment, BCF and SF6 and were 

introduced by syringe through an aluminum foil covered septum. Water 

was introduced in the same way after first being purged of gases in a 

stripping bottle. He gas was retained in the containers at one 

atmosphere pressure after purging to simulate subsurface pressure 

conditions. 

After 15 minutes for equilibration gas was withdrawn from the 

sample chambers by a syringe through the septum. These gas samples were 

then directly injected into the gas chromatograph. 

Between each variation in tracer concentration, the sample 

chambers were purged of gases and moisture by heating to 105°C 

concurrent with helium flow through the sample. 

The results of laboratory measurements of average sorptive 

properties and gas-liquid-solid distribution product. are presented in 

Tables 9 and 10. 

Ks is defined as the moles of the gas of interest that are 

sorbed on solid material per unit mass of solid, divided by the moles of 

the gas of interest that are present in the gaseous phase per unit 
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Figure 23. Soil sample chamber designed for tracer sorption experiments. ..... 
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volume of gaseous components. The units for Ks are cm3/g • Ks was 

found to be highest in dry soi 1 sampl es, with a trend of desorption with 

the addition of water. Average Barnwell field values for Ks are thought 

to be 0.00692 and 0.0445 cm3/g for BCF and SF6 respectively. Using 

these values in concert with average field values for gas-filled 

porosity, total porosity, density of water, density of soil, and 

liquid-gas partitioning coefficient; the average lab values for sorption 

corrected porosity are 0.267 and 0.236 for BCF and SF6 respectively. 

There is an interesting additional comment that should be made 

at this juncture. For this field study, the (1- T)psKs te~'m in the 

sorption corrected porosity is much smaller than the 90 term. 

Therefore, it follows that variations in moisture content in a porous 

medium (and the corresponding changes in gas-filled porosity) would have 

more of a potential effect on the sorption corrected porosity, A, than 

would changes in the sorptive properties of this medium. The average 

values for the gas-filled porosity which were used to calculate sorption 

corrected porosity are, like all averages, not representative of the 

gas-filled porosity of each sample station. Nor are they necessarily 

represetative of the average gas-filled porosity in the path of tracer 

travel, from permeation device to air piezometer. 

In the field test, moisture content of the vadose zone reached a 

minimum at seven feet depth. This means that the BCF tracer source, 

along with stations B-5, E-l, D-4, A-5, and C-5 all fall into a region 

that is dryer and has more gas-filled porosity than the average that was 

used to calculate the value of A above, (0.267). From Table 7, one can 



VOTume of- water~fil an average~58.f5mrco-nta1ner 
Parameter Units Tracer Orl 5ml lOml 15ml 

Ks cm3/g BeF 0.734 0.0154 0.000 0.00535 
SF6 0.257 0.245 0.00855 0.125 

P sKs BeF 2.02 0.424 0.000 0.0147 
SF6 0.706 0.674 0.0235 0.344 

(I.e T)p sKs. with 1 ab BeF 0.703 0.0148 0.00 0.00512 
values of (1-<:>T) SF6 0.246 0.235 0.00818 0.120 

(0T.eO)pwKw. with lab BeF 0.00 0.0188 0.0381 0.0572 
values of (0T.e0) SF6 0.00 0.000688 0.00139 0.00209 

° 0+(O T-0 O)p wKw+( 1-<:> T)p sKs. BeF 1.90 0.611 0.518 0.461 
lab values for 00.0T SF6 1.09 0.985 0.496 0.609 

(I-0T)p sKs • with field BeF 1.25 0.0263 0.00 0.00911 
values of (l.eT) SF6 0.438 0.418 0.0146 0.213 

Parameter Units Tracer Average Value 

(0T-0D)pwKw. with field BeF 0.0356 
values for (0T.e0) SF6 0.00211 

° D+(0 T-10 O)p wKw+( 1-0 T)p sKs. BeF 0.267 (average Ks from 5ml. 10ml. +15ml) 
field values for 00.0T SF6 0.236 (average Ks from 10ml and 15ml) 

Table 9. Average sorption properties of porous materials from the test site at varying 
moisture contents. 

0 
N 



Tracer 

BeF 

SF6 

BeF 
SF6 

BeF 

SF6 

BeF 
SF6 

II 1 of std. 1 njected 
into chamber 

3000 
5000 
8000 

3000 
4000 
5000 

3000 
5000 
8000 

3000 
4000 
5000 

AVerage Ks val ues for various so11 s and vol umes- of water Tn an- average -5S-:25ml container 
Dry 5ml lOml 15ml 

Soi 1 #4 So11 113 Soil #4 Soil #13 Soil #4 So11 #13 So11 #4 Soil #13 

0.200 0.734 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0320 
0.0673 1.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.191 1.96 0.0573 0.0351 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.378 0.0959 0.00 0.0497 0.00 0.00 0.146 0.151 
0.168 0.229 0.0486 0.0775 0.159 0.224 
0.499 0.323 1.11 0.186 0.00513 0.00 0.00 0.0841 

AverageKsviilues-for alrfracer-concentratlonswlfh-various-motsture c-ont:ents 

0.153 
0.348 

1.32 
0.216 

0.0191 
0.386 

0.0117 
0.104 

0.00 0.00 
0.00171 0.00 

0.00 
0.102 

0.0107 
0.153 

Average Ks values for soil averages with various moisture contents- a-s -above 

0.467 0.00 0.00 0.0160 
0.668 0.00 0.00 
1.08 0.0462 0.00 0.00 

0.236 0.0249 0.00 0.149 
0.199 0.0631 0.192 
0.411 0.648 0.00257 0.0421 

Avera!!e~s-values for all tracer concentrations and soils 

0.734 0.0154 0.00 0.00535 
0.257 0.245 0.000855 0.125 

Table 10. Values of gas-liquid-solid distribution product. Ks. based on the injection of 20111 of container gas into the gas 
chromatograph. Injection occurs after the tracer gas. injected into the chamber in various quantities. 
equilibrates with porous material from the tp.st site with varied moisture contents. Standard tracer gases at 
ppm by volume were injected in amounts ranging from 3000 to 8000 111. Ks in cm3/g. 

-' 
o 
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see that these stations have solutions for A (based on observed data) 

which are, as expected, larger than the one calculated using an average 

60. Solutions for sorption corrected porosity (and correspondingly 

values for sorptionless effective diffusion coefficient,) which are 

obtained by least squares and curve matching techniques, are higher for 

those sampling stations in the dryer regions of the Barnwell unsaturated 

zone, as can be seen in Table 7. Using a best estimate for gas filled 

porosity at the stations considered most reliable, sorption corrected 

porosity with lab values for sorption would average 0.3274 compared to 

0.3767 for values obtained from the least squares calibration. The 

value of sorption corrected porosity calculated from the results of 

laboratory te3ts, is therefore quite similar to values obtained through 

the calibration of the mathematical model, if moisture of the porous 

material is taken into account. 

Tortuosity Factor 

Tortuosity is defined as the ratio of the path length that a gas 

molecule actually travels to the axial distance that it moves. The 

tortuosity factor as defined in this paper is actually the reciprocal of 

the tortuosity; it accounts for the added resistance to diffusion 

imposed by the structure of the porous medium. The geometry of the pore 

distribution and pore size determine tortuosity factor. Values of 

reciprocal of the tortuosity factor, compiled by Carman
10 

are presented 

in Table 11 for various substances. 
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If one knows the sorptionless effective diffusion coefficient, 

the gas-filled porosity, and has a good estimate of the general 

diffusion coefficient, the tortuosity factor can then be calculated 

(equation 5.3 with both sides of the equation multiplied by the right 

side denominator.) When the values of these parameters obtained in the 

Barnwell field test are used to solve for tortuosity factor, an average 

value of 0.705 is obtained. The value of tortuosity factor is 0.486 

when the product of lab obtained sorption corrected porosity I average 

gas-filled porosity and effective diffusion coefficient are used in 

calculations. Higher values are likely more representative of less 

moist conditions because of the effect of moisture on sorption corrected 

porosity. 



Table 11. Tortuosity measured by conductivity (cond.~ and diffusion 
(diff.) experiments. After Carman. 
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Nature of Bed Method of measurement 

Medium porosities 
glass spheres Bmm 
glass spheres 3mm 
glass spheres 3mm 
white sand 125-210 ~ 
dune sand <297 p 
glass powder 120-1BO p 
glass sand 
quartz sand 
sand 
Natal soil, air dry 
carborundum powder 100-110 ~ 
carborundum powder 175-210 p 

High porosities 
Natal soil, air dry 
kaolin 
kieselguhr 

steel wool 
mica 

Low porosities 
spheres 

glass spheres 

glass spheres 

glass spheres 

glass spheres 

spheres 

spheres + sand 

spheres + sand 

{50% 1-1.15mm 
50% 3.26mm 

{61% 3mm 
39% O.72mm 

{51.3% 3mm 
4B.7% 0.29mm 

{ 70% 3mm 
30% 0.062mm 
60.5% 3mm 

{22% O.72mm 
17.5% 0.016mm 

{72% Bmm 
28% 1mm 
63% 8mm 

{25% 1mm 
12% fine sand 

{3mm spheres 
0.25-0.5 mm sand 

1.43 
1.44 
1.41 
1.60 
1.64 
1.71 
1. 70 
1.70 
1.51 
1.54 
1.56 
1.51 

1.49 
1.33 

{ 1.24 
1.15 
1.14 
2.89 

1.51 

1.51 

1.54 

1.64 

1.81 

1.57 

1.96 

2.0 

condo 
condo 
condo 
condo 
condo 
cond. 
condo 
condo 
condo 
condo 
diff. 
diff. 

diff. 
diff. 
diff. 

diff. 
diff. 

diff. 

condo 

condo 

condo 

condo 

condo 

condo 

diff. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this chapter, conclusions regarding the ~ situ tracer 

methodology for measuring gaseous diffusion characteristics of 

unsaturated porous media are discussed, along with recommendations for 

refinements of this technique in future work. Recommz~ct~ticns are made 

for specifications for field tests and for data handling methodologies. 

Conclusions 

In general terms, the ~ situ methodology discussed in this 

paper has been shown to be a premising technique for determining the 

gaseous diffusion characteristics of the unsaturated zone. It is of 

particular value in homogeneous systems, but can also be used in studies 

of heterogeneous media. The methodology provides information which can 

benefit many areas of research, notably in the prediction of the 

transport of gaseous contaminants from hazardous waste sites. 

The three-dimensional analytical solution for a transient-state 

gaseous diffusion equation for a continous point source worked well in 

estimating diffusion parameters of the unsaturated zone. Curve matching 

techniques developed in this paper also proved worthwhile in providing a 

fast, relatively simple method for determining diffusion parameters in a 

way where the datum from each individual field measurement had equal 

weight. 

107 
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For the specific test area examined in this study, many 

parameters were measured. Effective diffusion coefficients were found 

to range from 0.0262 to 0.0372 cm2/sec, with an average of 0.0326 for 

the stations and tracer thought to be most reliable. Sorption-corrected 

porosities were found to vary from 0.253 to 0.539 for the most reliable 

set of values, with an average of 0.377. Values for the product of 0' 

and A/SO, (sorptionless effective diffusion coefficient), averaged 

0.0632 cm2/sec. It is likely that heterogeneities and varying moisture 

content in the medicI account for most of the variance in 0' and A. The 

general diffusion coefficient was calculated to be 0.102 cm2/sec for SF6 

and 0.0870 cm2/sec for BCF. If the average sorptionless effective 

diffusion coefficient is used, tortuosity factor averages 0.705. 

Gas-filled porosity averaged an approximate 0.12 for the entire 

vadose zone profile at the test site, and 0.22 for just the upper 12 

feet. Total porosity averaged 0.38. Grain density had an average of 

2.75 g/cm3• Sorptive'properties were measured in laboratory, giving Kw 

values of 0.22 and 0.008 cm3/g, and a range of Ks values from 0 to 1.96 

and from 0 to 1.11 cm3/g for BCF and SF6 respectively over a range of 

moisture contents. Laboratory work allowed calculation of sorption 

corrected porosity - the average for field conditions was a value of 

0.267. 
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Just as in aquifer test analysis, in this new technique for in 

situ diffusion testing many simplifying assumptions are made to create a 

model. And just as in aquifer test analysis, the validity of these 

assumptions makes an important difference as to whether or not the model 

is adequate (although in aquifer test analysis this fact is too often 

ignored in practice for lack of knowledge of better models.) It is 

therefore important to briefly discuss what approximations in the model 

were valid in the field test, and what field conditions are optimal for 

the assumptions made. 

In the mathematical model of the tracer diffusion test the 

effective diffusion coefficient, D', is assumed to be constant for a 

given medium, temperature and pressure. Not only is there no assurance 

that this is the case; there is no independent way of checking the 

assumption of constant D' for given conditions, and any such variation 

is unpredictable. If the temperature, pressure or properties of the 

medium vary, variations in the observed effective diffusion coefficient 

might be more easily explained. 

The greatest source of inconsistensies in the solutions of the 

model were attributed to the variable properties of the medium. The 

model assumes a homogeneous, isotropic medium. In the Barnwell field 

experiment, this was not the case. With depth, the unsaturated zone 

varied greatly with regard to soil type and chemical make up. Moisture 

content, and therefore air-filled porosity had different values 

vertically, and average values were used in calculations. In addition, 

results show that some anomalous vertical gas migration occurred during 

the field test in spite of the fact that air permeability was greater in 
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a horizontal direction. All of these factors had some effect on radial 

diffusion, with the most important being the effect of spatial variation 

of moisture content. Most variation in the least squares computation of 

effective diffusion coefficient and sorption-corrected porosities is 

directly attributable to moisture variation. Temperature and pressure 

variations are considered to be minor. In spite of the spatial 

non-consistency of the medium in the field test area, it is believed 

that m~aningful data were obtained. The measurements from each sampling 

station represented an average diffusion of tracer over some distance. 

The effect of any microfractures created in the medium by drilling are 

therefore damped out and made less important by the distance the tracers 

travel. To a certain extent, moisture content over the expected path of 

tracer travel can be averaged and any collected data can be said to 

generally correspond to those moisture conditions. Great care must be 

exercised in doing this, for it must be kept in mind that the 

mathematical conditions for radial diffusion have been violated if the 

medium is not constant. 

The assumption that there is no convective flow seems to be 

valid with the exception of within a few centimeters of the air 

piezometers for the few seconds when a gas sample is being withdrawn. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, this does not seem to pose any 

problem for this field test. The tracers are chemically conservative 

(do not react readily) and hence the assumption of nonreactivity of 

tracers is reasonable. 

It is assumed that the liquid phase in the medium is immobile, 

completely wets the solid phase, and that diffusion through the liquid 
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phase is instantaneous. The first of these assumptions seems reasonable 

based on the short time period of the field test and the relatively low 

air permeabilities of the medium. The second of these assumptions seems 

to be supported by evidence from the laboratory batch tests - most of 

the desorption of tracer from the soils occurred immediately upon 

wetting. This suggests that any addition of water to a dry test area 

soil will quickly wet the solid phase completely. The third assumption 

seems reasonable based on sorption tests in the laboratory. 

Equiiihration of tracer between the different phases occurred rapidly in 

laboratory batch tests. 

Ks values were shown not to be constant with varying water 

content; however, Ks did not vary significantly once the soil was wet, 

which indicates that the assumption of contant Ks is reasonabie. 

Average values of Ks were used. 

The Simplification of boundary conditions in the mathematical 

treatment seemed quite adequate; the introduction of the upper image was 

probably not even necessary for reasonable accuracy, but did provide a 

more exacting model of the field experiment. For the curve matching 

techniques which were used to estimate effective diffusion coefficient 

and sorption corrected porosity, an assumption was made that the 

boundaries had neglectable effect. This is reasonable for the upper 

tracer (aCF) and sample stations, but probably not acceptable for the 

lower tracer experiment (SF6) because of the close proximity of the 

water table. 
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Recommendations for Refinements in Technigue 

The recommendations for improvement in this methodology take the 

form of suggestions by the author for slight modifications of the field 

test and suggestions for choosing ways to gather and analyze data from 

field tests. 

There are several suggestions for improvements in field 

procedures. In modeling studies, the mathematical model simplifies 

actual field conditions. Therefore if the ..:!!!. situ tracer diffusion test 

is applied to field conditions which have the same simplicities assumed 

by the mathematical description, theory should be more accurate. It 

follows that if this methodology is applied to a study site, superior 

results should be expected if the medium is homogeneous rather than 

heterogeneous. On the other hand~ the mathematical model will be less 

adequate if extreme thermal or pressure gradients exist. 

If certain properties of the porous medium vary at a field site, 

it could be difficult to obtain a representative test location at that 

site. It is recommended that the selection of a location for in situ 

tracer diffusion testing at any particular site be carried out with care 

to insure that the location is representative. 

One advantage of the field methodology introduced in this paper 

;s that it would average the effect of heterogeneities in the media. 

Because the tracers used in this field technique moved up to 15 meters, 

the effective diffusion coefficients and sorption terms ohtained as 

solutions to this field test are, unlike previous methodologies, an 

average over distance. Thus this technique may be more representative 

of the medium on a larger scale. 
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It is recommended that tracer sources and observation pOints not 

be set up near boundaries when curve matching techniques will be used to 

analyze data. For the Barnwell field test, significant boundary effects 

were not found in stations greater than three feet from boundaries. 

Because increased vertical migration of tracer was found in this 

field experiment which was likely the result of disturbance of the media 

by drilling, a recommendation is that air piezometers not be nested as 

done in this experiment. A tremi tube is recommended to aid concrete 

grouting. 

Spacing of observation points from the tracer source seemed 

adequate in the field experiment - in a horizontal direction air 

piezometers ranged from a foot and a half to twelve feet from the 

permeation devices. The time of travel for the tracer depends on both 

the properties· of the media and the strength of the source. If a time 

period of a week to two weeks for a field test is used (as was done in 

this field experiment), it is recommended that several different tracers 

of varying strength be emplaced in the porous media, and, provided 

sorption characteristics of the media are similar to those encountered 

in the this field experiment, an tracer release rate range of 3 to 300 

nanograms/second is recommended. Sorption experiments carried out on 

material from a site prior to its field test can greatly aid in 

determining the optimal tracer release rate from a permeation device. 

Continuous measurement of the moisture content of the 

unsaturated zone would aid the user of this tracer technique. An 

understanding concerning the temporal variation of water content gives 

the user a check on the validity during the test period of the 
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assumptions that there is: no change in gas-filled porosity, no 

pressure effect of a continuous wetting fiont, no tracer transport due 

to downward perculating water, and no water table fluctuations. 

If the analytical solution to the field problem is based on a 

three dimensional, continuous point source model, and sampling points 

are located close to the source, it is necessary to approximate a point 

source as best as possible with the permeation device. In the Barnwell 

field experiment, the tracer spread from a short screen below a packer. 

This actually was a short, non-fully penetrating, line source, and data 

obtained from sampling points close to the tracer sources are considered 

less reliable if a three dimensional, continuous point source model is 

used to describe the field situation. 

Bar~well, South Carolina has a shallow unsaturated zone wllere 

many human-made gaseous compounds have been found to occur. If in situ ---
diffusion experiments are carried out in deeper vadose material where 

many gaseous compounds have not had time to penetrate, a wider selection 

of potential tracer compounds will be available for diffusion tests. 

For example, the fluorocarbons dichlorodifluoromethane and 

trichlorofluoromethane would be acceptable tracers, provided they are 

not present in the gaseous component of the unsaturated zone. 

Deeper diffusion tests pose a problem also. If gas sampling 

must be carried out at greater depth, greater volumes of gas must be 

withdrawn to obtain a representative sample. If too much gas is 

withdrawn, a negative pressure potential is created and gas diffusion is 

masked by convective gas flow. To avoid this problem it is suggested 

that a second 1/8 00 inch tube be placed at each air piezometer sampling 
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pOint and gas be pumped out of the ground, circulated through the gas 

chromatograph and pumped at the same rate back into the ground. This 

would simply circulate gas through the system with no loss of pressure 

at the point of withdrawal. To avoid contamination of each sample, care 

must be exercised to purge the gas chromatograph thoroughly between each 

sample run, and to establish gas lines from the ground which can be 

constantly closed to the atmosphere and other iines. The purge gas in 

the gas chromatograph pneumatic system will have some diluting effect 

when the residual is pumped into the ground; this should be minor in 

deep systems. Ultra-pure nitrogen gas is suggested as a purge gas over 

helium, because the latter would likely have more potential to alter the 

diffusion characteristics of the test area if it was introduced into the 

subsurface in small amounts as the gas chromatograph pneumatic line was 

swept by circulating sample gas. 

It is recommended that curve matching techniques be used to 

solve for effective diffusion coefficient and sorption corrected 

porosities when boundary effects can be neglected. This is especially 

true if larger observed concentrations are felt to be anomalous; unlike 

least squares methods which give emphasis to high measured 

concentrations, curve matching theoretically treats all data points 

equally. 

Data correlation was also very helpful in investigating 

potential sources of error. It is recommended that statistical 

correlations be run on data collected during a field test to bring to 

light any sources of error. 
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The Pertinence of This Research to Prediction of Volatile Contaminant 
Diffusion 

A new methodology for measuring the in situ the diffusion 

characteristics of unsaturated porous media by means of tracer tests is 

presented in this paper. This work has many potential benefits to 

planners and scientists concerned with the migration of volatile 

pollutants. The methodologies presented here provide a way of 

estimating diffusive properties of the vadose zone, which in turn can be 

used to predict the diffusion of contaminants from hazardous waste 

sites. 

Specifically, this paper has shown how an ~ situ tracer test 

can provide an estimation of tortuosity factor, T, effective diffusion 

coefficient, D', and sorption corrected porosity, A, for a given medium 

and tracer. Once these parameters of diffusion 'for a given system are 

defined, efforts to predict the movement of specific volatile compounds 

can begin. To predict the diffusion of any compound of interest, 

laboratory sorption tests on that compound must be carried out with 

water and porous material from the unsaturated zone. This provides 

values for sorption corrected porosity for the compound and the medium. 

A general diffusion coefficient for the compound of interest can be 

calculated or measured, and then an effective diffusion coefficient as a 

function of the compound and medium, can be caiculated. With this 

information, predictions of diffusion can be made for various source 

configurations and strengths •. 

It is hoped that the methodology described in this paper will 

become a useful tool the prediction of volatile contaminant migration. 



APPENDIX I 

HISTORICAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN THE VICINITY OF BARNWELL, 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
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RAINFALL IN INCHES, MAY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1981 FOR CHEM-NUCLEAR, INC. 
RAINGAGE, BARNWELL COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA 

Day May June July August September 

1 0.4 0.1 2.6 
2 0.1 0.3 0.6 
3 0.3 
4 1.6 

5 1.3 
6 
7 0.8 2.6 0.3 
8 

9 0.1 
10 0.1 
11 0.3 0.1 
12 0.2 0.3 0.4 

13 
14 
15 
16 0.4 0.4 0.1 

17 0.2 
18 
19 0.3 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 

25 0.3 
26 
27 1.2 
28 

29 
30 0.2 
31 1.3 

TOTAL 3.3 5.5 3.0 5.1 0.2 
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APPENDIX II 

RAW DATA FROM TRACER MEASUREMENTS AT THE BARNWELL FIELD TEST. 

THE PEAK AREAS WHICH FOLLOW A3RE ALL LISTED THREE ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE 
SMALLER (X 10- ) THAN ACTUALLY MEASURED 
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SP2100 Carbopack 
date time sample BCF .. BCF check SF6 cOlilment~ abs time 

6/2 AM standard air 45. none level changed in mid 
sample reinjection 

Al1 standard air no data 
AH ambient air 15 .. 
AM ambient air level a,djusted after 

injection start 
AM ambient air 3. 
AI~ ambient air 

6/2 16:05 37 C5 
6/2 .16:Hi 23 C5 
6/2 16: 36 19 Cl C-l fi r:lt purge at 

t=32 
6/2 16:46:18 Cl repeat G-1 
6/2 16:58:43 Cl no data 
6/2 17:00:29 Cl 31. Dis re!lard ? peilk 
6/2 17:58:55 standard air dryer contami nated from 

previous soil air 
.6/2 18:09:47 ambient air pump 
6/2 18:20:03 ambient air pump 121. 7. dryer' rllmoved 
6/2 18:33:44 ambient air pump 9.6 7.6 
6/3 9:04 ambient air pump 8.5 no dryer' 
6/3 9: 10 ambient air pump 110 dryer' 
6/3 9:11 :57 test 
6/3 9:20:70 ambient air pump no data 
6/3 9:23:29 ambient air pump no dryer'. no data* 
6/3 9:36 ambient air pump 19.2 
6/3 9:48:14 16.4 chart speed .5 
6/3 10:01 Oregon std. 10.2 no dryer-
6/3 10:16:18 ambient air pump fi rst dryer after purge 
6/3 10:32:10 Oregon std. 
6/3 15:03:23 Cl 3.6 14.6 

*attempting to determine if purging dr{erS helped; will take Oregon std. and ambient air samples with 
dryer attached; chart speed changed 0 0.5 

..... 
N 
........ 



date time sample 

6/3 15:19:13 Cl 
6/3 15:31 :29 Cl 
6/3 16:00:55 Cl 
6/3 16:14:20 Oregon std. 
6/3 16:28:03 ambient air 
6/3 16:45:10 ambient air and 

dryer 
6/3 17:06 ambient air and 

old dryer 
6/3 17 :18 ambient air and 

new dryer 
6/3 17:29 Oregon std. and 

new dryer 
6/3 17:49 Oregon std. and 

new dryer 

6/3 18:01 :15 B5, 6000cc, 
sucked 

6/3 18:15:25 B5, at 32, new 
dryer, HP off 

6/3 18:29:45 ambient air, 
copper tube, no 
nylon 

6/3 18:48 ambi ent ai r. 
copper on roof 
(10 ft up) 

6/3 19:01 Oregon std. 

6/4 9:18 Oregon std., 
new dryer 

SP2100 Carbopack 
BCF BCF check SF6 

6114 26.6 
21.5 

2873 21.8 
11 07.7 

1807 4.2 19270 

0.178 1100 

0.192 

0.202 

3.2 

330 

558 

31 

comments 

chart speed change to 2 
dryer on 
no dryer 

no dryer 
no dryer 

SP2100(B), machine off 
17:48, machine on 18:30 

65 cc withdr'awn 

chart speed change to .5 
after .03 peak 
is ground in afternoon 
affecting, pump turned 
Oil don't know time, AC 
failure 
pump off, elec change 
unreliable, stopped 
SP2100 at 1906 
power turned off for 
15-20 lIIi n to i nsta 11 
pump switch Org std 
low flow 9:37 new dryer 

--' 
r-.) 
00 



date time sampl e 

,. 
6/4 9:37 Oregon std., 

new dryer 
6/4 9:55 ambient air 

6/4 10:09 ambient air 
6/4 10:27 B2-DV =26, 

AD=124 cc 
6/4 10:48 BD-DV=62, 

AIl=123 cc 
6/4 11 :01 Oregon std. 

about 120 cc AD 
6/4 11: 14 ambient air 
6/4 11 :30 Bl, DV=73.9, 

AD=145 
6/4 11 :48 B1 DV=73.9, 

AD=143 cc 
,6/4 12:23 A1 DV=80, 

AD-163 cc 
6/4 13:24 Al DV=80 
6/4 13:39 A2 
6/4 14:10 E1 
6/4 14:49 40 85 
6/4 14:49 21 85 
6/4 15: 12 08 Bl 155 cc P 
6/4 15:25 El 
6/4 15:44 El 
6/4 16:02:08 81 

6/4 16:25:55 85 
6/4 16:35:49 B2 

SP2100 Carbopack 
BCF RCF check 

3.6 

3.8 13 

14 

1.2 
4.6 4.8 

490 

5422 
2207.1 16837 

6.5 

103 329 
6.2 300 

SF6 comments 

ambient air-80 cc until 
noted otherwise open 
BCF std was found 2 in 
from intake 

late peak appears 

possible previous peaks 
appear 

abs time 

00:00:19 
29:21 
42:08 
55:00 
01 :04:00 

1 18 03 
1 55 55 
2 05 49 

N 
lO 



SP2100 
date time sam~le BCF 

6/4 16:42:30 B5 639 
6/4 16:51 :30 85 715 
6/4 16:59:40 Bl 20 
6/4 17:08:10 E1 30 
6/4 17:23:30 B5 1309 
6/4 17 :32:15 Bl 
6/4 17:41 :28 Oregon std. 1 
6/4 17:51 :00 B5 1569 
6/4 18:05:20 Oregon std. .914 
6/4 18: 15 :00 B5 1737 
6/4 18:23:20 El 484 
6/4 18:30:26 81 47 

6/4 18:46:00 04 11.6 
6/4 18:53:49 B5 1941 
6/4 19:04:00 04 192 
6/4 19:12:30 El 634 
6/4 19:17:08 Bl 
6/4 19:23:00 03 16 
6/4 19:29:00 05 19 
6/4 19:35:00 B5 2254 
6i4 19:44:00 01 
6/4 19:48:00 04 40 
6i4 19:56 E1 1059 
6/4 20:04 03 130 
6/4 20:10 D5 247 
6/4 20:18 Bl 7.9 
6/4 20:30 Oregon std. 2.99 

6/4 20:54:30 B1 7.99 
6/4 21:00 85 2646 

Carbopack 
BCF check SF6 

552 
112 

129 

824 

77 

4459 

66 

131 

23 
2.6 

comments 

old dryer 
attn start 256 attn to 
128 at 3:00 attn to 64 
at 5:00 

columns baked out at 
this pt at 1000 e, pre-
parataory to running std 

abs time 

2:12:30 
2:21:30 
2:29:40 
2:38:10 
2:53:30 
3:02:15 
3:11:28 
3:21:00 
3:35:20 
3:45:00 
3:53:20 

4:00:26 
4:16:00 
4:23:49 
4:34:00 
4:42:30 
4:47:08 
4:53:08 
4:59:00 
5:'05:00 
5:14:00 
5:18:00 
5:26:00 
5:34:00 
5:40:00 
5:48:00 
6:00:00 

6:24:00 
6:30:00 

w 
.::> 



SP2100 Carbopack 
date time sam~le 8CF 8CF check SFti comments abs time 

6/4 21.36 85 1891 Not purged enough 7:06:00 
6/4 21:48:32 81 662 7:18:32 
6/4 22:06 C5 8~, 7:36:00 
6/4 22:18 85 2976.2 7:48:00 
6/4 22:23 El 1805 7:53:00 
6/4 22:34 04 883 8:04:00 
6/4 22:55 03 250 8:25:00 
6/4 23:04 A5 229.6 8:34:00 
6/4 23:07 A5 252.3 8:37:00 
6/4 23:22 A4 64524 8:52:00 
6/4 23:32 C5 126.6 9:02:00 
6/4 23:45 85 2915 9:15:00 
6/5 00:23 81 169.1 9:38:00 
6/5 00:24:52 81 239.9 27941 9:39:58 
6/5 00:30:00 01 196.7 9:45:00 
6/5 00:36:42 01 339.2 9:51:00 
6/5 00:43:00 81 21501 70694 9:58:00 
6/5 00:55 El 1961.3 10:10:00 
6/5 01:02 81 10:17:00 
6/5 01:05 05 337 10:20:00 
6/5 01:12 04 42420 10:27:00 
6/5 01:17 03 129.6 10:32:00 
6/5 01:46 85 3822.2 11:01:00 
6/5 01:05 85 3449285.714 changed to new small loop 11:20:11 
6/5 02:14 Oregon std. 56.4 11:40:00 
6/5 02:25 81 576.3 832 11 :29:00 
6/5 02:50 C5 572.8 small loop (on SP2100) 12:05 
6/5 2:52:55 Oregon std. 631 change dryer 12:07:00 
6/5 3:00 85 5660.7 small sample loop 12:15:00 
6/5 3:08 81 16.4 1647.5 2289 12:23:00 
6/5 3:158 82 321.8 921.2 12:30:00 
6/5 3:37.3 El 2269.3 small loop 12:52:00 
6/5 3:42.7 05 1555.7 12:57:00 
6/5 3:514 04 383.4 13:06:00 
6/5 4:03 81 405.6 4908 13:18:00 

w .... 



SP2100 
date time sam~le BCF 

6/5 4:14 03 355.7 
6/5 4:22 02 173.3 
6/5 4:33 01 
6/5 4:49 A4 228.9 
6/5 4:55 C5 152.9 
6/5 5:09 C5 60.0 
6/5 5:5 B5 549.5 
6/5 5:25 B1 
6/5 5:38 El 3528.6 
6/5 5:47 05 2470.7 
6/5 5:55 04 1077.9 
6/5 6:01 03 913.6 
6/5 6:51 A5 244.9 
6/5 6:57 A4 179.4 
6/5 7:05 C5 217 .3 
6/5 7:17 B5 97185.7 
6/5 7:25:33 B1 
6/5 8:14 01 431.8 
6/5 8:23 04 295.0 
6/5 8:35 03 176.4 
6/5 8:47:51 Land surface 1343.7 
6/5 8:57 05 213.1 
6/5 9:15 Oregon std. 31.5, 
6/5 9:26 El 4897.9 
6/5 9:34 A5 1532.9 
6/5 9:41 A5 496.4 
6/5 9:49 81 405.0 
6/5 W:03 A4 207.1 
6/5 10:15 C5 90.7 
6/5 10:20 82 83.6 
6/5 10:20:00 B2 
6/5 1O:,~3 04 6078.6 

Carbopack 
BCF check SF6 

149.4 

1847 7650 

108.5 806 
418.4 

251.8 

917 .0 22.8 

230.5 

comments 

small loop 

repeat of 4:55 

small loop from now on 

abs time 

13:29:00 
13:37:00 
13:48:00 
14:04:00 
14:10:00 
14:24:00 
14:30:00 
14:40:00 
14:53:00 
15:02:00 
15:10:00 
15:16:00 
16:06:00 
16:12:00 
16:20:00 
16:32:00 
16:47:33 
17:36:33 
17:45:33 
17:53:33 
18:06:24 
18:16:24 
18:34:24 
18:45:24 
18:53:24 
19:00:24 
19:08:24 
19:22:24 
19:34:24 
19:39:24 
19:39:24 
20:02:24 

-' 
W 
N 



SP2100 
date time sam(!le 8CF 

6/5 10:49 04 970.7 
6/5 10:56 04 290 
6/5 11:05:09 01 
6/5 11:23 Amb. air 174.3 
6/5 11 :35 B1 64B.6 
6/5 11:49 03 207.1 
6/5 11:52 05 267.1 
6/5 12:06 B2 
6/5 12:12 E5 3355 
6/5 12:15 B5 9510.0 
6/5 12:25 A5 7656.4 
6/5 12:38 A5 2532.9 
6/5 12:45 Oregon std. 130.7 
6/5 14:01 Oregon std. 34.4 

6/5 14:07 04 675 
6/5 14:16 C5 226.4 
6/5 14:25 C5 88.6 
6/5 1.4:36 B1 
6/5 14:49 05 535 
6/5 15:01 A5 114.3 
6/5 15:09 01 163.6 
6/5 15:20 Land surface 42.0 
6/5 15:30 Amb. air 36.1 
6/5 15:43 03 120 
6/5 15:53 B1 14770. 
6/5 16: 14 E1 10269. 
6/5 16:24 A4 4353. 
6/5 16:44 B2 945.7 
6/5 17:04 C5 485 

6/5 1711 C5 102.9 
6/5 17 22 In 152.9 
6/5 17 36 05 615 

Carbopack 
BCF check SF6 

352.2 

2616.9 36.5 

142.5 

531.2 
81.2 

1740.9 49.9 

2073.9 1027.0 

658.6 

100.6 

comments 

Late peaks present 

Late peaks - 1 hour 
purge of handling system 

Not loaded? 

False draw 83 
Real draw 70 

abs time 

20:08:24 
20:15:24 
20:24:33 
20:42:33 
20:54:33 
21:08:33 
21:11:33 
21:25:33 
21:31:33 
21:34:33 
21:44:33 
21:57:33 
22:03:33 
23:19:33 

23:25:33 
23:34:33 
23:43:33 
23:54:33 
24:07:33 
24:19:33 
24:27:33 
24:38:33 
24:48:33 
25:01:33 
25:11 :33 
25:32:33 
25:42:33 
26:02:33 
26:22:33 

26 29 33 
26 40 33 
26 54 33 

w 
w 



SP2100 
date time sam~le BCF 

6/5 17 :41 03 240.7 
6/5 17:55 A5 214.3 
6/5 18:09 B1 1035 
6/5 18:16 Bl 1037.1 
6/5 13:25 85 12075 
6/5 13:35 E1 11203 
6/5 18:48 B5 14260 
6/5 18:57 Al 849.3 
6/5 21:42 C5 443.6 
6/5 21:47 A5 147.9 
6/5 21:54 01 
6/5 22:05 D3 292.9 
6/5 22:09 04 257.9 
6/5 22:15 04 869.3 
6/5 22:20 Bl 
6/5 22:30 B5 650 
6/5 22:45 E1 2970.7 
6/5 23:11 85 14556.0 
6/5 23:22 El 9118.6 
6/5 23:28 D3 896.4 
6/5 23:40 D4 1866.4 
6/5 23:52 05 3430.7 
6/5 23:56 85 4624.3 
6/6 00.06 85 12800 
6/6 06:14 81 1138.6 
6/6 06:19 El 6745.7 
6/6 06:32 C5 4225.7 
6/6 06:40 A5 537.9 
6/6 06:48 C5 250 
6/6 06:56 C5 180 
6/6 07:05 D1 132.9 
6/6 07:16 D4 1408.6 

Carbopack 
BCF check SFfi 

2223.3 66.4 

71.0 

2091.9 62.8 

2325.5 69.4 

124.0 

comments abs time 

26:59:33 
27:13:33 
27:27:33 
27:34:33 
27:43:33 
27:53:33 
28:06:33 
28:15:33 
31:00:33 
31:05:33 
31:12:33 
31:23:33 
31:27:33 
31:33:33 
31:38:33 
31:48:33 
32:03:33 
32:29:33 
32:40:33 
32:46:33 
32:58:33 
33:10:33 
33:14:33 
33:24:33. 
39:32:33 
39:37:33 
39:50:33 
39:58:33 
40:06:33 
40:14:33 
41.1:23:33 
40:34:33 

w 
~ 



date time sam(!le 

6/6 07:25 05 
6/6 07:36 03 
6/6 07:47 Al 
6/6 07:57 B5 
6/6 08:02 A4 
6/6 08:15 El 
6/6 08:21 C5 
6/6 08:35 Oregon std. 
6/6 08:41 C5 
6/6 08:50 A5 
6/6 08:59 05 
6/6 09:12 03 
6/6 09:16 03 
6/6 09:25 Bl 
6/6 09:38 04 
6/6 09:47 El 
6/6 09:54 B5 
6/6 10:05 Oregon std. 
6/6 10:10 Amb. ai r 
6/6 10:15 Amb. air 
6/6 10:36 Oregon std. 
6/6 10:47 C5 
6/6 10:57 01 
6/6 11:04 A4 
6/6 11 :15 A5 
6/6 11:24 03 
6/6 11:39 B2 
6/6 11:45 05 
6/6 11:56 04 
6/6 12:05 El 
6/6 12:15 B5 
6/6 12:23 Bl 

SP2100 
BCF 

1822.1 
449.3 
97.9 
11756.4 
492.9 
7855.7 
5415.7 
100.7 
326.4 
265.7 
1668.6 
1277.9 
681.4 
1242.1 
2490.3 
10832.9 
15393.6 
97.9 
140.0 
87.1 
72.9 
214.3 
147.1 
71.4 
102.1 
524.3 
84.3 
2771.4 
3255.0 
8847.9 
17872.9 
2347.1 

Carbopack 
BCF check 

96.9 

35.9 

2582.4 

90.2 

3504.3 

SFfi 

1039.2 

71.8 

1.7 

74.8 

comments abs time 

40:43:33 
40:54:33 
41:05:33 
41:15:33 
41:20:33 
41:32:33 
41:38:33 
41:52:33 
41:58:33 
42:07:33 
42:16:33 
42:29:33 
42:33:33 
42:42:33 
42:55:33 
43:04:33 
43:11:33 
43:20:33 
43:25:33 
43:30:33 
43:51:33 
44:02:33 
44:12:33 
44:19:33 
44:30:33 
44:39:33 
44:54:33 
45:00:33 
45 11 33 
45 20 33 
45 30 33 
45 38 33 

..... 
w 
U'I 



SP2100 
date time sam~le BCF 

6/6 12:40 Bl 31235.7 
6/6 13:00 BCF std. 7314.3 
6/6 13:21 BCF std. 9928.6 
6/6 13:24 BCF std. 10386. 
6/6 15:06 01 175.7 
6/6 15:14 C5 181.4 
6/6 15:26 A4 180.7 
6/6 15:36 A5 109.3 
6/6 15:46 03 657.1 
6/6 15:52 61 2814.3 
6/6 16:04 05 3117.9 
6/6 16:15 D4 3143.6 
6/6 16:26 E1 9073.6 
6/6 16:36 Al 451.4 
6/6 16:43 65 14385.7 
6/6 17:20 Amb. air 32.9 
6/6 17:24 01 145.7 

6/6 17:37 C5 74.3 
6/6 17:46 A4 130.7 
6/6 17:57 A5 77 .9 
6/6 18:05 D3 688.6 
6/6 18:14 61 2432.9 
6/6 18:24 05 3197.9 
6/6 18:36 04 3765.0 
6/6 18:45 El 12292.9 
6/6 18:53 85 17628.6 
6/6 19:02 C1 994.3 
6/6 19:10 Amb. air 63.6 
6/6 19:27 Amb. air 40.0 
6/6 19:33 Oregon std. 68.6 
6/6 20:03 A5 117.9 
6/6 22:28 82 54.3 

Carbopack 
BCF check SFti 

5054 125.1 

585.1 

1343 3.3 

3747 96.8 

1256 

48.2 

31.6 

comments 

20 min. air purge 

R.T. for F113 at approx. 
2.35 At 17:24 on R.T. of 
of 2.13 appeared 

Attn. change 
Attn. change 

Purge 8 min. 
7 min. add. purge 
recorded 
recorded 

abs time 

45:·55:33 
46:15:33 
46:36:33 
46:39:33 
48:21:33 
48:29:33 
48:41:33 
48:51:33 
49:01:33 
49:07:33 
49:19:33 
49:30:33 
49:41:33 
49:51:33 
49:58:33 
50:35:33 
50:39:33 

50:52:33 
51:01:33 
51:12:33 
51:20:33 
51:29:33 
51:39:33 
51:51:33 
52:00:33 
52:08:33 
52:17:33 
52:25:33 
52:42:33 
52:48:33 
53:18:33 
53:43:33 

W 
0'1 



SP2100 Carbopack 
date time saml!le BCF BCF check SF6 comments abs time 

6/6 ·22:40 01 191.4 92.99 2.3 53:55:33 
6/6 22:45 Al 68.6 52.1 54:00:33 
6/6 22:45 Al repeat 796.5 54:00:33 
6/6 22:45 A5 145.0 54:00:33 
6/6 23:09 02 68.6 54:24:33 
6/6 23:30 03 846.4 54:45:33 
6/6 23:34 04 3095.7 54:49:33 
6/6 23:35 05 1265.0 54:50:33 
6/6 23:47 El 3440.2 55:02:33 
6/6 23:47 El repeat 9942.9 repeats of El at T-23.47 55:02:33 
6/6 23:47 El repeat 9492.9 55:02:33 
6/7 00:14 05 2795 55:29:33 
6/7 00:21 Bl 2400 3718 55:36:33 
6/1 00:33:49 Bl repeat 3969 85.1 55:49:22 
6/1 00:35:00 B5 15100 55:51:22 
6/7 7:52:00 01 181.4 137.3 2.327 63:08:33 
6/1 8:01:00 C5 93.6 packers found deflated 63:17:22 

at 8:00 6/1/81. Shallow 
pulled and immed. 
replaced 8:03. 

6/1 8:38:00 Bl 2111.4 3103 82.9 Shallow out 8:15 I~ re- 63:34:22 
paired 8:26 deep pulled; 
8:32 both replaced in 
hole 

6/7 8:48 A4 47.9 Previous run contdlminant? 63:44:22 
6/7 8:57 A5 197.1 63:5:1:22 
6/1 9:16 03 1392.9 64:12:22 
6/1 9:24 Al 73.6 91.3 64:20:22 
6/7 9:32 04 3414.3 64:23:22 
6/7 9:47 05 3906.4 64:43:22 
6/7 10:01 E1 9497.9 64:57:22 
6/7 10:09 85 15314.3 16156 7.6 65:05:22 
6/7 10:43 Amb. air 48.6 20 min. air purge 65:39:22 
6/7 10:47 C5 132.9 65:43:22 
6/7 11 :01 82 57.1 22.2 65:57:22 
6/7 11:16 A4 59.3 65:12:22 

w ..... 



SP2100 Carbopack 
date time sam~le BCF BCF check SFfj comments abs time 

6/7 11 :23 A5 205.7 66:19:22 
6/1 11:34 03 1535.0 66:30:22 
6/1 11:39 05 3921.4 66:35:22 
6/7 11:49 nl 126.4 260 3.2 66:45:22 
6/1 12:01 04 3882.1 66:57:22 
6/7 12:11 Oregon std. 93.6 67:07:22 
6/7 12:22 E1 12114.3 13918 9.4 67:18:22 
6/7 12:40 85 15114.3 Set back to load (0.5 67:36:22 

min. ) 
6/1 12:49 Oregon std. 1550.7 2562 Possible late peaks 67:45:22 
6/1 13:17 Amb. air 46.4 68:13:22 
6/7 12:21 C5 228.6 68:17:22 
6/1 13:31 02 92.9 132 68:27:22 
6/7 13:43 A4 67.1 68:39:22 
6/7 13:52 A5 247.9 68:48:22 
6/1 14:06 03 1607.1 69:02:22 
6/7 14:13 05 3885.7 7029 6.0 69:09:22 
6/7 14:28 04 5031.4 7280 5.3 Peak jumped for SF6 69:24:22 

D4 58ee 14:28 
6/7 14:35 El 11278.0 69:31:22 
6/7 14:47 85 1453.6 69:43:22 
6/7 15:01 Amb. air 1838.6 2110 Amb air peak jump 69:57:22 

Prevo peaks present 
6/7 15:21 Amb. air 52.9 Amb ai r 20 mi n pur!}e 70:17:22 
6/7 15:26 81 2085.7 130.3 81 peak jump attn wrong 70:22:22 
6/7 21:30 03 1681.4 3822 1.4 70:26:22 
6/1 21:34 82 87.9 70:30:22 
6/1 21:34 82 82 repeat 
6/1 21:45 Cl 49.3 70:41:22 
6/7 21:55 C5 101.4 239.7 Possible late peaks 70:51:22 
6/1 22:04 Al 33.6 71:00:22 
6/7 22:12 A2 77 .1 71 :08:22 
6/1 22:34 All 23.6· Turned oven to lOonc 71 :30:22 
6/1 22:46 A5 292.9 71 :42:22 
6/7 22:53 01 87.9 16.3 71 :49:22 

..... 
w 
00 



SP2100 Carbopack 
date time sam~le 8CF 8CF check SF6 comments abs time 

6/7 23:00 D2 99.3 4058 71:57:22 
6/1 23:08 04 4264.3 4.5 72:05:22 
6/1 23:15 D5 4385 5.0 Integration may be 72:12:22 

high by 2x 
6/7 23:22 E1 52371. 1.9 72:19:22 
6/1 23:45 85 13779 72:42:33 
6/8 7:14 01 258.6 321.5 13.9 Column SP2100 8 ft. 80:11:22 

50°C det. 350°C 
6/8 7:24 Oregon std. 491.4 80:21:22 
6/8 7:30 Amb. air 131.4 80:27:22 
6/8 7:47 C5 135.7 80:33:22 
6/8 4:52 A4 52.1 80:38:22 
6/8 8:04 C1 30 24.1 80:50:22 
6/8 8:17 A5 540 81:03:22 
6/8 8:25 A2 13.6 81 :11:22 
6/8 8:33 Al 4.35 81:19:22 
6/8 8:42 02 17 .9 61:28:22 
6/8 8:52 03 2030 4527 1.6 81:38:22 
6/8 9:02 05 4194 61:48:22 
6/8 9:12 04 5387 81:58:22 
6/8 9:20 E1 9586 82:06:22 
6/8 9:24 B5 13271 6/8/81 may be 1 ft. 82:10:22 

open last night 
6/8 9:36 Bl 3994 7038 415.3 82:22:22 
6/8 9:48 B2 407.1 794.5 May include contam. 82:34:22 

from 85 just run 
6/8 14:58 Oregon std. 36.2 Oven left at 80°C 87:44:22 

for bake out 
6/8 15:04 Al 72.9 75.8 87:50:22 
6/8 15:10 C1 350 67.2 Peak jump; possible 87:56:22 

previous peaks 
6/8 15:16 C5 222.9 88:02:22 
6/8 Hi:26 A4 49.3 6.6 Possible prevo peaks 88:12:22 
6/8 Hi:33 A2 115.7 88 19:22 
6/8 IS:46 A5 557.9 88 32:22 
6/8 15:53 01 549.3 88 39:22 
6/8 16:03 Amb. air 75 88 49:22 
6/8 16:20 02 77.7 89 06:22 w 

1.0 



SP2100 Carbopack 
date time samj!le BCF 8CF check SF6 comments abs time 

6/8 16:27 03 2840.7 5587 Late peak Jump 89:13:22 
SP6 peak present bat no 
va 1 ve. 

6/8 16:39 05 5147.1 4.4 89:25:22 
6/8 16:56 04 6166.4 89:42:22 
6/8 17 :01 El 11064 13540 5.2 89:47:22 
6/8 17:28 85 15400 16118 4.7 90:14:22 
6/8 22:45 01 847.86 1957 127.3 95:31:22 
6/8 23:04 81 5719.3 10134 498 95:50:22 
6/8 23:06 82 980.7 2.9 95:52:22 
6/8 23::!5 85 9.6 96:11:22 
6/8 23:30 04 6259.3 .491 96:16:22 
6/8 23:35 05 6024.3 late inject 96:21:22 
6/8 23:45 03 4587.7 1.5 96:31:22 
6/8 0-5 repeat Mach. printed out only 

peak height 
6/9 00:08 02 750.0 96:39:22 
6/9 00:19 E! 11507. 26.4 96:50:22 
6/9 00:25 C5 1392.1 96:56:22 
6/9 00:30 A5 1803.6 97:01:22 
6/9 00:50 Cl 244.3 97:32:22 
6/9 00:55 A4 192.1 97:26:22 
6/9 07:13 Oregon std. 3.23 11.8 103:44:22 
6/9 07:17 Cl 20. 22.7 Peak jump 103:48:22 
6/9 7:27 C5 348.6 Looks blocked out 10;1:58:22 
6/9 7:35 Al 4.79 10~1:08:22 
6/9 7:43 A2 104>:16:22 
6/9 7:53 A4 40 104:26:22 
6/9 8:02 A5 1094.3 104:35:22 
6/9 8:20 01 917.1 2291 127.6 104:53:22 
6/9 8:26 02 115.7 104:59:22 
6/9 8:44 f.)3 3370. 5613 2.4 105:17:22 
6/9 8:55 05 5958.6 8429 8.396 105:28:22 
6/9 9:03 04 6090.7 8641 8.708 105:36:22 
6/9 9:07 E1 12164.0 39.5 105:40:22 

g~3 §;~9 H~ ~q~~99 8659 ~~843 ~M~'10V~aet6F~ ~nm1¥ne 
from kink, 1 ft removed 

188:2d:~~ 

~. 
a 



SP2100 Carbopack 
date time sam[!le 8CF 8CF check SF6 comments abs time 

6/9 9:50 85 15585.7 26.6 106:23:22 
6/9 10:00 Oregon std. 202.1 106:53:22 
6/9 10:05 Amb. air 1533.6 106:58:22 
6/9 15:04 Oregon std. Purge with "2 15:02 111:51:22 
6/9 15:14 01 1401.9 2536 156.5 112:01:22 
6/9 15:22 A5 1532.9 1.961 112:15:22 
6/9 15:33 02 130.1 8egin bake out at 99°C 112:26:22 
6/9 15:44 03 2420.0 6306 2.125 112:31:22 
6/9 16:03 05 6684.3 12.4 112:56:22 
6/9 16:10 04 1016.4 12.0 113:01:22 
6/9 16:39 81 6881.9 591.6 113:36:22 
6/9 16:44 82 254.3 .981 113:41:22 
6/9 16:52 E1 13325.1 35.3 113:49:22 
6/9 11:02 85 11819.3 24.8 113:59:22 
6/9 11:12 Oregon std. 5.4 High background SF6 114:09:22 

contamination 
6/9 23:19 01 1212.9 Peak height readout only 114:16:22 
6/9 23:24 05 6524.3 8642.6 152. 120:23:22 
6/9 23:35 03 4904.3 3639 120:34:22 
6/9 23:45 02 291.9 366 120:44:22 
6/9 23:50 05 6573.6 13992 120:49:22 
6/10 1)0:05 E1 13039.3 14128.5 41511 121:04:22 
6/10 00:18 82 350.0 515.2 121:11:22 
6/10 00:25 85 16141.1 21.0 121:24:22 
6/10 00:32 81 7434.3 591.7 121:31:22 
6/10 11:50 Oregon std. 331.4 132:49:22 
6/10 12:11 A5 1180.0 3123 133:10:22 
6/10 12:29 02 312.9 105.5 Difference in BCF 133:28:22 
6/10 12:48 03 6639.8 133:41:22 
6/10 12:51 04 8112.1 2326.6 16286 133:56:22 
6/10 13:03 05 1650.0 139 134:08:22 
6/10 13:11 81 11663.8 1136.8 134:16:22 
6/10 13:26 81 919.3 134:31:22 
6/10 13:35 82 305.1 Height only 134:40:22 
6/10 13:46 El 14152 39.6 134:51:22 
6/10 13:52 B2 602.6 134:57:22 
6/10 14:08 85 11421 16922 25034 135:13:22 
6/10 14:11 Oregon std. 9n 1709.0 15.!i 135:16:22 --0 

6/10 14:25 BCF std. 9601 10900.4 1251.3 135:30:22 ~ 

6/10 14:35 8CF std. 10681 12014.3 11420.8 
--0 

135:40:22 



SP2100 
date time sam~le FTI"3 

6/2 AM standa rd ai r 
AM standard air 
AM ambient air 
AM ambient air 
AM ambient air 
AM ambient air 

6/2 16:05:37 C5 
6/2 16:16:23 C5 
6/2 16: 36:19 C1 
6/2 16 :46: 18 C1 
6/2 16:58:43 C1 
6/2 17:00:29 C1 
6/2 17:58:55 standard air 
6/2 18:09:47 ambient air pump 
6/2 18:20:03 ambient air pump 
6/2 18:33:44 ambient air pump 
6/3 9:04 ambient air pump 
6/3 9: 10 ambient air pump 4.1 i 

6/3 9:11 :57 
6/3 9:20:70 ambient air pump 
6/3 9:23:29 ambient air pump 420 
6/3 9:36 ambient air pump 668 
6/3 9:48: 14 359 
6/3 10:01 Oregon std. 
6/3 10:16:18 ambient air pump 
6/3 10:32:10 Oregon std. 103 
6/3 15:03:23 C1 213.3 

Carbo~acl( SP2100 
Fl2 -m-
12 

6.5 
6.0 
2 
5.5 
2.777 
2804 
3367 
3328 
3360 

243 
217 
29 
18 

4 

2.1 3417 
3645 

2147 4159 
1146 3252 
3303 3446 
935 3382 

2460 380 

Carbo~ack 
Fll check 

9 

11 
1(JI 

12 

15;1 
157 
1056 
1256 

2064 
58 
193 
27 
16 
10 

8.6 
30459 

7740 
8578 
8143 
597.4 

abs time 

--' 
.J::> 
N 



SP2100 
date time sam~l e FlT3 

6/3 15:19:13 Cl 215.8 
6/3 15:31 :29 Cl 
6/3 16:00:55 Cl 258.6 
6/3 16:14:20 Oregon std. 405 
6/3 16:28:03 ambient air 14186 
6/3 16:45:10 ambient air and 3.4 

dryer 
6/3 17:06 ambi ent air and 2.3 

old dryer 
6/3 17:18 ambient air and 

new dryer 
6/3 17:29 Oregon std. and 

new dryer 
6/3 17:49 Oregon std. and 

new dryer 
6/3 18:01 :15 85. 600cc 

withdrawn 
6/3 18: 15: 25 85. at 32, new 

dryer, HP off 
6/3 18:29:45 ambient air, 

copper tube, no 
nylon 

6/3 18:48 ambient air, 
copper on roof 
(lOft up) 

6/3 19:01 Oregon std. 
6/4 9:18 Oregon std •• 

new dryer 

Carbo~ack SP2100 
Fl2 """F1l" 

2644.4 390.4 
2746 
2004.2 438 
3532 5581 
146.8 25004 

8.8 

12 6.7 

22 

4.2 

4.6 14 

4630 

4410 

432 

253 

2 
1.5 3.6 

Carbo~ack 
Fll check 

1086 
1163 
666.9 

52421 
18 

15 

20 

8.5 

8.5 

307 

840 

24 

8.1 

abs time 

-' 
.J:>. 
W 



SP2100 
date time sam~le FIT3 

6/4 9:37 Oregon std., 4.5 
new dryer 

6/4 9:55 ambient air 3.9 
6/4 10:09 ambient air 
6/4 10:27 82-0V =26, 108 

AO=124 cc 
6/4 10:48 80-0V=62, 158 

AD=123 cc 
6/4 11:01 Oregon std., 4.2 

about 120 cc AD 
6/4 11 :14 ambient air 18 
6/4 11 :30 81, DV=73.9, 994 

AD=145 
6/4 11 :48 81 DV=73.9, 1031 

AD=143 cc 
6/4 12:23 A1 DV=8D, 146 

AD-163 cc 
6/4 13:24 A1 DV=80 241 
6/4 13:39 A2 1321 
6/4 14:10 E1 946 
6/4 14:49:40 85 680.1 
6/4 14:49:21 85 749.7 
6/4 15:12:08 81 155 cc P 1084 
6/4 15:25 E1 1032 
6/4 15:44 E1 1055 
6/4 16:02 08 81 1100 
6/4 16:25 55 85 917 
6/4 16:35 49 82 357 

carbo~ack SP2100 
FI FIr 

4.5 4.4 

2.0 15 
l.6 8.7 
1488 257 

158 346 

67 12 

179 33 
4663 1052 

4704 1078 

133 583 

2-46 380 
6950 112-
5437 415.3 
456.7 222 
4425 215 
4820 1075 
5507 571 
5398 317 
4951 1074 
4674 557 
2033 432 

carbo~ack 
Fll c eck 

9.6 

22 
19 
453 

12 

23 

102 
2075 

2119 

15 

664 
3034 
1179.2 

568.4 
2131 
642 

3226 

1746 

abs time 

00:00:19 
29:21 
42:08 
55:00 
01:04:00 

1:55:55 
2:05:49 

-' 
.j:::o, 
.j:::o, 



SP2100 
date time __ sample tf["J" 

6/4 16:42:30 B5 720 
6/4 16: 51: 30 B5 731 
6/4 16:59:40 Bl 1102 
6/4 17:08:10 E1 1038 
6/4 17:23:30 85 806 
6/4 17:32:15 81 
6/4 17:41:28 Oregon std. 10 
6/4 17:51 :00 B5 813 
6/4 18:05:20 Oregon std. 
6/4 18:15:00 85 842 
6/4 18:23:20 E1 1176 
6/4 18:30:26 B1 1158 
6/4 18:46:00 04 1315 
6/4 18:53:49 85 838 
6/4 19:04:00 04 1295 
6/4 19: 12: 30 E1 1126 
6/4 19:17:08 81 
6/4 19:23:00 03 91G 
6/4 19:29:00 05 1019 
6/4 19:35:00 B5 839 
6/4 19:44:00 01 
6/4 19:48:00 04 1362 
6/4 19:56 El 1253 
6/4 20:04 03 952 
6/4 20:10 05 957 
6/4 20:18 B1 1308 
6/4 20:30 Oregon std. 11.5 
6/4 20:54:30 B1 1208 
6/4 21:00 85 883 

carbo~aCk SP2100 
F1 rrr-

241 
242 

4873 1070 
5333 385 

254 
4925 
39.7 10 

430 
17 4.2 

236 
294 

4911 1114 
347 

4602 217 
325 
296 

4908 
327 
354 
245 

5489 
417 
335 
267 
340 

6821 1292 
8.6 
1162 
287 

carbo~aCk 
Fll C eck 

1227 

184 

2743 

474 

2711 

3075 

2789 

abs time 

2:12:30 
2:21:30 
2:29:40 
2: 38: 1 0 
2:53:30 
3:02:15 
3:11 :28 
3:21:00 
3:35:20 
3:45:00 
3:53:20 
4:00:26 
4: 16:00 
4:23:49 
4:34:00 
4:42:30 
4:47:08 
4:53:08 
4:59:00 
5:05:00 
5:14:00 
5:18:00 
5:26:00 
5:34:00 
5:40:00 
5:48:00 
6:00:00 
6:24:00 
6:30:00 

...... 

.j::o 
tTl 



SP2100 carbo~aek SP2100 carboRaek 
date time samj!le FlT3 FI """'FTl HI e eel< abs time 

6/4 21.36 85 746 376 6:30:00 
6/4 21:48:32 81 4750 2236 7:18:32 
6/4 22:06 C5 163 127 7:36:00 
6/4 22:18 B5 807.2 239.7 7:48:00 
6/4 22:23 E1 1143.1 312.5 7:53:00 
6/4 22:34 04 949.7 362.6 8:04:00 
6/4 22:55 03 452.4 141.7 8:25:00 
6/4 23:04 A5 141.5 470 8:34:00 
6/4 23:07 A5 502.6 232.9 8:37:00 
6/4 23:22 A4 1122 306.7 8:!i2:00 
6/4 23:3~ C5 693.1 193.3 9:(12:00 
6/4 23:45 B5 439.4 109.1 9:15:00 
6/5 00:23 Bl 950.1 897.1 9:38:00 
6/5 00:24:52 Bl 3790.2 2110 9:39:58 
6/5 00:30:00 01 919.4 785.4 9:45:00 
6/5 00:36:42 01 5007 2179.2 9:51:00 
6/5 00:43:00 Bl 1022.2 4387.6 999.1 3067.8 9:58:00 
6/5 00:55 E1 972.7 323 10:10:00 
6/5 01:02 Bl 4312.6 10:17:00 
6/5 01:05 05 976.4 646.3 10:20:00 
6/5 01:12 04 1282 342.6 10:27:00 
6/5 01:17 03 881.1 320.8 10:32:00 
6/5 01:46 B5 816.8 244.4 11:01:00 
6/5 01:05 B5 11 :20:11 
6/5 02:14 Oregon std. 86.4 43.6 11 :40:00 
6/5 02:25 Bl 4781.8 2999.1 11 :29:00 
6/5 02:50 C5 387.2 185.2 12:05 
6/5 2:52:55 Oregon std. 317 .3 12:07:00 
6/5 3:00 B5 471.1 207.2 12:15:00 
6/5 3:08 Bl 4779 2187.6 12:23:00 
6/5 3:158 B2 213.7 881.5 170.2 391.8 12:30:00 
6/5 3:37:3 El 573.6 216.3 12:52:00 
6/5 3:42:7 05 664.1 220.7 12:57:00 
6/5 3:514 04 765.7 210.1 13:06:00 
6/5 4:03 Bl 4967.9 3946.4 13:18:00 

+=> 
0'1 

t 



SP2100 
date time sam~le t113 

6/5 4:14 03 762.1 
6/5 4:22 02 4;J0.l 
6/5 4:33 01 
6/5 4:49 A4 1267.9· 
6/5 4:55 C5 607.8 
6/5 5:09 C5 169.4 
6/5 5:5 85 675.5 
6/5 5:25 81 
6/5 5:38 El 734.3 
6/5 5:47 05 759.3 
6/5 5:55 04 782.9 
6/5 6:01 03 664.4 
6/5 6:51 A5 1012.9 
6/5 6:57 A4 1209.3 
6/5 7:05 C5 585.0 
6/5 7:17 85 667.3 
6/5 7:25:33 81 
6/5 8:14 01 6099 
6/5 8:23 04 1015.7 
6/5 8:35 03 730.0 
6/5 8:47:51 Land surface 353.0 
6/5 8:57 05 781.4 
6/5 9:15 Oregon std. 42.7 
6/5 9:26 E1 754.3 
6/5 9:34 A5 112Q.0 
6/5 9:41 A5 1296.1\ 
6/5 9:49 81 1225.t:i1 
6/5 10:03 A4 1408.6 
6/5 10:15 C5 337.1 
6/5 10:20 82 293.6 
6/5 10:20:00 82 118.7 
6/5 10:43 04 995.0 

carbo~ack SP2100 
FI ""TTl 

412.2 
254.8 

5954.9 
448.0 
279.4 
113.5 
278.4 

4869.4 
311.8 
309.1 
257.0 
250.4 
283.0 
302.4 
197.2 
259.4 

494.0 
1421.4 319.5 

399.1 
282.1 

1017 .2 196.9 
272.6 

31144 439.1 
225.7 
309.3 
327.9 

5131.5 1130.7 
623.6 
140.0 
122.1 
4077 .4 
299.3 

carbohack 
TIl c ed 

3543.4 

1983 

2507.1 

1198.8 

2727.0 

abs time 

13:29:00 
13:37:00 
13:48:00 
14:04:00 
14:10:00 
14:24:00 
14:30:00 
14:4G:00 
14:53:00 
15:02:00 
15:10:00 
15:16:00 
16:06:00 
16:12:00 
16:20:00 
16:32:00 
16:47:33 
17:36:33 
17:45:33 
17:53:33 
18:06:24 
18:16:24 
18:34:24 
18:45:24 
18:53:24 
19:00:24 
19:08:24 
19:22:24 
19:34:24 
19:39:24 
19:39:24 
20:02:24 

~ ...... 



SP2100 
date time sam~le FTI3 

6/5 10:49 04 1001.4 
6/5 10:56 04 1934.3 
6/5 11:05:09 01 
6/5 11:23 Amb. a1 r 316.4 
6/5 11:35 81 1232.1 
6/5 11:49 03 946.4 
6/5 11:52 05 962.9 
6/5 12:06 82 
6/5 12: 12 E5 567.9 
6/5 12:15 85 784.3 
6/5 12:25 A5 1151.4 
6/5 12:38 A5 1189.3 
6/5 12:45 Oregon std. 99.3 
6/5 14:01 Oregon std. 24.4 
6/5 14:07 04 1251.4 
6/5 14:16 C5 523.6 
6/5 14:25 C5 397.1 
6/5 14:36 81 
6/5 14:49 05 1230 
6/5 15:01 A5 1992.9 
6/5 15:09 01 1935.7 
6/5 15:20 Land surface 205 
6/5 15:30 Amb. a1 r 135 
6/5 15:43 03 1039.3 
6/5 15:53 81 844.3 
6/5 16:14 El 1075 
6/5 16:24 A4 1697.1 
6/5 16:44 82 951.4 
6/5 17:04 C5 707.9 
6/5 17:11 C5 433.6 
6/5 17:22 01 2447.1 
6/5 17:36 05 1229.3 

CarbO~aCk SP2100 
FI FTl 

245.7 
1683.6 

6322.5 
157.4 

5109.5 1171.4 
430 
388.6 

611.8 
202.9 
311.4 
393.6 
310 

799.1 46.4 
4725 27.2 

265.7 
132.1 
107.1 

5268.9 24266 
760 
417 

6270.8 1636.4 
120 
73.6 
271.4 

5209.6 357.9 
405.7 
408.6 

2328.1 35403 
186.4 
122.9 

6534.4 2190 
430 

carbo~aCk 
FIl c ecl( 

4043.0 

2286.2 

43.0 
134.9 

3237.7 

742.3 

4964.5 

abs time 

20:08:24 
20:15:24 
20:24:33 
20:42:33 
20:54:33 
21:08:33 
21:11 :33 
21:25:33 
21:31:33 
21:34:33 
21:44:33 
21:57:33 
22:03:33 
23:19:33 
23:25:33 
23:34:33 
23:43:33 
23:54:33 
24:07:33 
24:19:33 
24:27:33 
24:38:33 
24:48:33 
25:01:33 
25:11:33 
25:32:33 
25:42:33 
26:02:33 
26:22:33 
26:29:33 
26:40:33 
26:54:33 

-' 
+=> co 



SP2100 
date time sam(!l e FTI"3 

6/5 17:41 03 1195.7 
6/5 17:55 AS 1612.1 
6/5 18:09 81 1429.3 
6/5 18:16 81 1393.6 
6/5 18:25 85 1103.6 
6/5 18:35 E1 1222.1 
6/5 18:48 85 884.3 
6/5 18:57 Al 935.7 
6/5 21:42 C5 365.7 
6/5 21:47 A5 1563.6 
6/5 21:54 01 
6/5 22:05 03 1453.6 
6/5 22:09 04 350 
6/5 22:15 04 965.7 
6/5 22:20 81 
6/5 22:30 85 773.6 
6/5 22:45 E1 906 
6/5 23:11 85 1032.1 
6/5 23:22 E1 912.9 
6/5 23:28 03 220.7 
6/5 23:40 04 1025 
6/5 23:52 D5 837 
6/5 23:56 85 239.3 
6/6 00.06 85 566.4 
6/6 06:14 81 1223.6 
6/6 06:19 El 995.7 
6/6 05:32 C5 548.6 
6/6 06:40 A5 907.1 
6/6 06:48 C5 895 
6/6 06:56 C5 342.9 
6/6 07:05 Dl 2250. 
6/6 07:16 04 1402.9 

Carbo(!ack SP2100 
FI2 FTr 

350.7 
414.3 

5257.3 1420.0 
1378.6 
680.7 
472.1 
299.3 
959.3 
.141 
350.0 

6238.1 32587.9 
489.3 
1007.9 
424.3 

4951.7 
514.3 
502.1 
113.6 
300.7 
81.4 
265.0 
262.9 
92.4 
27.5 

5009.8 1159.3 
671.4 
223.6 
245.0 
215,0 
97.9 

6322.4 2080.7 
809.3 

carbo~ack 
FIl c eck 

3263.6 

2693.6 

1647.5 

4643.3 

abs time 

26:59:33 
27:13:33 
27:27:33 
27:34:33 
27:43:33 
27:53:33 
28:06:33 
28:15:33 
31:00:33 
31:05:33 
31:12:33 
31:23:33 
31:27:33 
31:33:33 
31:38:33 
31:48:33 
32:03:33 
32:29:33 
32:40:33 
32:46:33 
32:58:33 
33:10:33 
33:14:33 
33:24:33 
39:32:33 
39:37:33 
39:50:33 
39:58:33 
40:06:33 
40:14:33 
40:23:33 
40:34:33 

+=> 
~ 



SP2100 
date time sam~le F1T3 

6/6 07:25 05 1162.6 
6/6 07:36 03 87.1 
6/6 07:47 Al 1275.0 
6/6 07 :57 85 867.9 
6/6 08:02 A4 2132.9 
6/6 08:15 E1 1608.6 
15/6 08:21 C5 692.9 
15/6 08:35 Oregon std. 6.7 
6/6 08:41 C5 402.1 
6/6 08:50 A5 1298.6 
6/6 08:59 05 1195.7 
6/6 09:12 03 1004.3 
6/6 09:16 03 1055.0 
6/6 09:25 Bl 1260.7 
6/6 09:38 04 1041.4 
6/6 09:47 El 1052.1 
6/6 09:54 B5 809.3 
6/6 1O:05 Oregon std. 6.0 
6/6 10:10 Amb. air 22.2 
6/6 10:15 Amb. air 29.3 
6/6 1:0 :36 Oregon std. 7.3 
6/6 .1.0:47 C5 297.9 
6/6 1.0:57 01 2226.4 
6/6 1.1 :04 A4 2135.0 
6/6 11:15 A5 1525.0 
6/6 1.1: 24 03 1297.1 
6/6 1.1:39 B2 370.7 
6/6 1l:45 05 1153.4 
6/6 11:56 04 1213.6 
6/6 12:05 E1 997.9 
6/6 12:15 B5 763.6 
6/6 12:23 81 1337.1 

Carbo~ack SP2100 
FI2 Ffl 

344.3 
227.9 

5390.6 1187.9 
615.7 
422.9 
400.7 
220.0 

41.0 6.2 
124.3 
272.1 
287.1 
235.0 
261.4 

5086.0 1256.4 
282.9 
257.1 
244.3 
23.0 
11.5 
24.1 
7.5 
87.1 

6283.5 2118.6 
1029.3 
357.1 
342.9 

2229.4 372.9 
289.3 
270.7 
25.4 
241.4 

5050.7 1286.4 

carbo~ack 
FIl c eck 

2970.4 

9966 

2977 .4 

4608.8 

870.6 

3009.0 

abs time 

40:43:33 
40:54:33 
41:05:33 
41:15:33 
41:20:33 
41:32:33 
41:38:33 
41:52:33 
41:58:33 
42:07:33 
42:16:33 
42:29:33 
42:33:33 
42:42:33 
42:55:33 
43:04:33 
43:11:33 
43:20:33 
43:25:33 
43:30:33 
43:51:33 
44:02:33 
44:12:33 
44:19:33 
44:30:33 
44:39:33 
44:54:33 
45:00:33 
45:11:33 
45:20:33 
45:30:33 
45:38:33 

U"I 
o 



SP2100 
date :time saml!le Fi1"3 

6/6 12:40 Bl 14464.3 
6/6 13:00 BCF std. 7.9 
6/6 13:21 BCF std. 9.3 
6/6 13:24 BCF std. 
6/6 15:06 01 2582.1· 
6/6 15:14 C5 1222.9 
6/6 15:26 A4 1917.9 
6/6 ll5:36 A5 1862.9 
6/6 ll5:46 03 1332.1 
6/6 115:52 B1 1449.3 
6/6 116:04 05 1372.9 
6/6 16:15 04 1352.9 
6/6 16:26 El 961.4 
6/6 16:36 Al 1535.0 
6/6 16:43 B5 1047.9 

, 6/6 17:20 Amb. air 20.0 
6/6 17:24 01 2461.4 
6/6 17:37 C5 597.9 
6/6 17:46 A4 1.9 
6/6 17:57 A5 1832.9 
6/6 18:05 03 1187.1 
6/6 18:14 B1 1354.3 
6/6 18:24 05 1177.9 
6/6 18:36 04 1061.4 
6/6 18:45 El 972.1 
6/6 18:53 B5 802.1 
6/6 19:02 Cl 396.4 
6/6 19:10 Amb. air 23.6 
6/6 19:27 Amb. air 12.9 
6/6 19:33 Oregon std. 29.3 
6/6 20:03 A5 1714.3 
6/6 2,2:28 B2 282.1 

Carbo~ack SP2100 
FI ---nr 
5739 14735.7 

24.3 
10.7 

6094 2285.7 
975.7 
464.3 
433.6 
320.7 

5362.9 1401.4 
744.3 
390.0 
296.4 

5847.6 18.6 
638.6 
20.7 

6327 2265 
338.6 
404.3 
389.3 
286.4 

5273 1350.0 
436.4 
306.4 
266.4 
256.4 

2541 432.1 
27.9 
13.6 

29.0 70.7 
342.9-

2449 338.6 

carbo~ack 
FIl c eck 

3281 

5365 

3315.8 

3511 

484 

3150 

1004 

12.0 

900.5 

abs time 

45:55:33 
46:15:33 
46:36:33 
46:39:33 
48:21:33 
48:29:33 
48:41:33 
48:51:33 
49:01:33 
49:07:33 
49:19:33 
49:30:33 
49:41:33 
l~g: 51: 33 
'19:58:33 
50:35:33 
50:39:33 
50:52:33 
51:01:33 
51:12:33 
51:20:33 
51:29:33 
51:39:33 
51:51:33 
52:00:33 
52:08:33 
52:17:33 
52:25:33 
52:42:33 
52:48:33 
53:18:33 
53:43:33 

..... 
CJ1 ..... 



SP2iOO 
date time sam~le """"'F1"1"r 

6/6 22:40 01 3438.6 
6/6 22:15 Al 1400.0 
6/6 22:45 Al repeat 
6/6 22:45 AS 970.7 
6/6 23:09 02 676.4 
6/6 23:30 03 859.3 
6/6 23:34 04 972.1 
6/6 23:35 05 412.1 
6/6 23:47 El 585.0 
6/6 23:47 El repeat 746.4 
6/6 23:47 E1 repeat 756.4 
6/7 00:14 05 366.4 
6/7 00:21 Bl 1274.3 
6/7 00:33:49 Bl repeat 
6/1 00:35:00 B5 665.7 
6/7 7:52:00 01 2341.4 
6/7 8:01:00 C5 416.4 
6/7 8:38:00 Bl 1039.3 
6/7 8:48 A4 1727.9 
6/7 8:57 A5 1551.4 
6/7 9:16 03 963.6 
6/7 9:24 Al 1635.7 
6/7 9:32 04 1375.0 
6/7 9:47 05 1193.6 
6/7 10:01 E1 1072.1 
6/7 10:09 B5 770.7 
6/7 10:43 Amb. a1r 15.0 
6/7 10:47 C5 262.1 
6/7 11:01 B2 322.1 
6/7 11:16 A4 1564.3 

carbo~aCk SP2100 
Fl tIl 

6203 1687.1 
5630 1383.6 
5058 

687.1 
317 .9 
316.4 
331.4 
180.0 
249.3 
225.0 
292.1 
159.3 

5070 1210.7 
5016 

292.9 
6054 2033.6 

202.1 
4886 1157.1 

602.9 
362.9 
290.0 

5906 1585.7 
770.0 
395.1 
381.4 

4324 239.3 
18.6 
85.0 

2361 412.1 
388.6 

carbo~ack 
FII c ed 

4148 
4039 
2518 

2245 

4G04 

2532 

3405 

433 

945.6 

abs time 

53:55:33 
54:00:33 
54:00:33 
54:00:33 
54:24:33 
54:45:33 
54:49:33 
54:50:33 
55:02:33 
55:02:33 
55:02:33 
55:29:33 
55:36:33 
55:49:22 
55:51:22 
63:08:33 
63:17:22 
63:34:22 
63:44:22 
63:53:22 
64:12:22 
64:20:22 
64:28:22 
64:43:22 
64:51:22 
65:05:22 
65:39:22 
65:43:22 
65:57:22 
65:12:22 

-' 
U'1 
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SP2100 
.date time sam~le FIl3 

fi/7 11:23 A5 1729.3 
6/7 11:34 03 1237.1 
6/7 11:39 05 1160.7 
6/1 11:49 01 2371.4 
6/1 12:01 04 1483.6 
6/7 12:11 Oregon std. 121.4 
6/7 12:22 E1 1089.3 
6/7 12:40 B5 768.6 
6/1 12:49 Oregon std. 117.1 
6/7 13:17 Amb. air 19.3 
6/7 12:21 C5 255.7 
6/1 13:31 02 519.3 
6/1 13:43 A4 1621.4 
6/7 13:52 A5 1828.6 
6/7 14:06 03 1357.9 
6/1 14:13 05 1303.6 
6/7 14:28 04 1330.7 
6/1 14:35 E1 1278.6 
6/7 14:47 B5 791.4 
6/7 15:01 Amb. air 179.3 
6/7 15:21 Amb. air 12.9 
6/1 15:26 Bl 1260.0 
6/7 21:30 03 687.1 
6/1 21:34 82 261.4 
6/1 21:34 82 
6/7 21:45 Cl 413.6 
6/1 21:55 C5 221.4 
6/1 22:04 Al 1502.1 
6/7 22:12 A2 
6/7 22:34 A4 1446.7 
6/7 22:46 A5 360.7 
6/1 22:53 01 1948.6 

Carbo~ack SP2100 
f12 ~ 

348.6 
37.9 
44.1 

6267 301.8 
106.4 
8.7 

5210 37.8 
27.4 

894.1 5.8 
3.6 
9.5 

3179 25.1 
46.4 
50.7 
44.2 

5716 46.7 
5694 50.0 

51.6 
31.0 

435.5 6.2 
1.5 
181.2 

5470 29.5 
43.8 

2265 
66.7 

2650 15.4 
6038 208.1 
203 187 
6768 58.6 
6425 41.0 
6127 250.8 

Carbo~ack 
Fl1 check 

3224.3 

3992.9 

2597.9 

4295 

abs time 

66:19:22 
66:30:22 
66:35:22 
66:45:22 
66:57:22 
67:07:22 
67:18:22 
67:36:22 
67:45:22 
68:13:22 
68:17:22 
68:27:22 
68:39:22 
68:48:22 
69:02:22 
69:09:22 
69:24:22 
69:31:22 
69:43:22 
69:57:22 
70:17:22 
70:22:22 
70:26:22 
70:30:22 

70:41:22 
70:51:22 
71 :00:22 
71:08:22 
71:30:22 
71:42:22 
71:49:22 

-' 
U'l 
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SP2100 
date time sam~le FfI"3 

6/7 23:00 02 1021 
6/7 23:08 04 .029 
6/7 23:15 05 !l00 
6/1 23:22 El 1931 
6/7 23:45 B5 
6/8 7:14 01 270 
6/8 7:24 Oregon std. 96.4 
6/8 7:30 Amb. air 581 
6/8 7:47 C5 271 
6/8 4:52 A4 1287.9 
6/8 8:04 Cl 540 
6/8 8:17 A5 1194 
6/8 8:25 A2 2064 
6/8 8:33 Al 1852.9 
6/8 8:42 02 486 
6/8 8:52 03 910 
6/8 9:02 05 1017 
6/8 9:12 04 1095 
6/8 9:20 El 973.6 
6/8 9:24 B5 764.3 
6/8 9:36 Bl 678.6 
6/8 9:48 82 366.4 
6/8 14:58 Oregon std. 
6/8 15:04 Al 2343 
6/8 15:10 Cl 728.6 
6/8 15:16 C5 516 
6/8 15:26 A4 2150 
6/8 15:33 A2 2637 
6/8 15:46 A5 2066 
6/8 15:53 01 254 
6/8 16:03 Amb. air 907.9 
6/8 16:20 02 703.6 

Carbo~ack SP2100 
Fl2 FTl 

5438 350 
5556 319 
383.9 292 

271 

428 1864 
77 .9 
339.3 
122.9 
293.1 

3380 510 
410 
1795 
1761 
285 

555.0 307 
315.7 
292 
265.7 
231 

4454 657 
2360 400.7 
23.5 
6452 2491 
4206 739.3 

331 
7031 477 .9 

2229 
967.9 
2301 
7786 

3407 310.7 

carbo~ack 
Fl1 c eck 

80.4 

1263 

690 

2028 
1409 

abs time 

71:57:22 
72:05:22 
72:12:22 
72:19:22 
72:42:33 
80:11 :22 
80:21:22 
80:27:22 
80:33:22 
80:38:22 
80:50:22 
81:03:22 
81:11 :22 
81:19:22 
81:28:22 
81:38:22 
81:48:22 
81:58:22 
82:06:22 
82:10:22 
82:22:22 
82:34:22 
87:44:22 
87:50:22 
87:56:22 
88:02:22 
88:12:22 
88:19:22 
88:32:22 
88:39:22 
38:49:22 
89:06:22 

...... 
U1 
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SP2100 Carbo~ack SP2100 carbo~ack 
date tIme sam~ FIT3 FI2 FTI- FIl c ed abs tIme 

6/8 16:27 03 915.7 5777 320 89:13:22 
6/8 16:39 05 1183.6 5705 337.1 89:25:22 
6/8 16:56 04 1316.4 317 .9 89:42:22 
6/8 17:01 El 1130 5229 290.7 546 89:47:22 
6/8 17:28 85 822.5 4543 280.7 90:14:22 
6/8 22:45 01 2113.6 6165 1997.9 95:31:22 
6/8 23:04 81 1148.6 4665 1196.4 95:50:22 
6/8 23:06 82 596.4 2349 572.9 95:52:22 
6/8 23:25 85 96:11 :22 
6/8 23:30 04 952 349.3 96:16:22 
6/8 23:35 D5 973.6 325 96:21:22 
6/8 23:45 03 1031.4 316.4 96:31:22 
6/8 05 repeat 
6/9 00:08 02 602.9 227.9 96:39:22 
6/9 00:19 E1 853.6 240.7 96:50:22 
6/9 00:25 C5 433.6 . 147.1 96:56:22 
6/9 00:30 A5 1313.6 291.4 97:01:22 
6/9 00:50 Cl 539.3 3144 527.1 97:32:22 
6/9 00:55 A4 1570 7838 355 97:26:22 
6/9 07:13 Oregon std. 2.08 21.3 4.64 8.2 103:44:22 
6/9 07:17 Cl 411.4 3309 479.3 103:48:22 
6/9 7:27 C5 291.5 3711 118.6 103:58:22 
6/9 7:35 Al 1917.9 1800.7 104:08:22 
6/9 7:43 A2 2175 6271 1955 104:16:22 
6/9 7:53 A4 1841.4 500.7 104:26:22 
6/9 8:02 A5 1634.3 408.6 104:35:22 
6/9 8:20 01 2166.4 6227 1973.6 104:53:22 
6/9 8:26 D2 750.7 396.4 104:59:22 
6/9 8:44 03 1047.9 5629 324.3 105:17:22 
6/9 8:55 05 1091.4 6222 285.0 105:28:22 
6/9 9:03 04 1151.4 6131 3213.6 105:36:22 
6/9 9:07 El 975 4182 266.4 105:40:2 
6/9 9:30 Bl 1024 4772 1036 2559 106:03:22 
6/9 9:37 B2 420 2438 3157 106:10:22 

..... 
0'1 
0'1 



SP2100 carbo~aCk SP2100 carbo~aCk 
date time sam21e trrr FI tTl FII C ec~ abs time 

6/9 9:50 B5 640 241 106:23:22 
6/9 10:00 Ol'egon std. 7.48 6.84 106:53:22 
6/9 10:05 Amb. air 211 93.6 106:58:22 
6/9 15:04 Oregon std. 4.3 10.1 111:57:22 
6/9 15:14 01 2604 6403 2371 112:07:22 
6/9 15:22 A5 1970 6876 543 112:15:22 
6/9 15:33 02 680 301 112:26:22 
6/9 15:44 03 805 5778 268 606.4 112:37:22 
6/9 16:03 05 1269 5812 349 112:56:22 
6/9 16:10 04 1315 60922 294 113:07:22 
6/9 16:39 Bl 1184 4870 1219 113:36:22 
6/9 16:44 82 439 511 113:41:22 
6/9 16:52 El 994 5289.9 326 113:49:22 
6/9 17:02 85 788 4522.8 252 113:59:22 
6/9 11:12 Oregon std. 114:09:22 
6/9 23:19 I'll 2990 21619 114:16:22 
6/9 23:24 05 1219 5666.3 441 120:23:22 
6/9 23:35 03 1191 5811 .9 323 120:34:22 
6/9 23:4li 02 6411 251 120:44:22 
6/9 23:50 05 1105 273 120:49:22 
6/10 00:05 E1 904 5157.6 250 121:04:22 
6/10 00:18 82 389 2511.7 449 121:17:22 
6/10 00:25 B5 660 4343.8 226 121:24:22 
6/10 00:32 81 1134 1203 121:31:22 
6/10 11:50 Oregon std. 42.8 132:49:22 
6/10 12:11 A5 2189 651;9 2106 133:10:22 
6/10 12:29 02 461 249 133:28:22 
6/10 12:48 03 5757.7 133:47:22 
6/10 12:57 04 1379 11891.1 299 133:56:22 
6/10 13:03 05 1464 5728.1 458 134:08:22 
6/10 13: 11 Bl 4911.8 134:16:22 
6/10 13:26 81 1194 1265 134:31:22 
6/10 13:35 B2 383.6 348.7 134:40:22 
6/10 13:46 El 1074 349.6 312.9 134:51:22 
6/10 13:52 82 15472.7 134:57:22 
6/10 14 08 B5 755 4304.7 2543 Bg U ~~ 6/10 14 11 Oregon std. 80.7 807.6 540.6 
6/10 14 25 BeF std. 191.7 11.5 135 30 22 
6/10 14 35 BCF std. 9.92 278.7 10.98 135 40 22 U'I 

en 
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CHANGES IN TRACER CONCENTRATION WITH TIME AT VARIOUS SAMPLE STATIONS 
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STATION 8-5, 8CF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL=500 
X AXIS~TIHE IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=1.0 
V AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION E-t l BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0.0 
X TIC INTERVALa 503 
X AXIS=TIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=t.0 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION D-4, BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL=S00 
X AXIS=TIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVALa1.0 
Y AXISaCONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION 0-5, BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL=500 
X AXIS=Tn1E IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=I.0 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION 0-3, BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL=500 
X AXIS=TIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=1.0 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION A-5, BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING~0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL=500 
X AXIS=TIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=I.0 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION A-4, BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSINGR 0,0 
X TIC INTERVALR500 
X AXISaTIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVALal.0 
Y AXISRCONCENTRATION IN NANOSRAMS/CC 
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STATION C-S. BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSINGa 0.0 
X TIC INTERVALaS00 
X AXISaTIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVALa l:0 FOR *J 0.1 FOR + 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION 8-1. BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0.0 
X TIC INTERV Al"S00 
X AXISaTIHE IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL"I.0 
Y AXIS=CONCEN'rRJl. TION IN NANOSRAMS/CC 
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STATION 0-1, BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0.0 
X TIC INTERVALa 500 
X AXISaTIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVALa l.0 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAHS/CC 
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STATION B-2, BCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL"S00 
X AXISaTIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVALa l.0E-7 
Y AXISaCONCENTRATION IN NAN06RAMS/CC 
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STATION A-1~ BCf TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0~0 
X TIC INTERVAL~500 
X AXISaTIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVALa l.0 FOR *~ 0.1 FOR + 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION C-t~ eCF TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0~0 
X TIC INTERVAL=S00 
X AXrSaTIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVALa l.0 FOR *~ 0.1 FOR + 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION B-1, Sf6 TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL=S00 
X AXIS=TlME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=0.2 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRA TION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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STATION D-f. SF6 TFMCER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVAL=500 
X AXIS=TIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=0.2 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAHS/CC 
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STATION B-2~ SF6 TRACER 
AXIS CROSSING=0,0 
X TIC INTERVALg 500 
X AXISgTIME IN MINUTES 
Y TIC INTERVAL=0.2 
Y AXIS=CONCENTRATION IN NANOGRAMS/CC 
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APPENDIX IV 

EXAMPLE OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
BCF IS CO~1PARED AT THE FOUR SAMPLE STATIONS (GAGES) -01,El,03, AND 05 •. 

. TI~E LAGS ARE 4.5 HOURS. 
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f.Jc,/l~,e~ J.~.l-l.lZ 

Olr'~NS10" ESEC",,, "dEB'"'''' l.dllt.4, 10, •• 1.", ... 10" ,JU ..... , '".''' 10. 
O'ftt'NSJOr. GI4,,4.,OJ, G"",It), GGr., ... , 

""_ NU"Jtll .JF GAGt:S-7. PEJUDOS-'1q 

flEAt .. '5,1) NbAG, "PRO. LAG, ", 
I fUR"A' '''1101 

.. Rt It: Ie" ~ou' 
)00 "0"c:r"'1 UA.IU 

wR1 ft If,,'" NG .. "HP~O,LAG 
" FU~"I' (11, ·"hl. Llfo .iAGES·,ll,lI,"wHO. OF TI"E PERIODS""lt .. :;, •• 

1"-"10. Df LAG)" ,t .. ,/1 

LIST FLO ... ca.o~ 

01) 101 J·l.,.P~O 
IltAO 1~,Z)IFLDI"J"l.l.N"G) 

Z FOil"" UFIU.l. 
blRlH Ita). h (FLOIl,,, .. I_!.NGIG. 

~ t-OMft,r 'lX,"PER100".I",'X,lOFIC.ZJ 
1al CONllNut 

"RITE (b.~OOJ 

Oil 10] I-"HGAG 
.10011 J.O 
UU lUZ .. -l.,.IIaO 
tOO' 1 ).aoul J •• FLOI I .... 

10Z CD"TihUE 
X"f:A'HU-tOOCIi/NPRO 
4AHElb,]. "CftEIN(lJ 

J ~OR .. 'r U)(,"".;.l.M fO~ I.ilGE-,lh:;,hFlO.Z,It 
10) CDNIIHUE 

~o lOti l-l.,.G'u 
00 110 "al. "'GtG 
t;OVO( 1. "'-0 
tJu 111 J-l,fiPWC 
~ U"O (1,1" aC JVJ' ",., .. (Fl.OC 1, .. '-lnt.AMC! II.' r-LaU"" '-I"tIN,,,,.) 

.1.11 CON II NUl: 
COVO 11,,,. -CuW,)" ,1'1 I , .. PRO 
.. PI it (b,IOI itK.CC.VUCl,"' 

10 FUltftlJ IlJI.,"CJVlItUfiCE, LAG O. C·,'I,II,FI0.oZ' 
L10 C!JNII"IUt; 
lO'il COhillNu •. 

.,w11t: (b.b. 
b FQl(l"IAr (I,II1,"CIl05:. CUVIRUfrrtCt. - CuLU" .. Sa", 1II0"Sal Ifrrt el1,ft.".It 

00 loa I- h.~GI6 
em 1<J1 k-..,LAG 
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bO 

70 

dO 

"' 

9S 

100 

110 

ou lUb ,.. h '4GAC, 
~Pk"'K ."Pot Lt-K 
CUWCI, ... ,ltJ·u 
DO 10) ... l.t.P"DIC. 
COW" I,H, ... I"UII (" ",tl)" 'fLOC "'.II-lltEAHe JJ, .'FLOfN.J+K I-A "tiM"" J J 

10' CO~llhUt 
eLl'l 11 "H, ... J .covt It ",ICo. , ("PltO-K J 

lOb: ON" fIIUf . 
"RIll 10.llJ K,U:UVtJ,".KhN ... ftGAb' 

11 rc!!~"! (ll,"taG ",l.h) ... 7F10.ZJ 
101 ~O"'JiNut 

.IU IE: It" :'00 J 
loJd CUNTlNUl, 

IiRITE Ib,SC,OJ 

: O"PU It )I(f. ~ 

DO QOt '.!.NG1G 
~u"ZO'O 
DO "00 J.l, N'~D 
SUftZO-SUIIZ,,' C FLLlC h JJ -JU,E:.NC I J , •• j 

90J COiH INUt: 
e.G(;." • • ~U"ZUI C Joel.DVO 11.1 ) •• 1.:.' 
ws.:1JE (b,90Z) 1,GGG(i"l 

q!)l 5:l,I'l".H U.lh"S~t .. FuR GAGE D,U,IIt e~U'LS w,~1\l.5' 
9.01 :or.-ilNUf 

IIIRiit 16,5;00; 

CONPUTE CU •• EUTION 

OD U-' 1.t.,..GA(, 
uo 113 ".I,lAb 
HPROK'NPNO-K 
UU U~ ,..ltNt.AG 
:tUPU'Q 
)U"2-0 
00 11Z J'hItPMDK 
~UN1' C HLUC" J 1-INE AN C I " •• ZI+)U"1 
:s.U"z. ( .. LOC 'hJ'K ' .... Ute'" ,ft, ••• Z! .S,","2 

112 CONJlNUt 
SUI'U I,K). C~..aR TI SU"1.SUft2) lINPROK 
Aoll C I. "~ft'. CUV' J .1t.1( IISUfilJ.K. 

11 ~ CoNt l"U~ 
"of I IE Ib.l, J,I,f(,IOJlCl,I,K' 

7 fOP"A' (,lX,-NlllC"UlZt.O .. urOCllWNElATlUN - ,,-,lilJl,II."LAG-,lh 
I~X.F 10.~. 

III CONlI_U. 
wRJ H: It" ,00» 

110 CONTiNUE 
IijIwltE lb.Q! 

~ F(:R,,'" "J,l: .... H·].ft .. LllEO CRDSS-tOKREL"UIlN FUNCTIONS - MalliS-I, ... 0 
ILU"NS-" ,,. puct.ft'-' 
00 Uti l-!tfiu.aC; 
Ull U7 .... '.LA" 
.JitH (h,t:1 1(, (RO .. "::A, .... ,;.l.HC. .. Ili' 

6 FuR!'!&( t'l,-LA''',Il"".lFID.S. 
111 COhllhut 
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115 

lZ0 

12' 

lH 

100 

1;0 

100 

10' 

170 

.Rlf!; '~,~OOJ 
118 CONHoUf 

.. Jtl'~ U,,~OlJt 

UD 11'" ,-it,...""" 
!)O 120 ft- 11 "tuAI. 
SU~3·\) 

~U"It·O 
110 III J-hNPlf:O 
SUR'. ~U'U.HLOI h ... -aPtE-AHCH '.'2 
5u"",.:,u .. ", .(fL.:ItN, J '''l"E 'N'RII"Z 

121 CONI1Nuf 
55Uft' I'-S",;: IISUtueSU"",/N'.O 
-tal 1'''',-CL,wO'h''"SSU .. t U 
WlitlTElt"ZO, l"hIlO'a.~! 

20 FOil'" r IlA, ·clitaSS-CURRE LAflOM, "'uRN'LIZED,LA' o. ft-, II. Il,-CUI-, 
lflO.~, 

120 CONI1NU~ 
119 CONT 10uf 

CO"PUTE POOt~ speCTRA 

"RITE (Cu21. 
21 FOR",' II ,1l,"~"OOTHe~ ,DoeR SPfCTMA, USI~G TUllEY U~ OINOO."' 

PI·3.lit 
"11-"'1-1 
DO 12' l.lt~"G 
00 121 l-!."' 
SUft)-O 
DO IlZ te a ",.11 
SU")-SUft). 101.0 .. tI. 1,1(. '.COSlIP"L'tO'Nl J 

122 C~N II "Ut 
SUR7-::'Uft) ."'0'" h [,"1 "COSI"'L J 
ALII, Lt-' "1.11 I,' '.2-5,","7 JlI2tPi I 

123 :Ok"NUf 
120 COkllHUf 

::'U"b-O 
IlfJ 121 '-hHG&' 
SU"b-SU"o + .. QU •• , +AO .. C!,h"l. 
tiL 11 I. nUl 1.1 '+Z'SUIU,I/U'Pll 

lZl CQNI10U~ 
DO 1Z., l-!trtGAG 
U(1tl'-.Z:'. IXL". +.~O •• LIJ,U •• Z5 •• LU.~J 

l,zb CONI1NUE 
UO 12) L.Z,ttU 
01,) llb 1-" "G6e. 
UC ltL'-.l !.t.IL t !'L-U +. 50 •• Llt.L ••• ZS*XLtl,L+l. 

lZta CllNflPiUt 
lZ' CQ"tflhuE 

DO IJZ l-l,"'G&G 
uutl.-.~J.IAL'll +.),J.XLII,U 

III CoJ" II .Ul 
i),J IJJ '-t.NG-.G 
'Jl'!ll.-.50 ... Lll"UlJ +.,oolLtl,"I. 

13) :~NJlhUt. 
Du 111 1-!toil-AI.. 
durl; th2t". l,hUO". 

ita FOW1AI Ill.,,"U",J.l,ll,J ••• tOI·.Fl~ • .,i 
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1"0 

Idj 

195 

zoo 

z " 

zzo 

p"'[)I.~a" SUI 

DU 130 L-lI'Hl 
.. -tPl·l"Ml 
,,'lIlt. Uu2Z. 'd,hU(1.U 

Zl FaR"" t11,"U",I1. lh"I·.F~.Z.·I",Fl'.'. 
110 C~NTlNU~ 

wR1Tt Ib,27' h1.U"'" 
Z7 ~OR"" (ll1,·U",Il.ll,ll,","'X''',Fl".,. 

,,'Ilt (0,,00. 
131 COhf ,"UE 

co"pun co ~PECU~" 

.RlTE 16.281 
ZtS FOR"" ",lX,"S"OD,HED CD SPECtRA. ALPH •• 'U,.-, 

"0 137 'a., illiG." 
00 1.30 l-h'H 
",0 13~ ""., · .. GAL 
::lUPlIO.Ut!JwC h~"'"l I+O(I,)""h htU, ~ HZ 
su,,'hCADW U.A,"l,tRO. C",I •• tL ••• tOS (P'_" II! 
SUI'tS-O 
5U"11-0 
DO IJ" K-lt 1''11 
SU"S-SU"d • ''',HtU ...... HAO .. Uh I, KII-casc '''''ltL''"l' 
iU'Ul-'iUI'U+ KO ... hR_.O "AO"'PI, hK' 

114 CONIINUE 
Ill,,.,LI-CROU,", +5,","8 +SU,,9'IfZ.PU 

AOt 1, ft) ·t -til U ."I.~U"10.SUfUU II Z.Pl J 
11:1 CONIINUE 
110 CONT lhUC 
IH' CC!'!!!"!!JE 

DO 1~3 l.hNliAG 
DO h .. "" h,iGAG 
Aaoc 1,'" "AU t I _ft 1-. SOt U 1, .. ,1.-, SO 
A." .rh' 1-• .!, •• o, 1,1II1+.:'O_,C t.'hlJ+.Z!l •• lh ... 2, 
AI.' 1,"."11" .50-'" 1."."11.+.:10-,(1,,,,"1. 

'"'' CONTINUE 
Hl Cn~II.UE 

UQ 1"2 1.1.NI;'G 
DO HI. L·Z,"! 1 
DU l4tO ".h~r AGo ".i.'" ft. t...'. Z~.A' hM.L-l ".'0-11 J,M, L,+ .Z5."1 :"JhL+:t» 

1"0 COttfINUe 
1"1 CDNllHUE: 
l"Z CI.JHHNl.It: 

JO , .. ) 1.hNGAG .·0 
... P1Hlb,ZQ) 1, ..... AO'1,"I,"-1."6AGI 

zq fQkftA' C Ix. -ALPH'·' 1l,·y ... ·.·,F".l' .. '·. :~}.e.:J. D ,,-PI,n, 
... Rll .. (6,JO) h",U' .. ,".I.,"."",,AG, 

)0 FOR ft" • ,., -ALPHA-" 1 ,., ....... ,~ ".2, .) •• 7FlO." 
Du 'ltb L-z,nl1 
.... tPl·Lllftl 
wkl h. ~b, 31) I,", (.AC','hL hA-l.NGAI.Io) 

11 F Oil "A I Cia, "ALPH'- .11,·'-'·' ".F ... 2. ",., 7FlO.'I 
l"b CtJ,.. r lNUE 

.... Pl 
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....... 

ZlO 

ZH 

ZOU 

z.~ 

Z~J 

Z., 

ZbO 

~b' 

Z 10 

Z7~ 

z,J 

Zb) 

c 

7'" 17 ~ upr-o T .. ACE 

lllllit!H tb,J1J 1, .. ,IAA.h" ... .""-1, .. ",,, 
J2 fOtl"A' 11X.".ll,f'HA-,l1,·,-,·.·,F ... Z,-'·,7FU,.:,. 

"iIlllt:ftu~QU' 
I .. ~ COhrtNUf 

C Cu""PU It QIJAUk UUR L ,iPtC tRUN 
C 

""1I H. 16,33) 
J3 FOQ;!'t'f C',J..c'·~"&lOrHE" QUAORAtuRe SPECtR" 9"(11).) 

00 I,U l'l.fI(bA~ 

uo 1~'1 L.lt"'1 
rJO 1":1 "-I,,'u .. Av 
su·tl~·u 
DO 1"7 K .... "'l1 
~U"I )·SU.I~' I~DWII.A".I-~OW;;;. "KlIOHMI ... "tL ""II 

lH tUNIINU. 
e' 1,'hl.' '"U"l )/P I 
dE (1,"'-0 

l~H CUHflNUE "'<i CUNTlNIJI: 
1)0 tOHIiHUE 

DO 151 1.ltHGAG 
1)0 1 ~2 ".It HGAG 
BEBl"""Bll,:t,U •• 50 
sa II ,", 1)" ~u.tt' 1,",1' •• 2'.'U,", 2' 
d8", ",PI1 J •• );Ot61 It pt,"l U •• 'OtBI "","1' 

l;l CONtlNUF 
1)1 CUNrtNUE 

;)0 15-3 "110'4'4' 
UO l~Ct l •• hl'tl1 
Du 15~ "-1tNG" 
88 I 1,", l» '.l~'A 1 I, M, L-l H. :rOttil hR, L 1+.Z,t.JlI,FI,L+l' 

U5 tOHllhUE 
l~Ct CO .. TJNLlc. 
153 tONTlHU~ 

IJU l~b lilil ",oaGAG 
.'0 
wacl FE- Ib, 3i11. Itt,. lBEBChf'lh"al,HG'G' 

3" FO""" IlJ:,"litT.·,I .. ·y C·,F ... Z,·'·,7FIO.:U 
.-PI '~l 
'lff(11"lb,3~' r.",IUI,n,lhN-hHG'G' 

l~ 1'01lt"III 1l •• -at:J'·,ll,,·y C-,F~,Z'.'.,1flO.'. 
00 1~' l'c:,~ll 
w-,Pltl.'"l 
.,RlIt: tta3~1 1,w.UCI.",L""-1.HG'G. 

36 fDtPUr ClX,-dt:TA-,l1,·Y (-,F'.Z.-'·.1F10.SI 
iS7 CDNJlNUE 

.-pl 
IfA:ITl (b,nl l,rI,CbCl,A.nlh"'l,!II'.') 

17 iON"'" (U:,-dtrA·.ll,·' (·,F".l,·J·.7F1U.~1 
.litlft (b,:;,OO, 

lHI CONflNUL 

;;o",~un jJH'~E: )PECtItU" 

.a I Tt. Ib,)a. 
)~ FUKrlAI C',lA,"i»HA:'E ,ipI:CrRI, HUT' lYe ... •• 
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ZQO 

300 

lO~ 

lIO 

lH 

3Z0 

.0. UF 'iA';ES , 
PER lad 
~Eot IOu 
PEQ toa 
Pt:;k 101) 
PER 1.:10 
Pt:;~ lao .. 
PEIl roo 7 
PER tOJ 8 
Pt.t IOIi • 
PEN: I O() 10 
P-i;'iI tuU 11 
PERtOJ I! 
PER (no IJ 
PER If]J I' 
PEW IJO I' 

C 
~ 
C 

Ou LbO 1-".1Ga .. 
.;)01)'1 L-h"l 
JU 1 !Jli "- it "'bali 
TC 1,,.,LI- &1 A"C-HUI,",l I/A'C h'hLI I 
rei 1, ft'." 1&.'4 (-IiSCi dll,,.;, ,Oil. II. I 

1'8 C!JNq"'UE 
UQ ClJNH:i\J~ 
I~O CO'lIHUE 

\)0 lbl I.h .. C. ... G 
.. kUt CluJ;' 1.CTOll,IIJ,,,-hHGAGI 

39 FUR",r (U.,"rHEII -,lh IlY 'O.·,lFl0.~1 
00 lb3 L-""1 ... nePI,'"' .AIIt: u,,~o, ,-_.nlhll,L""_1,N"'" 

«tQ FORna. "a,·'HE" ",11.'" C·.Ftt.Z .... ·,lF10.". 
loJ CON' 'NI.JE 

.. _ 1 Tt:. It" )0(.1 • 

1.1 COHIINUt 

CO"PUlE COHERENCE SPtCTkUA 

WUIE 1.,'1' 
H FUUlI I/.lI,·COHERENCE SPECTRA. GU~A If 1111-' 

DO 10'- l-hltGAG 
DO lb~ L-lI"! 
DO !bb pt-hft(,AG 
(,U,II,L )-u .. " .'''L,OOz+aln,n,L ,OOli/CUn,LJeUUbL' J 
GGI " .. ,-,AO ... ", "Z+tlEBC .. "' •• lIlIIlOU ,euO'"'. 

1 •• CUHIIHUE 
10::; CO"" ,trtuE 
1.' CONIIHUE 

DU lb7 IIIIt,NG1G 
WAUE 16,"4: I h IGGI1'''''''-hNc.AG) 

ItZ FDRPlAr Cll,"""'" "',I1,·Y IUI".lF10.,. 
~D It:8 L-""1 
"-CP'.LlIrn . 
"RitE Ib,'-)' , ... ,CGU,",L""t"I,NG'G. 

\3 FOR"AT (lX,-G'"rI' -,11,-Y ,-.f-'.2.-'-.lFl\J.5I 
It»d CQNflNUE. 

wR I tf. I b. ~oo, 
1.,1 :OHliNUE 

STOP 
END 

-Nil. JF ""~ Pt:QIUDS 30 -Nil. OF LAGS 10 

IJ.UO 0.00 IZDO.DO 350.00 
17t.ou 0.00 li20.uO 300 .. UO 
IdO.OU a.vo 11\0.00 Z4tO.OO 
li).OO 0.00 lO)!).GO 220000 
lll.Ou (.1.00 :;'bO.OJ 200.00 
\ZZ.1l1J o .OJ 11)0.01.1 2ottO.00 
4tdO.OO 0.00 It lO.O\) 120.00 
4tUO. JC o.ot. LO"Q.OJ 310.00 
J JU.OJ a.ve ZIIJO.OJ HO.Ou 
JlO. JIl \).00 llft-.).U~ 3~O.OO 
2 lO.;)I) 1.I.Ou Zl\,lO.UJ )')0.00 
l.l~. CI ... O.JO l3>0.0~ l:»O.Ou 
~u.u'" U.J~ lJuO .01.1 lbO.OO 
~U.OJ a.otJ ll'lO.UJ HO.OO 
... u.:J'J O.OtJ Z3Z0.00 "bO.OO 
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PEA I~D 1& 1')\J.O.., U.i).,) l,J)".OlJ l~O.OO 
PE'RI01l 11 )Z~.~~ iJ.,,\) lJboJ,UIl ao.DD 
PERlO) I_ :lo60.01l O.(Ju l3Z;:I.OU l~o.ao 
PERltl~ 19 5 .. 11.1.)1) O.UO) lJJO.Ou l10.00 
P~AIDD ZO :,uo.oo ' •• ,hJ l3i,.OJ 300.00 
P':IICIOLl Z1 .. eo.ou \l.01J llZ).UJ 120.00 
PE~ IOl Zl _00.00 z.oo 2325.00 3bO.OO 
PEA IOU 2) !)oO.OQ 10.OC Z3S0.0U IS00.00 
P-:RIUD z. '.0.00 5u.\.I0 l-,Z5.01l "'0.00 
"i'lI'10 Z~ 4t1D.ao lIJIJ.O') 23,0.Oil 14160.00 
PEOlOD z. 310.00 ~GO .3u ZZ~O.UO 1800.00 
peAIOO n lUO .00 b!JO.Ou 'loo.ao bOO.OO 
peA 100 za 320.IJU blu.au 2125.0-.1 4tClO.00 
i>E" 10D ~9 32U.OO o ISO .aO 2000.UO .. ,0,00 
PEMIOD 3D .H.OO 1.Ju.OO 2050.00 ItlO.OO 

"Ea .. FOR GAGE 3l1.10 

"e4'" FOR 'AGE Z 11~.4tO 

"EA" fOR G_GE ZOZ~.~O 

"e_" FOR GAGE 509.67 

eDWAll U,.CE. LAG o. ell 264'i14.6l 
:OVAttIINCe. LAG o •• a2 ll1Z.39 
CO'lAIIUIrtCE. LAG O. C13 ~,q83.q!l 

COVARIINce. LAG o. tilt Utb1,7.01 
:OVIRU"CE, LAG o. ell 111Z.3~ 
eJVAAIA"Ci, LAG. o. elZ ~1Zl9.6~ 
CQVAaIAHCe;, LAIi. 0. CZJ 1~(i)~.63 
eUlfARlA;4CE, LA' u. CZIt 27So\tI.'" 
:QVA~IA"tce. LAG 0. Cll 259_J,Q5 
COVARtA"C':. LaG 0. C3Z 1~O:;').63 
CQvaQJa"lCE. LAG 0. C3l Z2ZI~3.92 
Cl)vlA U"CI:, Lila U. C J~ 1l11~.11 
CIlVAA:IANCe, l"'G 0, : .. 1 186.1. OJ 
COVARIANCE. LA" 0, C .. Z Z7t1CtB.41 
CDVARUMCE. LA' ~, COJ 71110.11 
C..,VAR1A",Ct. LAG U. C .. ZOIZbJ.ZZ 

:RilSS COIIAIllIANCE - CJI.U"NS-". ClOw::,-1 I" CII.III 

LA..;, 
LAG 
LAG 
LAG 
LaG 
u. 
L d. 
LA, " 
LAb ~ 

LAG 10 

LAG 
LAG 
L.!.'; 
L ..... 
LaG 
LA. 
LAG 
L ACo 
LAr. ., 
L"C. 10 

LAu 

LA~ 

LAl. It 
LAG ~ 

L IG b ... ~ ;-
LAG 8 
L'~ 'I 
LAG I~ 

LAG 
l&~ 
L_G 
LAG 
LAG 
L'~ 
LAG 
LtG 
LA~ 
L.l{', hl 

ZOHI •• a 381t3.51 lGH1.17 300.5.99 
llltel."''' ltJl7.bt' lO'lll.blt Jl~Z).b8 

)buo.l' 1Z901.0' 't:dtu.'l9 -.069C1.U. 
-HOfh)! 1_201.Z1 i"17:'.~l "Z91b.,z, 
-'til J.t,1 lJl>l.ZO lbll~.J1 It~ 32,. ~Z 

-114,,6.18 l~uUZ.)b 3Z03. ,J H~b~.bl 
-lJI'\c,. lea Z~b7~.O) -HOD.Z~ ldZ_9.36 

-H7Z.ea7 )(;111.ftl -11 !J!lO.6~ 11900.71 
-b18Z.~~ 114bl.lb -ldblH. bC, -lb"16.13 

'!.:: .n~ Z>2>Z.Q1 -2Zlftlc,.3J -"d123. 'I) 

-1 ZOO .~5 ~u70Q.2Ct ~!Jllj. J2 1>9Z.U 
-11btul) "'O!l70. bl -11t:1b.J1 -l)l.j.tJ2 
-Z)H.II) Zd,z'Wthlt) -d J59.0) -)oftOo.29 
-12b"'.l~ 1lwtl3tt .. j) -llt"'''b.H~ -b07".39 
-,tbltc,.o:!e, )t,Gl.lb -to 110 •• 6 -O"d~.CtS 
-J')Iw)."O -1 .. ,z0,.'#1 -tenJoftIJ.97 -7"oft~. ~lt 
-Z'lOt ... ·)d -]1ft'-.71) -~l)v2b.O" -tl!I~ l.b8 
-loa ... :.a 1 -~7rJ'I.40 -~.., .. ft·". 7~ -"'Y,9.b2 
-2~93.c?'" -')70/. J:t -JO"ftO. ~7 -11"1 hbl 
-Z12 .... Z1 -~b~tJ. ~tJ -J01"~.l) -12<1bJ.27 

llllo.lll ll.II)O.l2 ZVt>~IU.]Z 1~e11.Z1 

4""'H.]'" iq.,,,,, ..... 1 flU 1'1 '. J 1 eH 77d.,8 
lllJ.1., ]7-''''1. "'0 1H"ZJebll 78lZ8.~1 
J"ZI.jZ "ll~·".bb 1(,1 Jl0.13 71)",,0.35 
ttJCu.l'1 ltH 1"'u .~~ lollJ '.i.1, 7,Jb3. ~1 

Zl",Ju.'le ,lUb. ,,, lb"d.i. ,z7 71029."2 
,,01,)0· .. "1 )Z.,,zl. bb "ulbl.lli .2190.n 
)/wltld.Jl ;!J~oZ.N -ZC.IH.5>l altU)l.Zb 
bC,llo.J6 bUQ,zc:. ~o -JtluL1.73 d~OZ2.a, 

bd-lU."O bb3 .. 8.0.) - .. ~.::;d.2~ i.I~Ul,z.2' 

blt~u.-Il )lt~IJ'I.lJ 5d:)t:lb.tll l:ic,82b.18 
b).Dl 8l.0UQ.10 3~"*ZO.bl lu7098.ao 

-bb7J.tt" lO",,011.U. lZb~"51 !JZ)9'.)Q 
-1133.9Z 110701.Z3 -bZ'5.0~ -ll<33.09 
-'j~"f,.H eZl"'.Ml -ltal3.2J -4!.,7bl.lt9 
-J170.oZ :;7887.~3 -Iftl"'3.!)O -Jllt,)7.Z, 

-032.12 Z3001J.tlZ -"150tlZ.li9 -l"~lb.5b 
lthZ.(.1J -lOl!t1.1.I" -~I.l~·"ll -17237."6 
)Z").]O -lCt)Jl.1a -)l:'J).c,u -lO)"3.S" 
~O"?~3 -l!J"]Ihbl -~llt~3.00 -"'0"".72 

SICI:" FJR GAGE 1 t:QUALS ~.,z"'GOl 

SKEw FOR 'Aye Z EQUALS t.7bOZ7 

SKEw FIlR GAGE 3 €uUAL~ -1.,9!t71 

SKEw FOR GAtta: ~ I:OUALS Z.C7,zGl8 
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N~R"ALIlED AUTDCuRAcUUON - .U LA~ 1 .IIO.~e. 

.O •• ALIZEO AUTJta~AHlT 10. - .11 LA~ l .5177-. 
NIJR"'LlliO AUTQCuIl.ReL'TIOf't - "11 LA~ 1 .210~1 
NO""UIlED AUTDt.1RREUTlON - .11 LAG < -.OU60 
NO'.UIZED AurOCORRELAUON - .n LAG • -.27139 
_OR"UUED AUTOCOR.~LUIO' - .11 U~ b -,Jb189 
NJRNAI.UErJ AUTJ':.J.kELU JON - iHI LAc;, -,31Z~' 
•• 1".UllED AUTJtORREUTlOH - .11 LAG • -.Jll,q 
NO •• 'LlZED A.JTQC~RRHUlo.~ - "11 LAG ~ -.zZ7'n 
":::JIiI:"&LIlELl AUrOCUIIRtLAU",'" .. ''11 LA& 10 ,01521: 

NQRNILIZEb "J10COIRtLAI10N .. nil LAG .96060 
NORMALIZED AUfJCUMkcLATIOJrt .. NiZ LA~ .150JU 
.. aIilA'LUED AurOC,JRtU:LAllON - "ZZ LAG ."'8181 
N'lRNALIUil AUII)CJMMELAHOH .. "lZ LaG •• 3959 
NJR.ALlIED AUTOtol.'ELATlolN - .ZZ LAG > .1I8U 
NOR"'LIZEl IUTQCIlRilELI"ON .. IItZl LAG b -.O~186 
.. OAN.nIlE., A,JraC..:JR~t:LArlUN .. PfZZ ~ • .I(, 1 -,.1 ;:co:i 
HllA"I.L!lEO AuTGCOJhttL,UIUH .. "lZ LA" · -.U35Z 
lilflliUULIZED AUTDCIJR"E LAT l[!N .. "iZ LAG .. -.1793 • 
f'tON:'ULIUO AUTOC\la.W."LAHllN - \ilZ LA" lu -.2050' 

.OR.ALlIED AUIOCaRRHAllDN - .ll LA~ .9-.a4U 

.OR.AUHD AUIlCJ'.ELlTlD. - ft31 LAG .a,fllO 
H!lIC"'lUED AU'JCUlucELAfl..JN - "3) LAG .7Zl~; 

NIJIt"'lItEO &U'I]C.JIIR:ELAJ1ll:'4 - "31 LA" • .Hld~ 

'NP"Alll!:D AUTaCu"IiII:LAflOrrt - PI]3 LAG , .31901 
"OR"ILlli:'J AJrO';,J"ptLU 10"t .. "lJ LA" 6 .11Q"b 
~')R"'u.Ueu AtJT:JC)NkfL4flOh .. .H LAG , -.O .. lbi 
ft,JR"' ..... UED A'J1J~OIU:t.lAflUN .. ",h LAG S -.lb!)ClO 
'tOAPI,lL1H') 4U'lCJitilcLAf1UN .. "'31 LA"" ~ -.Z"lU 
"OA'1ALIL['l ... .J'.,J,;;l.hct:L ... rt..:" .. - till LAG 10 -.11'3b 

HQAPUllHO A,,Ua:URkELATlUN .. "' .... LA .. .7"'3 
'tOR nil llbl AUTJCJIlR'iL.'TIO"t - ""' .. LAG .'9990 
""R",AlIUO 'Uhl..:,)lroett.IUUJrt - " .. '" LAb J .lJ13l 
"II')A"Alllf:D al.HO~JR .. eL.UO'" .. " .. ,.. LA" -.0!)6Bb 
I'4JA"Al UF.U 1:.HU':Ulllttl.AT lll'4 - "' .... LA" -. LZ'il 
"t·).I"ILIU!l auf lColI'U,t.a'hJ't - ~ .. ,. LA:; , -.L09)Z 
":)""ALIU:!l a""JClJlI~EL"TlON - "' .. " LA. 1 -.ZOZZb 
't~a"AlIlED A,J'OCOIU':LlfU1N - It .... L"~ d -.lb"'2 
Jrt.JIl"'lllFD AUTlCJIUU: LI' tUN - "U f,. ... c.; ~ -.Oi5)S 
rt,R"UllfD Aurll':UNKELAflUN - I'!'\,. lAb 10 -.036'0 

"fORNALUED :ituSS-COMRELAtlCJlrt FtJ"'CTlOJrtS - MOwS-I. CULU"NS-" IN IOn,N. 
LaG 1 .t10"~~ .UI})," • CtU .. 90 .191:1'7 
La~ Z .. ~1117" .1"1IJJ(.I .:.ZI19 .~3609 
LA"" 1 .. 21u:;1 .Z9\11ts • HOOd .~07'7 
LAe; .. -.U~lbO ."l1bb .JblJ~9 .~19U. 
LtG ~ -.2783'" .'\)'W,N .Z'tIlJlt1 .)lbb6 
t.AG 6 -.Jb .. d9 .!J~2::'b .00730 .b1136 
l"G 7 -.17ZS.. .blbb\,! -.l.1b-lt)/t .twZ960 
LaG -.ll8S'" .bj'l7'1 -.ZJ~lJ .l3332 
LAG -.221'1, .61110 - •. h;,.110 -.1185' 
LAG lU .01;Z1 ."98 .. ", -.")doll -.)1)t1Q 

LA'; -.UJ~b9 .116081,) .'=')b~~ .01651 
L'" -. Ob5f1t~ • 85030 -.uZua .. -.OZ'91 
LAG -.0""'''')] .beltH -.I~ZZ~ -.\oIb9" 
.AG • -.I51H .... 3iil'Q -.29 ... dl -.U"I61.8 
LAG 5 .... 217ZO .lld13 -.)ln~5 -.12081 
LAG b -.1'1::1""0 -.Oblt1o -.db"q~ -.1J"" 
LAG 1 -.15HH -.IZ,i:e3 - .... 1l .. 51 -.150dO 
LAG 8 -.l"O,zO -.1~35l -.<iZbl'l -.11169 
LAG 9 -.1352l -.IN]" -. "I ,Hoi #t1 -dnb' 
LA" lU -.lJddCf -.20)0) - .... 3::)36 -.ZI'08 

LaG ol6lH .183t1) .'i"tt .. " .36041 
LAG • Ob6Z9 .25021 .tt"b30 .)0309 
LAG .u30:)7 .JOZoo .721ft) .ll71O 
LA~ .0"100 • lJtl3b • :J7ltl) .~"046 
LAG .1.0~aQ .3b!)';1 .3Nbl .J\l6Ut 
LAG .ZlO51 • 37706 .11 ~ •• .30b01 
lAb ... 1-i17 .37618 -.u"Joti e,HOJ/J 
LAG .bZ~lZ .38'1)8 -.16)01,) .JUbl 
LAG .7219Z ."Oq"Q -.lSltl0 .32119 
LAG lu .731>2 ,"2'1bl -.31 )3e. .JH86 

LAG .09e"Zb ."9393 .ZtuUl .70"3 
LAu. .OOOtl6 .719H .17736 •• 999G 
LAG -.U'tlU,t .Od')'" .Ob:iZ~ .Z1131 
LAG -.O9~22 .91(,19 -.0"bI2 -.U~6b6 
LOG -.Ot::btSl .1bll2) -.l1Hl -012<U 
LAG -.06237 .::Ib"cl -."10)~ -.lb9~Z 
LAt. -.U13b. .i"lIHb -.el",) -. Z022 .. 
LAG · .(i!)""l -.HiLl!1 -.1;I9Z00 -.16""Z 
LAG · .1lf,j37~ -.2"0)0 -.tfb1Q" -.O9~~8 
LOG I. .0b"SI) -.2~"IOb -. d)3~ .. -.03b"O 

:: AOS S- COA RE LIT 1 LlN. H,)IUIAL lltO. LAc.. c.;. "11101 1.00000 
CWlIS,-C,JAactt.IIJlIJ .... 'rI.)A"AllH'hlAt; ,h "IlZ (0' .OZSH 
CRa~ S-CQRRI::LAT lu,,-. "IOIf",llIlELJ. L&~ O. I'UHOI • .:1386" 
:01 hS-::uacAt:L'" T Ill''h ItL.lIt'All Ha. LI~ lI. "1"'01 .ZS!t3" 
.. IlJ~S-CO .. "E-L ... llu,.h N11C"'AL Ilt u.LA(, O. "'lltO' .OZ.~1 
C;;:oSS-CuaAclll i i UH. M'JRH't.l H O. La(; o. "Zl(OI 1.00000 
:: ROS ~-C oalt e I.' T "J". ".\JMl't'L Ilt.,"'t.&G UI "c!3 tol .12"'bb 
CRO~~-COII'~': LA f IUN. HuothAlIll:LI.L&c.. u. "'l"IO' .2,9 .. 7 
ClrtJ~~ ... :ulloti:L411\J1i, N.JKI'IAlllllJ,t.,(., "" "J! COl .331b9 



CI15S-CDRltL,I'lUH. N'lltftALUt::lI.LAG u. ,uzeo, 
CR'.lSS-CORREL4UOlf. NJM"ALllf-n,L&c. \l. "JJ'o. 
C~Ll~S-COIiC"E;l,\lltl· ... NJII"'LIlel.l,LAG J, ""''(0' 
:::ItOS:,-;:Jl1ilt.L"T1J'h Ntl.cftolLllED,L&G 'J. "*'10. 
CR!1SS-COIicR':LAThJrh "U~"'LilI:U.lA'" 0, "\210' 
tRIJSS-CO.Re LA fiO ... ftuRft.U llt.lI,li,' O. "ft.UO. 
CRuSS-CORRI;LUIO"h N'l~""LIHU,LAG fI, ..... CO. 

S~OJIHED ~O~E. 
Ull 101 
UII( .UI 
UIl( .bll 
UIlI .9" 
UIlI1.lbl 
U11 H. $ 7t 
"'llU.BSI 
UI1(Z.lOI 
UlI(2.511 
UllIZ.8]1 
U11 '""XI 

UZZ 101 
UZZ I .lli 
UZZ I .b]l 
JZ21 ,9·" 
U22( 1.ZIII 
UZZ 11.1)71 
UZZIl,BtU 
UZlI2.2~1 
UZ212.511 
uzz 12.8]1 
ul2 (I;~X' 

UU 101 
UUI .HI 
UllC .03) 
UBI ,114,' 
U3311.2O' 
U3Hl.HI 
U31U.9t11 
"3H2 .ZO I 
~1lIl.5U 
~UI2.831 
u31 '" .... 
U" 101 
'J""; .. ;1 t 
.... ," ( .IIJ! 
1141'" .~l'el 
U,,,' i.2b1 
Utt"" 1.,,11 
:J' .... C!.b8' 
U~l.o ~ Z.::(,I: 
IJIt". Z.5>1) 
U""'2.831 
U •• '"&.(J 

$PH1 .... USI~G 
.UJH 
.6~HH 
,,.7'11, 
.1bc)Qi) 

.0'017 

.OZ'tIlti 

.OllQd 

.01Z" 

.OOo"l 

.0116' 

.0Ui' 

.88218 

.7H'] 

.no~' 

.00llO 
-.OJlll 

.QOII:fOl 

.OU'] 
-.00210 
-.UO,~] 

."OOZd 

."04tO~ 

1.0133J 
.75'179 
.2lto'll8 

-.0 ... !)17 
,OlZ10 
.illbSl 
.UJill 

-.OJlH 
.00~2b 
.00l02 

-.",021:1) 

.975]2 
• n09J 
.\L92) 
.11411)2 
.JSll~ 
.0110; 
.oznz 
.O~07Q 

.UJltH) 
.011t1t1 
.OOIi9) 

$"uJlHfD tv SPEClpa, 'lPI'IAXYC 4. 
I,LPIH11tU.UJI • .t,d027 .1)130 
!.t.ctHAl t c IlU • 'd~lO .lJZtI')b 
UPriii'tC .bll ."'~1'j -.:J)l~~ 
ILP"'Al Y C • lit) .lb...,:'O -.OU9~ 1 
ALP,Ul r U .20. .lhJ17 -.Oun) 
AlP""l \' Il.:J'. .l)2"1~ .!J1,)1~" 
lLPHll'tll.ttof) • liZ l"ld .uO:H~ 
AlPHUYCZ .. 20. ,ul.:.,.11 ,J\ll.h 
"LPI'41YCl.~l' .0;,)1) '2 • uOU) 
.llPltAlYlc!.dJ! .Cll u5 .uulll 
UPtiUY(].l1t' .l.tl=..J," _"'",hO 

ALPHAlYCO.Ot») .hilO ,'1bltbJ 
U •. PrUZY( .31. .OZItO~ .1t))lb 
IlPti&l YC .t))' -.0,1 ,~ .3JcO!t 
UP ..... :!Y • • "lit' -.03":;.1 .01J/Ze 
.. LP"U;:.'I • .:!:). -."J773 - .. oJJlll 
"'LPH"lYtl.51. .UU11,)~ .O~bll 
"'LPH"'lY 11. tid. .OU]~~ .l!1J") 
... LP' ..... ,'ll.20. .O~IO~ -.UlIZlb 
"'LPH"ZY IZ. ~l) .Oll! 7S -.OU593 
'L,HAl Y 12 .. d)' .00ZlZ .OO"Z b 
"'L'H~ZYC3.1" l • (ji)14tO .UO"O" 

.&.~:;.u·n:.Q':: • .:!~!!? ;n,:!:~? 
AL'H',jY, .l!J .ZZlJZ .!Z"tu7 

"'1.''''''3' I .bll .0\Od.l. .0llO"b 
"LP"U)'" .9 .. ) .OZr.,Z -.011) 1 
""PH"l'Ii.Zb. .01.,3 -.Olijl9 
.. L' ..... JY ... :Jo71 .1,U7I1O • Dic,,:6.t 
llP"''')TU.H8J • 008,b .00.ll 
... LP ..... l'tlZ.ZIl. .00l)d -.OOlS) 
&L'I-I&]1(2:.511 .(lOb91 .00u15 
AlPHA1YU.dl' .UO~ZQ .0019] 
.... PtUllU.lft. • .,JZ7Z -.0003~ 

oJ&l81 
.c!t.:132 
.~"'ClIU 
.0.12 .. 52 
• .11\1) 

,0'''10 
",,,""~b 
."t.Z)b 
."hlbH 
.IJObZQ 
.J017l 

.J .. ,~7 

.. IZo\tJl 
• .J~(":ltI 

-. Jl)~l 
-.UldJ9 

• .,103J 
.1J0ftZl 

-.uO)51) 
.tJu1J15 
.oJulQ) 

-.JOO.t:, 

!;o}!:.H~~ 

.7~t,9b 

,Z"'b~8 
-.OU)ll 

.Olllb 
.Jlb:JoZ 
.00117 

-.Oll!lo\ 
.JO!t2b 
.OUZOZ 

-.uu21J] 

.lZ4t60 
<.acooo 
.]]bl8 
.z,)), 
.2,"47 
.lJoZ8 

1.00000 

03blZZ 
.lti9ltb 
.00l10 
.Ol6l!tl 
.019)2 

-.OU;ltJ 
.e.015e 
.OJlBb 

-.00111 
-.OU!1 
-. COJ,,! 

• "'115ft 
.ld~UQ 

-.0]231 
-.08013 
-.0102e. 
-.OOl6Z 

.OU 7bZ 

..00030 
-.OO17~ 

.0.Ho\' 
-.vOllb' 

:.2""'!!!~ 
.Zbbb9 
.I~~IIZ 
.01109:: 
.0080 • 
.031b~ 

.0005-1 
-.OOJ~l 
-.(;0212 

.DOZOo\ 
-.00071 
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&LPH"YIt).Olt • 3b2Zl ",n), .4"10, .~Z"O , .. ,H,'U ,JU .18"''''' .ZbUdO .lbb69 .)~bOZ 
aLPHAf.tf C .bJI .00270 -.03231 .U'''Z ,41'1Z' 
' .. ' ... I4ft( .9". .U18etl' -.O&a1) .OOO~2 .1""Z &L,,,,,.,'U.26. .OH3l -,(;102b .00e,., .Q~IZ' &"'HI," 1.!!IJ' -.00',,) -.00)112 .aultl' .OLIO) 
Ii.Ptt,,,Yll.t;a. .00U8 .0a7bZ .OOO~8 ."Z)~Z 
llPHhUl.ZOI .00l8b .000Jb -.U03'1 .0,,,,79 
&"PHI"'(2.51' -.O~III -.00)74 -.OOZll .03'U3 
'LPH,.,'CZ.Bl. -.00Z17 .DaH8 .01,)20,. .011tttJ 
ILPHUIYC).1", -.000",1 .... 00065 -.00071 .00'19) 

3"DOTHE!J ~U&ORA'UAa: SPECru • !UfIW, 
9E"lY 10.001 0.00000 • b08bZ -.Ob12& .,8)]61 
iEU .. Y I 0311 0.00000 l.lint, -.lllSl ,91072 
aEU,U I .6)1 O.C~o~~ -.~~b38 1.00J051 .Z"JJtI 
"I:U~" I .~ .. \1.00000 .ld3btl -'''1''9b -.U7ll 
IiE'll 'f (l.lb, O.OOODJ -.10b..,1 .ZflZ." .Z3lldl 
iEU1Y 11.>71 l.OJOOO .1"3Ql -.1~576 -.107'5 
HUIY Il.dd' u. DaouD -.070"7 .U,,"ZtI • ObOr39 
B':lll1 IZ .lJ I O.OJ~OO .0"b()9 -.11J1Z -.015Z!» 
BEfAll' tZ.51. O.UOOIlO -.0"060 .Oj117 .051ts) 
JET 11' 12.0,31 0.0000;) .'ll'lOO -.Ul":'18 -.OOlOti 
iEUlt I).hl O.ODOIlO .OOl"'!» -.OOl'" -.00097 

3E'IZY 10.00) .... 6\Jdbl O.COOOO -.d768Z -.610111 
'HUZY I .311 -1,Zl1Z" o.uoooo -1.7>3'" -1']"O3!» 
aeT12Y I .(),J) ."lb)8 (,.00000 .91tJ21 -. ~23.3 
8Ell,-' I ."'", -. UtlbD O.OOUOO -.lIHI .1~100 
6E T Att 11.2., .lbb)1 o.COCOO .217'1Z -,IOle.5 
dt:TIZY 11.57/ -.I"J'fl c..OuOOO -,l~ol~ ,,,"Uo 
SETAH Ii.bd I .,J1i"1 o.OC.JuO ,1~bb~ • UOb"d 
Ilt.1AlJ CZ.Z JJ - • ..,itltb9 () .JOOOO -.11121 -.0~9~7 
3EUZ, IZ.:;H) • .,"ObO O.uJoJJU • .., , Jdl.l .0"11" InTAz, IZ.&.H -.Ol ~lO O.Ouooo -, JZIZ" -.lI1d .... 
!iF.T"ZY 1301 .. ; -.C!JL"', 0.c,,(;,1.I00 -.uu.)1!) -."UO;'1 
dl;TllT 10.0'l. .Cbll6 ''''7b'lZ u.JOOOu .~9f)9Z 

oJE TAlY I • J1I .lll,) 1.7>l6'" oJ.JOOOO 1.l'Jn 
8t:lA)' I .bJ I -l.DIl]O!» -.'illiZl o.~ooo~ -. 'IUJI 
BI: '&11' 1 .~~ . .41\Glb .1Il~1 o.OOUOO ... "ao, 
IJEUlf U.Zbl -.c;'1Z"J -.21792 0.30000 -.?,UZ 
OeTU' 11. > 11 .15>7. .ZZal" 0.00000 .184U 
aEU3f 1I.8~1 -.lb"Zo) -.1"ibb5 1,).uOOOO -.lZ60' 
itE IA]Y IZ, lOI .1IHZ 011121 0.00000 .0590Z 
dEU]' IZ.~LJ -.05717 -.O>3~0 u.uoooo -.c,,~9'" 
IIE'A]Y IZ.dH .UI07d .OZ lZ" O.O~OOO .00131 
dElAn 1l.1". .00Z67 .UU.U!I 0.1,)0000 .c"OC:,8 

:lE .... ' to.UJ. -."1:!~3b .blO18 -.5969Z o.~oooo 
~ei&'" I .)11 -.'nJ7Z 1 0 3"03' -lol93'~ ",.oaooo 
aH'''Y 1 .b) t -.Z53j1j .)ZJr.l3 .7UJl 0.",0000 
5i:: ra .. i' i .~~; .1Di' 32 -.l~iaG - •• ;)60:' O.GUGOG 
dEU'" II.HI -.Z)O~? .IIlZb5 .l9'.~Z 0.00000 
:lEU'" 11.511 .1~lQj -.U4t7bb -.18421 o.o~oo~ 
dU.tU 1I •• d I -.ObO~9 -.006-.8 .IZ608 0.00000 
aeu .. , 12.l01 .UI ~Z' .a""",7 -.o~.OZ U.OO(lOO 
aEUt,Y IZ .~II -.057d) -.04t11" .~l'~4 o.ouOOO 
!lET .... ' , Z.Dll .0011.)8 .01ts'" -.00:;;';:8 0.00000 
~t:r, .. Y n.H' • UOINI • 00011 -.002<10 • a.ooooo 

PHaSE SPEC TII&, THEIA .Y! ., 
THETl II 101 0.00000 -.91217 .019'0 -.7U91 
THETI lY .ii; O.uoolJO "'1. )J.o\9b ..... 10808 -IoZ3133 
t"'E " Ii I .6]) 0.00000 I.ZIO.b -1.'180) -1.56l:4l 
IH~ " !Y I .'I4t. 0.00000 -1.o\C1UJ -1.29o\Z!» - •• n?1 
THfU " lI.l61 O.JOOOO -.n •• ) .b61o\9 -1.136Z~ 
TH~rl lY II.HI u.I)OOOO -1."1"00 -1.17obd 1.Z9200 
THE,a IY 11.881 0.0000\1 -l.l'l"b -1.05023 .ZZ14l 
fHE r, IY C 2. 20. 0.00000 I.H8H '''3''21 -1 ..... 200 
T"'ETI l' 11,'11 0.00000 '''b5;0 .33307 1.,Z'" 
lHHA 11 IZ.U' O.~~OOO -1.IBiZ -.'naTT 1.\U'1> 
''''E fl lY 13.lIt • 0.00000 -1."d07ts 1.1I1e."] -1.19118 

'''4I:,a ZY 10 I .Illl? 0.00000 -1.2658b .89bZZ 
rliEU, 2Y I oJ II 1.)h9b 0.00000 1.38HZ l.lZ48Z 
fHF" ZY I .oJ' -le21IJQ& O.OOOJO .67801 -1.5U" 
lPlt. TI 1," I ."ir.) 1."0)07 0.00000 1.l3997 -.19170 
",erA zy II,Z" .179-11 C. UOOOO -1.1)1 •• -.U~70 
'..tElA ZY 11.571 1.4t'''110 a.ooooa .''IOllt -.OZ'07 
fHEtA ZY l1.d~1 1.1)]o\tI o.OOOJa -1.2b81u -.3~366 
'HEra ZY IZ.lO I -1.J78 cn 0.00000 l.l0 .. l Ie ~o\Z19 
f"'HA ZY 1l.51) -'''o~30 O.OC.OOO 1 ... 5lJO .76143 
JHEla 2' IZ.O)l 1.1;722 U.I"hJOI.IO -.",4~0 -.)880Z 
hitU, 21 C 3.1'" 1 ... dU1d 0.00000 -l.5'ZJZ -1.50146 

'liEf A H IJI -. Od~~O 1.Zb':jb O.OOOUO -l.43I>IZ 
fHI:. II )Y I .311 .1utJOt! -1.3b1"l J.OlolOO\J -.983 .... 
IrtE 'A lY I .031 1.-\J8b3 -.b7&Ol 0.00000 -.U6" 
T"~fl JI I ........ 1.2""2' -1.l3Q;l7 u.",Oc..UI} 1.~Z683 
frtt fa JY U.Zb' -.bblItGl 1.1;1:}J u.oouO.) -l.Z,,7 .. 
TrlEU JY fl.,,1. 1.11bo8 -.NUl4 Q.IlOIlOO 1 ..... 561 
TrUlA ]' Ca..dll J I.J>OZl l.loo1C 1.1.00000 1031741 
I~EI' lY 12.20 I -'''3''21 -l.lUft,l I). LilJOOO -1.ZZI4. 
Irlj:; r A )Y 'Z. )1. -.JJJOl -1. "~lJ'" O.UO(;1)1J .7~'U 
hit" " (Z.IHI ."'-317 • .,\4::U. 1,).OO.)Ou ..9.Z' 
'-II: ,A )Y Utl" J -J..1csb4tl 1. :"~ZJZ J.~Ouo,) 1.440n 

Tlit' A tty 101 .1 J';91 -.H~bZ7 1."3b8Z ~.OOOOO 
I~H'" " 0111 1.ZJdH -1.U""Z .98J"o\ 0.00000 
lli,=l A "Y .cd) 1. ~bZftl I. "Jll"", .Z"'b"~ 0.00000 
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T!ic TA .. I .9' • _'-7271 .7.171 -1. jZ6S3 o .1I1IUIltr 
'rtf 1~ Of I1-Zo. J.. tJbZ;) .l';l!lrll 1.l1~H 1) • ..,00(;0 
'tit- IA ., I J • .,II -l.l.,ZO~ • uZV,)1 -1.4"'Jbl V.OOOOO 
hUft ., , 1.itl' - •• U!'''' • J~ 3~h -1.,)11\1 u.OOOOO 
'HE 'A .. IZ.ZOI 1./t,.Z",;3 -1. ~"c! lQ 1.lc:,,4te. u.oaooo 
r ... t. fa or IZ.~ II -1.)l~~7 .... Ibl .. ) -.7Jt71'l 0.00000 
rH~'A H 12.83. -l.r.U)b • ~t.oJl -.o-ltJ2':.J 0.00000 
I~EU ., 1301" 1.1'HlB ]. ~Ollrtb -1 •• "vlJ L."OO~!I 

:IIHE~ENCE SPECtRA, Ii"""" lY 1"1 

G'""''' LY 101 ."'~179 I.oaz. I 710q~ .dZ021 

G""ft' lY I .HI .1) 7bIJ .. ':.oU9,!' .lb/(jd .6531>1 
GA" .. ' n I .631 1 .... JOll'" .LJ2~'" 1.Uo;Od • '1725 

iii""' If I ."',. 1.:.111000 z. Nl.JQ -tl.b8J9-1 .03909 

GoA""'" IY II. Z61 1 • .)0000 -.04t"hN .UH7 1.O22'~ 
1i4""' IT fl.)7. 1.00000 .... .., .. OJ 3.20blitJ .run 
GA"~" If l1.d81 1.0>0000 .JZZOJ 7.00""5' .00'10 
iii .... ' n f 2.Z0) 1.00000 -I. !Jill -.)bO~b .97051> G,,,,,,A If 12. >11 I.JUOO~ -.U9lZ0 1.'b)b7 l.~6276 

G""'" IY 'Z.81' 1.<1000" 8.)1329 ".~C~);J .90"1~ 
(i"""A IY 13.1.1 M • R 

::iAn"A ZY 10' l.al'.!"iI 1.119Z. .9.,~Zlt .85'" G .... ,., z' I .311 .)o .. ~, 1.11"ZZ • 'fO~l 1.ll>799 
GA"'1' Z, I .1)3. .13Z9ft 1.000110 .1&11Z Z.ZZ711> 
GA .. '" Z' I .9lt' Z.797,9 .999 .... 2H •• ~ZZ~ 10. Z2~ZO 
G'''~A ZY I1.Z61 -.3'tQgQ 1.000UO ... 'j.Jt.81o -.Gb119 
GA"'" i' Il.HI •• 9"03 .9999'1 .Lebc:t,DJ .10fa91 
GA""' Z, Cl.ttdl .JZZOl I.OOOOU d.3Qlt'ill. .20a17 
GAPU1! l' IZ.lOI -lolJlli 1.OUOOZ Z4t.9~QOO -1.d851<. 
GA"~' 2Y Il.BI -''''''')ZO .9~Q-I9 -l.Z, .. ltb -.129]5 
CtA~"A l' IZ.8] I 8.>13Z. • ... .,9B~ 1",J. f1lt .. .6~OOl 

CtA .. " ZY (3.1'" • • • R 

G.a .. ~, n 101 .7109'1 • 9lt~Zlt I.lddll .J&701 
<10 A .. ;, A n I .31. .1.7<1~ • 170>1 1.0673 • .39;39 

Ii ..... "' n 1 .bJ) 1.0b~OB .ie 112 1."0000 .. JJ 191 

~"'"I'I' n I .'1"" -b.b83':1IjJ-Z~J. "9ZZ~ 1.00001 -.43515 
GA"'" " lI.l61 .7!,hl -;,3bb!b !~OOOO! .Q9ZZ.! v',,,,, lY 11.)1' 3. ZOb~b 1.b2~83 1..000.,)1,) .61290· 
~'''''A JY 11.881 7.o0".,~ b.)Qt,91 1.000Q .. .IZ715 
GA""" lY IZ.ZOI -.50&04,& .!It.9SQJu 1.00006 -Z.1301' 

G'''''''' " IZ.,U 1.\bSco1 -l.Z~lt"b i. JOUOI .U'929 

(j"""" JY 12.aJ I It. "do,1] Hol71" .~9"''11 .29539 
GAI''''A lY Il.l". • • R 

G'f1I1' .. la' .~zoll • ij~5ri'i .J/.7J" .IU.~ 
1i."~A .. I .]11 .b)Jb1 1. Zbl·ltl .J'b.:s9 .~OU3 
G""'H .. I .631 .;1125 z. ZZ 77. .131-11 1.00000 
GA"'" .. I .q .... .01'10'1 10.ZZ'ZU -."):;15- 1.00000 
GA"IIIA 'Y U.Zb. 1.02Z~" -.Obl1Q .9'1c.lJ 1.00000 ;,,,,,, .. Il.HI • ldZO] .10b"U .blZ·.J 1-00000 
G'"""I .. , 1.dtJ' .lO;lO .20.07 .. 1211, 1.00000 
GA" .... or IZ.2:)) .910:16 -l.tH)~lb -l.lJbllt 1.00000 
G'''"A .. (2. ~LJ Z.50276 -.LZOB .Oiftlf29 1.OOOGO 
(jl", ... .. CC:.631 .'11",,.,, • MC:,u .Z'II)3~ 1.0)0000 
G'""" .. 1l.1") • , • R 



APPENDIX V 

OBTAINING THE DERIVATIVE OF THE LEAST SQUARES EQUATION (5.11) 

The function for which a minimum is desired is, in this case, 

F (D') where 

N 
F (0') = L [ Ci * - Ci] 2 (5.11) 

i =1 

and where 

N = the total number of measurements 

0' = the effective diffusion coefficient 

Ci = calculated concentrations for various times and distances 

Ci*= observed field concentrations. 

Taking the derivative, which will be zeroed to minimize F(O'), the chain 

rule for differentiation is used giving: 

aF N aC 
alP" = ~ 2( Ci * - Ci] [0 - a oi] 

1 =1 
(AV-1) 

Note: * the derivative of a constant is 0, and Ci is constant. 

When by definition, 

qi = [(Xi-Xo)2 + (Zi-Zo)2]1/2 

r2i = [(xi-xo)2 + (Zi+zo)2] 1/2 

r.3i = [(Xi-Xo)2 + (Zi-{b+(b-zo»)2]1/2 

equation (5.10) can be written in the form: 
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q 
Ci =--

4'1l"0'A 

1 

1 

rli 
erfc ---

(40't;)1/2 

r3i ] 
erfc ---

(40'ti)1/2 

The symbols are as defined in chapter 5. 

1 
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r2i 
erfc ---

(40 ' ti)1/2 

(AV-2) 

The right side of equation (AV-2) can be substituted into 

equation (AV-1) for Ci. 

Using the product rule for differentiation and the Leibnitz rule 

for differentiation, the derivative of the computed concentration Ci 

with respect to the effective diffusion coefficient 0 1 can be found and 

also substituted into equation (AV-l). Using the product rule, aCi/ao' 

can be written: 

a Ci -q 1 rli 1 

~ erfc (4D'ti)1/2 - -- erfc ----
r21' 1/2 (4D'ti) 

= 

1 r3i 
+ -- erfc ----

r31' 1/2 (40 ' ti) 

+ 
q 1 

4'lT0 ' A 

1 

-~ 

1 
+--

r3i 
[_a_ ( r3i )] 
a 0 I 140 It· ) 1/2 _____ ~ ____ l ___ _ 

(AV-3) 

The portions of equation (AV-3) which are underlined are derivatives of 

the complimentary error function. The complimentary error function 
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takes the form: 

? 
erfc(a(t,r,D' ») =- (AV-4) 

In this special case the derivative of the complimentary error function 

can be written: 

~ erfc [1jI(t,r,D')] 
2 a CD _ 2 

= arr- feu du (AV-5) 
1-:; (1jI(t,r,O'») 

with the function 

1jI(t,r,D') 
rU r2i r3i 

= or or 
(4D'ti)1/2 (4D'ti)1/2 (4D'ti)1/2 

(AV-6A) (AV-6B) (AV-6C) 

or, by Liebnitz rule of differentiation 

(AV-7) 

(Note that in the Liebnitz ru1e for differentiation, which takes the 

form 

(AV-8) 

; n thi 5 spec; a 1 case, the fi rst two products on the ri ght hand s; de are 

equa 1 to zero.) 
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Equation (AV-7) can also be shown to be true by analogy with the 

arbitrary functions f,g, and h. Let 

g( hex») 
CO) 

f f{u) du 
hex) 

and by definition, ; = hex). 

g{h(x» = 9(E;). Also by substitution, 

Differentiating, the chain rule is employed 

and 

hence 

d d dh 
(jX'9(h{x» = Cif9(~) dx 

.s!9ltl = E.... j f{u)du = -f{E;) 
dE; dE; E; 

d co dh 
dx f f(u)du = -f{h(x» dx 

hex) 

-f{h{x» 

as long a~ f{co) = 0, which it does in our special case. 

Equation (AV-3) can now be written 

- _1_ erfc 
r2i 

+ _1_ erfc r 3; )} 
r?O (4D't,o)I/2 ... 1 

q 
( {_1_ (.:£) 

rl i fi 41TD' A 

r2i 

(AV-9A) 

(AV-9B) 

(AV-9C) 

(AV-9D) 

(AV-9E) 

(AV-9F) 

(4D'ti)I/2 

-[(rIo )2] 
exp[ 1] 

4D't o 1 

a rIo 1 2 -[(r2o)2] a r2i 
aD' [ 1 1/2]} - {- (-= .... ) exp[ 4D~ti J .~ r - ._11 

(4D'to) r2i {if dUO "(4D't o)1/C __________ 1_____ _ _________ 1 ____ _ 

1 2 -[(r3o)2] a r310 

} 

+ {r3i (;:;) exp[ 4D~ti] aD' [(4D't o 1/2] )} __________ 11 ___ _ 
(AV-I0) 
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Different;ating the underlined parts of (AV-10) produces 

ac" -q 1 rli 1 r2i 
-' = { (- erfc -~';"'-'~1/2 - r2," erfc ---::;..;.-
aDa 41T(D,)2A r1i (4D't i) (4D't;)1/2 

1 r3" q 1 2 -[(r1" )2] 
+ - erfc .' )} + {--- ( {- (.::....) exp[ , ] 

r3; (4D't;)1/2 41TD'A rli.r; 4D'ti 

~, ? 

1 rl· 1 2 -[(r2· ) ... ] 1 r 2· 
(_-0,-3/2_'n _ {- (.::....) exp[ 1 ] (_-0,-3/2_'n + 

2 14t; r2i ITr 40 It; 2 I2rf.j 

(AV-ll ) 

Substituting equations (AV-1l) and (AV-2) into equation (AV-1) 

and equating thius to zero we have: 

1 r1i aF arrr= 0 = 
N (_q_ I 2 { Ci * -
; =1 41T0 I A 

[~ erfc 1/2 
• J. 1 (4D It; ) 

1 r2; 
erfc --

(40't;)1/2 

1 
+--

r3i 
r3i ] ) } erf c -----:--

(40't;)l/2 

-q 1 r 1 i 1 r 2; 
{ -( [ 2 (- erfc 2 - - erfc 

41T(0') A rl; (4D't;)lf r2i (4D't;)lf2 

r q -[(r1·)2] 
+ _1_ erfc 3i )] + [ ___ ( {_1_ (..:.?) exp[ 1 ] 

r3i (4D't;)1/2 41TD'A rli /7i 4D't; 

(AV-12) 
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which is the least squares solution for the variable DI for radial flow 

with our given boundary conditions. Simplifying we get 

a F - 0 W--

1 1 
+-

r3i 

1 rli 
[ erfc ----
~ (40lti)1/2 

(AV-13) 



APPENDIX VI 

EXAMPLE OF MINIMIZING PROGRAM ZXMIN. 
BCF DATA FROM ALL FIELD TEST MEASUREMENTS ARE USED TO CALIBRATE 
EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND SORPTION CORRECTED POROSITY. 
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1 
Z 
3 
4 
5 
b , 
e 

" 10 
11 
lZ 
n 
14 
U 
16 

I 
2 
3 
4 
~ 
b 
7 
p 

" I~ 
11 
12 
H 
l' 
1~ 

I' 
17 
I" 
I" 
2~ 

21 
22 
23 
Z' 
2' 
26 
27 
2P 
2" 
30 
31 
32 
H 
H 
H 
36 
31 
]! 

3" 
40 
41 
'l 
43 

•• .5 

•• 47 
'8 ." 50 
51 
5l 
~3 
~. 

55 
'6 
H 

~p 

." 60 
61 
6Z 
'3 
64 

'~OGRA. lERn '4'175 OPT-O 

."OG". lIkO 1I~'UT.OuT.uT.U'U.TI'Ef>.OU"UTJ 
U:HIINiL fUMe' 
JNTEGff1 N,N5IG.:1AJFN.IO" 
tEAL :CZh .. n .. 'C2',WCbhF 
NSIG-ZO 
Nol 
..... F,. • .zCO 
10"-) 
• U '·.07 
• '1. ••• 30 
~RITE I •• ZOI 

0"'23/&2 U.~1.l0 

ZO Fr •• uIlHIoZ ••• ·efFECTlVf DlfFUSI0lI".Z6 .. "UUT SQUARE DIfFEUNCE. 
'" 26 .. ·501" 10M-A.I.Z7', CJt" ·'.11,9.·.·' ,261.' •••• " , •• '.·.·hl •• IO •••• '. 

CALL 11"!HC FUHCT,N,NS lG."A.FN.lOP' ••• H.G.F .... IE. J 
END 

S'J~ROUT1Nf FUNCT 

sU.loun"! fUNC"N ••• FI 
INTfGtR N 
RfAL ii,N"F 
p,a",'~ TER ("-296. 

FTN 5.1+S51 

DINE'SION EIlINI. flZlfthUUIlIoJllllI" •• ZllIh "UIII 
OI~ENSION fFll""HlIfthEF31111 
OI"E~SION YI"" lINI. PAC"" """EIII".III' 
DI.ENSIO~ liS,.,. HSIN" USIII" 51CRIo 521"" 531111 
OINEN~TON DI""10 SOHllllo ST""" IUIiIo Illlllo 13111' 
DI"fNSION e'GI~" BIGG""" CONClllb TlIlIloSIR' 
DI.f"SION YZac." TlBI"" fliR" HlllhTESTlIIlIoTEST2IR"nSTJIII' 
AfV'''t' 5 
0 •• 111 • __ o,·xu! 
.0 • t,).O 
10 • le2.P£ 

In AND zn rUCER POSITION. ALL IN CR. 
IC • _.'7[-13 
CONCENTRATION ; .. IISICM." 
o • 1.0'E-7 
"TE GR'''S/SEC, 
II 0 lZ49,ee 

DE'TN TN CN 
PI • l. L"J59 
SU ... 0 
00 , I • I. N 
IUD".lI YU .. 11I .. TII .... II' 

I FOI"UI2FIO.Z.ZHO.O' 
Sill • Till' 60 
o •• O' .... Pl·O.APOU 
'1511' 0 11 .. 11 - 10' •• Z' IUIII' - 10' .. ZI 
'Z5111 0 Ilflll - '0' •• Z' lUlU' 10' .. Z, 
R3SI11 • IUIII - '0' .. Z, • 11l11I - •• II - lOll .. ZI 
HIli 0 ~OU"ISII11 
52111 0 SORTlR2SII11 
53111 .SORTlA3SIII' 
D'4t1 ,.4.0*SI II 
SOHIII 0 SOUIDT4III' 
ST4ft •• ~O'TCSII' * 4. 
EFIlII 0 51111 , 5DI4.11 
HZIII .52111 , SDhlU 
EF JIll • !3 It I , 5D14I" 
!FIEFIlII .~E. 2'.Q' 81111 • 0 
IFfEftll' .GE. 2'.'" GO TO LaO 
nlll • 11 , 511'" • ItUCIEFlIIII' 

100 IF IEF2U) .ca. Z','" B2n •• a 
IF I!fZU' .'E. 2~.Q' GO TO 1~1 
B2111 0 II I 52111' • IERFCIEF2UII' 

10L IF (EFJI1, .GE. ".9. 'Jtll • 0 
IF 1!f31t: .;E. 2~.'" GD TO 102 
8311' • II , 531111 • IUFCIEF3UII' 

102 81GIII 0 &111, - 82111 • UII' 
BIGGYII' • O~ • BlGIII 
(ChCIII • PUll I ac 
11111 0 C(ONCIII - BIGGYII' 

, cn ... "NU£ 
GO 10 1 • 1," 

5UIJA"UT !NiIE FUMt T 

5Uft.SU".' TU !I'IZ, 
10 CONTINUE 

F • SUN 
.RIHI~.lll O.F."OI 

Z 1 FDA"'" 231, El'J.fu JIU. E20, '.20x.EI6.6. 
RETURN 
E~O 
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PAGE 

PAGE 



lIHcrrv. OIHUSit;o ......... ........ . 
,100000t-31 
.700ZQOt-Oi 
.,.Q9710l.-01 
.700000f-ill 
.7000001-01 
.100290£-01 
.7002901-Ul 
.6997101-01 
.~q971UI-~1 
.700000t-Ol 
.700000t-Ol 
.7QZl05l- .. ;a 
.884209£-\11 
,fllt"20Qt.-Ol 
.d842C,9f-Ol 
• tfb530f-Ol 
• 9I'eU~ll-Ol 
.tJ88851E-Ol 
.eeBfl5U·-Ol 
.ep~5eOf-Ol 
.882110E-Ol 
.8.2310£-01 
.eS2310(-01 
• e7601ZE-Ol 
.86975 .. E-Ol 
• e69r~"F-Ol 
.8697' .. E-Ol 
.81t1799F-lJl 
.81384 r.f-O! 
e rI3e-aE-Dt 
.f!'1l3"4t-Ol 
• 744221:'£-01 
.67'613£-01 
• 74'22tH-Ot 
.7""228[-01 
.70rr:o\GE-ul 
.611"6I1E-Ol 
.6714t8t.-Ol 
.(0714681-01 
.676511£-01 
.~81566(-01 
.b1651TE--Ol 
.blb517t-Ol 
.6~923H-Ol 
,1)419'31::-01 
."'Q23H-Ol 
.659235r-Ol 
.b5C27b~-Ol 
•• '13I8E-Ol 
.6~Cl'bE-Ol 
.fl5C27bE-OI 
.fI~H\325 f-Ol 
,b5C175f.-Ol 
.t-'U326f-Ol 
.l"~c..325E-Ol 
,b5C2C"l-Ct 
,"'5COP.6f-Ol 
."!oC2Ce.l-Ol 
.t;~C20b£-Cl 
.t-IjOZOU-Ol 
• b~QZD'" t.-iJl 
.• ~"'''' .. r_''1 

LUST SQUARE OlffElI£HCt 
•••• 1(11 •••••••••••••••• 

.3~80rE-l' 

.:3417fP41E-l., 

.34IUO':-I41 

.3~'96E:-141 
• 3~a19i:-I41 
.341i'bU-lft 
.341e06E-l' 
.3"D32E-l' 
.3"aoeE-lft 
.341101E-I41 
.HB07E-H 
.2e9~eE-l' 
.2736IE-.\' 
.'1388E-llt 
.2738bE-l" 
,21360f-l • 
.27303£-1. 
.Z73UE-H 
.27H3E-H 
.~ 113Zf:-l~ 
.2733~E-U 
.ZU32t-llt 
.Z733ZE-H 
.27326E-llt 
.21322E-" 
.27322[;-H 
.27322E-U 
.2n09E-H 
.!tlJOlE-llt 
.2730U:-llt 
.27101E-U 
.21l81E-I. 
.zn96E:-llt 
.272elE-H 
.Z7Zblt-llt 
.~7Z5Bt-lr, 
.27HB[;-U 
.21Z416E-lft 
.21Z.8E-H 
.1.7.l1t5E-11t 
.271~3E-U 
.2 1Z "~t-l' 
.271'~E-H 
.Zll.3E-I. 
.27Z"E-l' 
.21241)I:-llt 
.2 nte)E-lft 
.2ll'UE-11t 
.27243£-141 
.Z7Zle3E.-14t 
.27Z43c-14t 
.l7.ZltJE-l' 
.Z7Z41E:-lft 
.Z7Z4tU-llt 
.l72le3~-l't 
.ZUleU-1lI 
.. 'll.4tJt:.-l4t 
.l7Zo\lt.-llt 
.e:724tU-H 
.l7l"lt-l4t 
.Z7Z41t-H 
.,11"4~C_1 ,. 

SOli i iUN 

.)",~ooo.::·,o 

• 30000('';' .1)0 
.300000':+01) 
.300C,91t." .. 
.ZC,991Jt+Ou 
.300067':+00 
.29991Jt.."O 
.l9991ll: .,,;,; 
.3000i17t.00 
.300000e.oo 
.3\JOOO\lt+OO 
.:UOZ76E.O\l 
.)thU'2c+uO 
.1~\i:'!rZt?+c;.) 

,380"Ze+00 
,3e '6)9~ ."0 
.3907l6t+UO 
.3907Zbt+UO 
.390726t+OO 
• .1'181 li4tL +'u) 
.ltO'663t: .... O 
.4t056f:111:+QtJ 
"ltO 'bb 3t .00 
.ltO .. 938c..(u:' 
.'0<0213:.~O 
.ltO~l13t:+OO 
.ltO"Z13E .O\J 
.ltl13Q~~.u~ 
., laJ~ 7i. .00 
.lt181·97r:.00 
.ltla197t.~:' 
i"05:47"'f:.-#OJ 
.'711~7':+"O 
.~~ot"·lle.03 
,~."'771c..OI) 
.ltb737&.;.UJ 
.ltd9'18Uc.CJI) 
•• d99tsOt+UIl 
.lt8QQauc.OIJ 
.lt9~11tt: .oJll 
,'0029~t·D\l 
.~'1 !JIZbi .Otl 
."q~13b;;+ulJ 
.)03l1bc.\I,J 
.'lllJbc.OO 
.!J032lbe:.U.:t 
.SO~Z.Hl'c·\JU 
.~"'DSA6t:.OU 
.)137Q,t.OO 
.'08~lb~·OO 
.SU8~loc+Uu 

.S08thJ,2c;·u.) 

.,09;):19c·O.) 

.SOtUIOZt..UO 

.)tlS";)Zc.vu 

.:nlbQb&;.\lJ .'tl ... lluc. .... ,;, 

.~llt,..,blc.O\l 

.5vb901t· ... u 

.5U~Qbct .... l 

.''''~ql!lJ(,H,II) 
• 5,) "I q ... •. *JJ 
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.fl5020!lr-Ol 

.e-5C.ZC5t-(H 

.b~C2C>(-0' 
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APPENDIX VII 

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF GAS FLOW THEORY FOR UNSATURATED POROUS MEDIA. 
AND THE COMPARISION OF A 'WORST CASE' APPROXiMATION OF CONVECTION 

CREATED BY SAMPLING, RELATIVE TO GASEOUS DIFFUSION 

Gas flow through porous media is very different from both 

liquid flow and ordinary gas diffusion (concentration gradient 

diffusion) in porous media. Convection of gas created by pressure 

differences, also known as forced diffusion, is normally described by 

ideal gas flow theory. 

A brief review of the theory of gas flow in porous media can be 

helpful as a heuristic exercise showing the framework from which the 

"worst case" approximation was chosen. The ideal gas law is: 

pV = ~ RT (AVII-l) 

where 

p = pressure of the gas in question 

V = volume 

m =' mass 

M = molecular weight 

R = universal gas constant 

T = temperature in degrees Kelvin, 

The equation of state is then: 

=~ P 
RT 
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(AVII-2) 
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where pis gas dens i ty. 

If one assumes constant porosity and that the force of gravity 

is neglectable, then the equation of continuity for an ideal gas in a 

porous media can be written for isothermal non-adiabatic conditions 12
: 

where k is the intrinsic permeability 

~ is the dynamic viscosity 

$ is the porosity 

t is the time 

(AVII-3 ) 

Utilizing the equation of state for an ideal gas, equation (AVII-3) 

becomes the differential equation for unsteady flow of an ideal gas 

th h d · 12 roug porous me la : 

(AVII-4 ) 

If both k and ~ c~n be co~sidered constant this can be written in the 
12 

simpl er form : 

\"72p2 _ <P~ a p2 
v - KP'" IT""" 

which is non-linear. 

(AVII-5 ) 

It is important to note that in the case of gases the fluid does 

not stick to the solid interface in the porous media as Darcy's law 

requires, but a slippage phenomenon occurs. Klinkenberg pointed out 

that the slipping of f1uid along the pore walls gives permeability an 
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apparent dependence on pressure. Klinkenberg further proposed a method 

to adjust for this effect, suggesting the relation between permeability 
2 

and pressure could be written 

b 
k* = k (1 + -) 

p 
(AVII-6) 

k* is the permeability for compressible fluids k is the permeability 

for incompressible fluids (liquids) P is the mean flowing pressure, 

and b is a constant characteristic of both the porous medium and gas. 

The differential equation describing nonsteady state flow of an 

ideal gas through porous media can be written to include the Klinkenberg 
2 effect in dimensions s, y and z as follows : 

~ [p ~ '1 + E., ~] + ~ [p ~ (1 + E.) !E.] ax II \ pI ax ay J.l p ay (AVII-7) 

+ ~ [p ~ (1 + E.\ !E.] = cf> !E. az \l p/az at 

This equation is not amenable to conventional analytic solution 

because it is a non-linear second-order partial differential equation. 

This form of the unsteady state flow equation has relatively few 

solutions due to analytical difficulties. Linear approximation is one 

way of dealing with these difficulties. For example, if one assumes k 

and II to be constant and that variation in pressure is small compared to 

the average value of pressure, approximate solutions can be obtained by 

writing: 



$ll 
V2(p+b)2 = --

k(p+b) at 
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(AVIl-8) 

and then assuming that the coefficient $ll/kP can be treated as a 

constant gi vi ng: 

$ll a (p+b)2 
(AVIl-9) 

k(Pi+b) at 

where Pi is the average pressure in the system. In this form the 

equation is linear and can be treated weith well-known analytical 

solutions. (To see this more clearly. a replacement of variables can be 

made for the term (p+b)2). The major problem with this linear 

approximation is setting the boundary and initial conditions which must 

be done in terms of (p+b)2. 

The rheological properties of compressible fluids can also be 

described ,by numerical approximations. Using a method of finite 

differences, numerical integration provides solutions to the nonlinear 

form of the gas flow equation (AV-II). Aronofsky and Jenkins
2 

(1952) 

have one such method. 

Many different attempts have been made to obtain solutions of 

gaseous flow. For example, Roberts
44 

(1952) assumed linearity in small 

time increments, Green and Wilts26 (1952) used electric analogue 

techniques to confirm use of a linear approximation in one di~ension, 

while Barenblatt
3 

(1956) dealt with the problem in radial configuration. 
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Scheidegger50 (1960), page 108, lists methods applicable to gas flow. 

These include: 

Muskat and Botset (1931), Khristianovich (1941), Hetherington, 
MacRoberts, and Huntington (1942), Leibenzon (1945), 
Polubarinova-Kochina (1948), MacRoberts (1949), Kalinin (1950), 
Piskunc~' (1951), Aronofsky and co-workers (Aronofsky and Jenkins, 
1952, 1954; Aronofsky and Ferris, 1954; Aronofsky and Porter, 1956), 
Green and Wilts (1952), Roberts (1952), Bruce, Peaceman, Rachford 
and Rice (1953), Barenblatt (1953. 1954, 1956a), Khein (1954), 
Douglas et al. (1955), Matveenko (1957), and Kidder (1957). 

To give an approximation of flux differences between created 

convection and ordinary diffusion, a steady state approach was utilized 

with assumptions that make it a "worst case" situation, that is, a 

situation where fluxes would be realistically maximized for convection 

and minimized for diffusion. Piston flow was assumed for a situation 

where gas is steadily withdrawn from the air piezometer sampling station 

closest to the tracer source. Stations B1 and B5 supp]ied the optimal 

combination of nearness to tracer source and largest withdrawal rate 

(more gas was withdrawn from the deepei sampling stations). To further 

simpl ify and "worsen" the assumpti ons, only hori zontal flow was 

considered, which in some layered media is close to reality. Although 

we have previously assumed that the media is homogeneous and isotropic, 

this approximation will assume that vertical permeability is much less 

than horizontal and can be neglected. 

Before the approximation is described, it is worth pOinting out 

that while tracer gas diverges physically by diffusion from each 

permeation device emplacement, gas withdrawal of air piezometers creates 

a converging of subsurface flow. Hence, one would expect mass flux due 

to convection to be greatest in regions near withdrawal points and mass 
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flux due to diffus~on to be greatest near the tracer source. 

This model will assume many of the dimensions found in our field 

problem. Consider a withdrawal of gas at a maximum rate of 400 cm3/day 

from an air' piezometer screen with its axis I-foot long, oriented 

vertically and 2 inches in diameter. To insure a "worst case" 

situatlon, an assumption is made that the air permeability of the porous 

material does not restrict flow in the convection case which gives 

immediate response and the largest flux. At a radius of 1.5 feet from 

the center of the sampling location, the tracer source is along the 

boundary of a larger cylinder of porous media; a cylinder with the same 

one-foot axis. This simulates the field situation for convection from 

the area surrounding the sampling station B5, but uses the withdrawal 

rate which is the maximum for any statiun in the field test (B1). 

Figure 24 illustrates these assumptions. 

Identical. horizontal. volumetric flux is assumed over the 

entire curved sur'face of a series of concentric, co-axial (axis at B5) 

cylinders of different radius , each at the 400 cm3/day maximum. It is 

assumed that the flux is normal to the cylinder surfaces. The greatest 

concentration of BCF in any samples during the test was approximately 

6.0xlO-7 g/cm3, which, when multiplied by the volumetric flux gives a 

tracer mass flux of 2.78xlO-9 g/sec over each cylinder. Because the 

surface area of the cylinders is different, each has a different flux 

over a unit area. The profile of these different fluxes is presented in 

figure 25. Comparing this hypothetical convection induced flux 

distribution with diffusive mass flux, one can get a relative idea of 

magnitudes of pressure induced convection (forced diffusion) problems. 
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Figure 24. Schematic drawing of a mathematical representation 
of the field problem with "worst case" assumptions. 
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To establish estimates for diffusive mass flux, several more 

"worst case" assumptions are made. The diffusive flux, J, through any 

cross-sectional area can be written as: 

where 

J = D' I:J.C 
I:J.x 

D' is the effective diffusion coefficient 

I:J.c is the change in concentration over I:J.x 

I:J.x is the change in distance. 

(AVII-10) 

"Worst case" assumptions will use the 0' for BCF, which is 

0.03259 cm2/sec, and use values for concentration gradient based on 

calculations from the calibrated, 3-dimensional solution to the 

transient state diffusion equation, (equation 5.7). By assuming 

3-dimensional radial diffusion, the horizontal concentration gradient is 

made as small as possible. In addition, the 3-dimensional diffusion 

model uses a source strength for SF6' which is the weaker of the two 

tracers and therefore would minimize diffiJsive flux. Figure 25 shows 

that with these "worst case" assumptions, convective fiow due to 

pressure gradients is of greater magnitudes at about 6 inches from the 

air piezometer screen. On this basis, convection will be considered 

small in this particular field test. 
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